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ABSTRACT
Dimensional repeatability and predictability o f tolerance levels are two o f the most 
fundamental requirements o f today's automated manufacture leading towards unmanned 
manufacture. Regarding continuous batch production, when Computer Numerical Control 
(CNC) machines are utilized, the certainty o f achieving these is rather poor, despite the 
high order o f accuracies claimed by CNC machine manufacturers. The aim o f the present 
thesis is to investigate the likely causes for the poor performances in CNC machining 
operations and to propose some control measures to eliminate or at least reduce the 
shortcomings.
The extensive literature survey reveals that, most researchers have applied some form of 
in-process error compensation techniques to improve "machining accuracy"; but this 
approach has not addressed the root o f the problem. It is the author's firm belief that the 
likely sources o f error can be eliminated at an early stage by adequate designing and 
process planning procedures which are a follow up from the old saying that "prevention is 
better than cure". On this basis, the geometric dimensioning and tolerancing approach was 
applied in the present work to assess machining accuracies, as the conventional 
plus/minus (co-ordinate) tolerancing does not take into account the geometric 
configurations, alignments o f mating surfaces, etc.
The geometric tolerancing features such as the dimensional variations, positioning and 
shape variations o f the holes, flatness, parallelism and perpendicularity o f different 
planes, perpendicularity o f the hole axes with a given datum, etc, were considered in the 
design o f a simple component that was to be machined on a CNC machining centre. The 
preliminary work aimed at demonstrating the possible inaccuracies which may occur in 
typical CNC machining operations. The machined components' accuracy was measured 
using a general purpose co-ordinate measuring machine (CMM). Results from such tests
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indicated the following clear tendencies: (i) the machined dimensions were always smaller 
than the designed dimensions in linear profile machining, (ii) holes were always oversized 
andtheir diameter increased to some peak value in the middle for through holes and then 
decreased (barreling effect), (iii) a flatness error of about 20 microns was observed in the 
end milled surfaces and the surface geometric error of the end milled surfaces showed the 
effect o f end mill deflection on them.
Encouraging results from preliminary findings lead to further investigations, being 
conducted on some of the specific aspects influencing dimensional accuracies and surface 
finish, such as : inherent statistical variations in cutting tool dimensions, effect of surface 
finish on accuracy and repeatability of measurements, effect o f tool deflection, and 
calculation of volumetric accuracy. An extensive analysis o f experimental results revealed 
the following major findings: (i) large variations in cutting tool dimensions, sometimes 
beyond the acceptable limits, were observed, (ii) tool deflection was a major problem in 
end milling, which caused geometric inaccuracies in the machined component., (iii) 
surface finish on the machined component played a significant role on the dimensional 
accuracy and repeatability of measurements, (iv) it was shown that the machine tool 
geometric errors do not always form the major portion of machining errors, as claimed by 
some authors.
Concluding, this thesis highlights the inherent and controllable geometric errors in CNC 
machining operations and analyses how these errors can be reduced by adopting 
appropriate precautionary measures.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
The automation of machine tools has been the central theme of manufacturing engineering 
since the invention of the first Numerical Controlled (NC) machine, in 1947* by John T. 
Persons. In the late 1950s, the introduction of computers into manufacturing processes 
has revolutionized machine tool automation. During the last few decades, expansion of 
computer power has led to the development of Computer Numerical Control (CNC) and 
Direct Numerical Control (DNC) systems. It is to be noted that, day by day the cost of 
labour is rising, while the cost of computer power is falling significantly (Figure 1.1). 
Moreover, recent technological developments in computer science have increased the 
capabilities of computers tremendously to perform complex calculations quickly and to 
manage vast amount of data. Logical outcome of all these is the implementation of more 
and more computers in production processes. This is expected to lead towards unmanned 
manufacturing (automated factory) in the near future (Figure 1.2).
Today CNC systems are widely used in industry. The principal application of CNC 
systems has been in metal machining processes. The main idea behind the 
implementation of computer applications in machine tools is to produce faster and more 
accurate machining. Unfortunately, despite high order "machine accuracies" specified by 
the manufacturers of CNC machines, in practice we observe rather poor "machining 
accuracy" levels, sometimes even extending beyond the anticipated limits in CNC 
machining operations.
* Based on Persons concept, the first prototype NC milling machine was developed at 
Massachusettes Institute of Technology in 1952.
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Figure 1.1 As Labour Costs Rise, the Cost of Computer Power Falls [1].
Figure 1.2 The Paths Towards the Automated Factory {1]
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The concept of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD & T) is a relatively recent 
development in the field of metrology. Day by day GD & T is becoming more and more 
popular and it is used successfully in all phases of manufacturing, including design, 
production and inspection. However, it seems clear that the full potential of GD & T has 
not yet been utilized. It has been realised that more attention must be paid to study the 
capability and the functional requirements of GD & T, as this can yield significant cost 
savings with little capital investment. In this thesis an attempt has been made to 
demonstrate the potential benefits relating to the quality enhancement and improved 
accuracy through the application of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing in CNC 
machining operations.
The introduction of co-ordinate measuring machines (CMM), is a milestone in today's 
manufacturing technology. Since its introduction in the early 1960's, CMMs are gaining 
popularity very fast because of a number of advantages: flexibility, reduced set up time, 
improved accuracy, reduced operator influence, improved productivity, etc. Now CMM 
is becoming a mandatory piece of equipment for all automated manufacturing plants. The 
reason is that, CMM provides digital information suitable for today's computer dominated 
manufacturing processes and eventually it will become a feedback link for Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). The CMM is considered as a universal measuring 
machine and its introduction has changed the concept, strategy and techniques of 
dimensional and geometric measurements. An integrated system of CNC machines and 
CMMs can give high productivity as well as high accuracy levels. The correct use of GD 
& T techniques plays a major role in such an integrated system.
1.2 The Problem of Quality Requirements
The biggest challenge facing today's manufacturing industry is achieving better quality, 
higher productivity at the lowest cost. From an economic point of view, productivity is 
the most important parameter, as high productivity will reduce the cost; however, the
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market is not only cost concerned but also quality conscious. Therefore, manufacturers 
are forced to adopt a parallel approach towards these three aspects (Figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3 Modern Manufacturing Strategy.
1 .2 .1  W hat is Quality?
There are a number of definitions for quality. McKeown defines quality as "fully 
confirming to the agreed requirements of the customer" [2]. This definition considers 
requirements of the customer as the bottom line of achieving quality. Another school of 
thought states quality as "conformance to specification". Juran [3] emphasized the 
concept known as "fitness for use". Deming [4], the founder of modem quality control 
concepts, states that "Good quality does not mean high quality. It means a predictable 
degree of uniformity and dependability at low cost with a quality suited to the market".
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1 .2 .2  Japanese Approach towards Quality Improvement
A fundamental difference can be noticed between the western approach and the Japanese 
approach towards quality improvement. The western approach is to inspect the product 
after it is manufactured and then carrying out any necessary correction before despatching 
to the customer. The idea is to achieve quality by "inspecting the quality-in". But this 
strategy has proved to be inadequate and wasteful. The Japanese approach is based on 
"in-process controls" from the designing of a product to the despatch to the customer, at 
all levels. This approach is aimed at quality being "built-in" rather than "inspected-in". 
The Japanese approach has demonstrated its effectiveness and it is believed that the 
western system is now beginning to follow a preventative approach to quality, having 
adapted the Japanese concept in appropriate proportions.
1.2.3 Why Increased Accuracy ?
In metal machining, the accuracy of a finished product is the best way to judge its quality. 
Peters et al [5] justifies the increased accuracy by the following considerations:
(a) BETTER PERFORMANCES AND RELIABILITY: Better performances and 
reliability of products especially in the case of miniaturized products or weight and 
space saving applications. Examples of this are numerous in computer and 
aerospace industries and also in classical products, even in raw materials.
(b) AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY AND MATERIALS HANDLING: Increased 
accuracy and precision in positioning is required for automatic assembly and 
discrete materials handling.
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(c) SIMPLIFICATION OF DESIGN: Manufacturing accuracy requirements also lead 
to simplification in design, ensuring simpler manufacturing techniques be 
employed retaining the functional requirements of the manufactured component.
(d) NOISE REDUCTION AND INCREASED LIFE: Increasing accuracy of gears, 
bearings or cams can reduce the noise in a machine, providing longer life.
(e) RAW PRODUCTS MUST BE ACCURATE: Raw products used today also 
require a greater accuracy, e.g. the straightness of bars for automatic lathes or the 
accuracy of castings to be clamped on pallets are significant time saving factors.
(f) INCREASED ACCURACY IN OTHER FIELDS: Manufacturing accuracy must 
respond to increased accuracy in other fields. Due to availability and continuing 
growth in electronics, computer science and various control systems, accuracy 
levels in other fields have reached a high level and so manufacturing accuracy is 
required to match those high accuracy levels.
Here it must be pointed out that a customer's satisfaction is paramount in the quality 
assessment of a product, sometimes it may happen that the product is within the limits of 
all specifications and standards; but the customer simply does not like it. Thus, while 
improving the accuracy of a product, the customer's satisfaction must also be taken into 
account.
It is well known that the cost of production increases exponentially as the dimensional 
tolerances are reduced (Figure 1.4). So as a rule, tolerances must always be kept as large 
as possible without risking the function. But if we have a closer look at Figure 1.4, we 
find that there is a zone where tolerances can be reduced without much increment of cost. 
Such a zone is related to the machine capabilities. El Maraghy et al [7] w rite,"... modem 
machine tools are capable of producing tight dimensional tolerances, and a range of
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tolerances can be obtained for the same cost." When we use CNC machine tools, it is 
highly desirable that we machine the components with high accuracy enabling the 
machine's capability to be fully utilized, this way the benefit of capital investment (for 
CNC machine) can be justified. In the present thesis work the desire for higher accuracy 
did not aim at reduction of the tolerance band of the product without functional 
requirements. The primary interest was to see whether CNC machines can achieve the 
specified accuracy, when such high accuracy is asked by functional requirements.
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Figure 1.4 Relationship Between Tolerances and Production Costs [6].
1 .3  M achine Accuracy Versus M achining Accuracy
1 .3 .1  Some Im portan t Term s:
The term s accuracy, error, etc. are often used without much care and that m ay lead to
various interpretations. The difference betw een the m easured and the true value is
generally  know n as error. There can be errors of size or quantity and errors of
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measurement. When we are interested in the error of a machined component, basically 
this refers to the error of size. "An error of size or quantity is the difference between the 
desired or specified size or quantity without reference to any uncertainty in measurement" 
[8].
Uncertainty is the range in which the true value of the quantity measured is likely to lie 
at a given level of confidence. In the industry normally 95% confidence level is adopted. 
Unless otherwise stated, in this thesis the same level of confidence (i.e. 95%) is accepted, 
which means, the value of uncertainty leaves a 19 to 1 chance of being right.
R epeatability  is an important property of a measuring instrument. British Standard 
5233:1975 defines repeatability as: "The ability of a measuring instrument to give identical 
indications, or responses, for repeated applications of the same value of the measured 
quantity under the same conditions of use" [9].
A ccuracy  is the degree of conformity of a measured or calculated value to some 
recognized standard or specified value. Good repeatability is a necessary but not a 
sufficient condition to warrant a good accuracy.
1 .3 .2  M achine Accuracy
In CNC machining operations, NC programmes are written, giving command values to 
the machine and the workpiece is machined accordingly. In practice, it is found that the 
machined dimensions do not comply with the command values. Although it is impossible 
to produce any error-free component, using any type of machine, the errors in CNC 
machining can be higher than what is expected, despite high order of "machine accuracy" 
claimed by the CNC machines' manufacturers. In fact "machine accuracy" and 
"machining accuracy" are different, although, quite often mixed in understanding.
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The machine accuracy of a CNC machine refers to the ability of the CNC machine to 
produce a component within a specified degree of accuracy. The machine accuracy of 
CNC machines depends on the structure of the machine as well as on the accuracy of the 
NC system. It is surprising to note that, the performance tests (and their allowable limits) 
are equivalent for NC machines and manually operated machines [10] although NC 
machines are generally claimed to be superior. In effect, NC machines and manually 
operated machines will be expected to have similar magnitudes of structural inaccuracies.
1.3.3 Machining Accuracy
Machining accuracy or working accuracy as called by some authors, is the accuracy 
achieved on the machined workpiece and clearly differs from the command value. It is 
obvious that "machining accuracy" will depend on the "machine accuracy"; but there are 
some other factors influencing the machining accuracy, investigation of which is the topic 
of the present thesis work. It is worth noting that machine accuracy, specified by the 
manufacturer of CNC machines, is generally set for working under "ideal" (non 
machining) conditions; but in actual machining operations these levels of accuracies are 
not achievable as practical machining conditions can not be non-productive and idle. In 
CNC machining operations a significant magnitude of accuracy is lost during 
interpolations and other related manipulative operations.
1.4 Application of GD & T
Prior to this century, only the basic dimensions were placed on engineering drawings. In 
those days everything machined was understood to be, 'exact' or 'perfect'. If some 
components did not fit, physical means, as necessary, were applied to fit them. The 
measuring instruments which could register the small variations responsible for such 
difficulty in assembly, were also not there in those days. With years of experience and 
innovative developments of very sensitive measuring instruments, it was found that, in
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manufacturing processes such as turning, milling, drilling etc., it is not possible to 
consistently produce many parts with exact size or shape. Moreover, the practice showed 
that, parts need not be exact, and always a variation (within some limit) can be allowed. 
From this, the idea of plus/minus tolerancing (also known as coordinate tolerancing) came 
and is still in use. The plus/minus tolerancing is generally used to define the size and 
position variations. But it is not sufficient for today's industrial needs, because 
component assembly is dependent not only on size and position but also on the geometric 
configurations, alignments of mating surfaces, etc.
Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (often referred in colloquial terms as 
"geometries") is used to control form, profile, orientation, runout and location. GD&T is 
defined by ANSI Y14.5M-1982 [11] as a functional system of dimensioning that benefits 
both the design and manufacturing functions. In simple terms, GD&T can be described 
as a means of specifying the shape or geometry of a part on an engineering drawing. 
GD&T is rapidly becoming a universal engineering drawing language. If properly 
applied it also yields economic benefits. Different national and international standards 
have already accepted GD&T. Australian Standard AS 1100.201 states "Geometric 
tolerances should be specified for all applications where assembly and interchangeability 
are mandatory requirements of design" [12].
The most common terms used in the language of GD&T in ANSI Y 14.5 are given in 
Appendix A. A comparison of symbols used in GD&T by different standards (ISO, 
AS 1100 (Australia), ANSI Y14.5 (U.S.A.), BS 308(U.K.) and B78.2 (Canada)) are 
also given in Appendix B.
1.4.1 Advantages of GD & T:
The basic advantages of GD &T are as follows:
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• It is the best available means to convert functional requirements into parts that can be 
produced at the lowest cost.
• It ensures a single interpretation of drawing and improves communication among the 
designer, manufacturer and the inspector. It is increasingly becoming the "spoken 
word" through industry, the military, and internationally, on engineering drawing 
documentations.
• It allows the design dimensional and tolerance requirements, as they relate to the 
actual function. All restrictions required can be given (if the designer decides), in the 
drawing and thus carried out accordingly.
• It ensures interchangeability of mating parts at assembly if properly applied.
1.4.2 Problems with Old Method
In the old method, holes are located with positioning tolerance that have plus and minus 
values; e.g. in Figure 1.5, position tolerance is ± 1.0 mm. This method of tolerancing 
creates a square tolerance zone, within which the axes of the holes must lie (see Figure 
1.6). A Square tolerance zone allows the holes to be off location more in a diagonal 
direction than across the flats as shown in Figure 1.7. As it is not desirable the holes to 
be off location more in one direction, the tolerance zones should be round and not square 
(see Figure 1.8).
Another advantage of round tolerance zones over the square zones is that in some cases 
we may get additional tolerances [13], [14]. The reason is that in the plus/minus system, 
the axis of the hole can be anywhere in the square. If we located the axis of the hole in the 
comer of a 1.0 mm square zone, it is possible that the hole could be approximately 0.707 
mm off the basic centre, if measured in a diagonal direction as shown in Figure 1.9. If
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1.0 mm square zones were used, the diameter would be approximately 1.414 mm. Thus, 
it is possible to have an increase of 57% additional tolerance as shown in Figure 1.10. If
1.0 mm dia. zone is used 21.5% reduction of position tolerance could take place and if
1.0 mm dia. zone is changed to 1.414 mm dia. zone, 100% increase of position tolerance 
may be achieved.
1 2 .0 0 0  ± 0 .5 0 0  
4  HOLES
Figure 1.5 Part with Holes Located with Plus/Minus Type Dimensioning [13].
Square To le ra nc e  
Zones
Figure 1.6 Square Tolerance Zone Created by Plus/M inus Type D im ensioning [13].
Round to le ra n c e  zones do not 
a l lo w  the ax is  of the holes to 
be o f f  the  c en t re  more  in one 
d i re c t io n  than an o th e r
Figure 1.8 Round Tolerance Zone [13].
Figure 1.9 Square Tolerance Zone [13].
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1.4 1 4  mm dia zone
A 3q = Area of square s = side of the square
A«  ̂ = Area of outer  c i rc leo.c. d = outer  d ia m e te r  0
d i = inner  d ia m e te rA i C = Area of inner c i rc le
1.000 mm square zone = A sq = s 2 = 1.0 2-  1.0
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ncrease = _________ A *1 . 1 0 0  =  0.785 -  1.0 100 =  -  21.5 %
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Figure 1.10 Comparison of Square and Round Tolerance Zones.
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In addition to the above-mentioned additional tolerance, more position tolerance can be 
achieved by the application of GD&T without risking the function. If a position tolerance 
is specified at MMC, it would mean that the position tolerance is applicable only when the 
feature is manufactured at its MMC. If the feature departs from MMC size, the position 
tolerance increases (Figure 1.11). The amount that feature deviates from MMC size is 
added to the specified position tolerance. This extra tolerance is known as bonus 
tolerance. As a feature departs form its MMC size, gain of bonus tolerance will be 
more and it reaches its maximum value as the feature goes to LMC. Moreover, as 
position tolerance gains bonus tolerance on its departure from MMC size, the concept of 
"zero positional tolerancing" at MMC can be applied. In that case the position tolerance 
allowed will totally depend on the actual size of the feature; thus, one check can be 
eliminated.
-Tolerance zone when hole k  at MMC 
(minimum diameter)
Figure 1.11 Increase in Position Tolerance w here H ole is not at M M C [11].
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1.5 Significance of CMM
Undoubtedly, the most significant advance in dimensional metrology is the Co-ordinate 
Measuring Machine (CMM). With the advent of NC machine tools, the demand has 
grown for means to support the equipment with faster and more accurate inspection. The 
concept of measuring the geometry of a workpiece is not new. This concept has led to the 
development of the first CMM in the early 1960s. As in the case of NC machine tools, 
industrial acceptance of CMMs came only after a long period of time from their first 
development. At present CMMs are widely used in the manufacturing industry in one of 
three ways [15].
The first approach is to place the CMM at the end of the production line or in an 
inspection area. With this approach, the CMM is used to check the set up of the first 
component. Once the set-up is verified, then the components are inspected randomly. In 
this setting the CMM can be placed outside the shop floor and then it will not have to 
work in the shop environment.
The second approach is to incorporate the CMM between two workcentres and then 
measure 100% of the parts produced by the first centre before any secondary work 
operations are performed at the second centre. When this approach is applied, the CMM 
indirectly controls the production process. In this setting the CMM should be capable of 
working in an industrial environment.
The third approach is to integrate the CMM into the production line. When applied this 
approach, CMM becomes an essential part of the Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
(CIM) system, and in this case, the production quality is directly controlled (on-line) by
CMM.
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1.6 Present Philosophy
The present study on accuracies has been undertaken from a CNC machine user’s point of 
view. It has been mentioned in a previous section that the machining accuracy depends 
on machine accuracy. But as a user of CNC machines there is very little opportunity to 
alter the machine accuracy, hence the machine accuracy is taken as inherent in the present 
study.
The present study adopts "quality first" principle, i.e. where a decision was needed about 
quality, productivity and cost, the first preference chosen is quality. This approach may 
contradict general production practice, where cost effective manufacture in high 
productivity environment is aimed at. It is the strong belief of the author of this thesis that 
improved quality will eventually bring in a more favourable marketability increasing the 
productivity levels which leads to cost reduction in manufacture.
This thesis work also reflects the traditional belief that "prevention is better than the cure", 
which in terms of the modern quality management philosophies reasserts the concept that 
"the quality can not be inspected-in, but has to be built-in to the product right from the 
designing stage".
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2 .0  LITERATURE SURVEY
From the extensive literature survey that was carried out to identify the present 
knowledge on machining accuracy in CNC machining operations, it has been found that 
only a very limited number of published work* has been reported to date. It appears that 
this subject has somehow been overlooked by most of the authors, as rightly pointed out 
by Arai et al [16], "The authors have made various kinds of research on the turning of 
NC lathe for several years, but they have not yet tried the research of working accuracy". 
Due to the vastness of the problem, many of the researchers have concentrated on specific 
factors affecting the machining accuracy of CNC machining operations. These authors 
consider the problem only from their own point of view totally ignoring the combined 
effect of all factors that are likely to influence the process. In truth, the problem is far 
more complex.
The study of machining accuracy calls for wide understanding and greater knowledge in a 
number of fields. Over 100 publications that were reviewed with a view to establishing 
the present level and developments are classified into four major groups as shown in 
Table 2.1. A summary of the review is presented in four major subsections of this 
chapter.
2.1  Machine Accuracy
Researchers have been concerned about machine accuracy for a long time and several 
publications have been produced examining this problem. Pioneering work on machine 
tool accuracy was done by Schlesinger, who has been reported to have started his work 
on acceptance standards for machine tools in 1901. His famous book "Testing Machine 
Tools" [17] is still very widely used by machine tool manufacturers, users, inspectors
* It seems that, there is a great deal of unpublished industry-sponsored work done by 
different industrial organizations, which they do not want to share with their competitors.
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and plant engineers. In this book 44 inspection charts, a discussion of the basic principles 
and an explanation of testing procedures are given. In its recent edition a chapter on NC 
machine tools written by Koenigsberger and Burdekin is included. This book is to be 
regarded as a reference book due to its diversity of contents. Schlesinger's machine tool 
accuracy tests include: flatness of tables, straightness of sideways, accuracy of spindle 
rotation, accuracy of linear motion, lead or pitch error of lead-screws, etc. In his book 
measurement procedures of these inaccuracies are explained in details. In the test charts 
tolerances of the inaccuracies are also given.
Group No Research Area References
1 Machine Accuracy [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], 
[25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], 
[33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], 
[41], [42], [431, [44]
2 Machining Accuracy [16], [45], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], 
[53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], 
[61], [62],[631, [641, [65], [66]
3 On-line Monitoring 
and Adaptive Control 
Systems
[46], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], 
[74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], 
[82], [83], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89], 
[901, [91], [921, [93], T94]
4 Studies on Co-ordinate 
Measuring Machine
[95], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], 
[103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], 
[110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115], [116], 
[1171, [118]
Table 2.1 Summary of Literature Survey.
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Tlusty and Koenigsberger [18] pointed out that the classic concept of geometric accuracy 
which was created by Schlesinger and later accepted by various national and international 
standards, does not take into account a number of functional effects, such as, weight 
deformation, deformation due to clamping forces, thermal effects, dynamic errors of 
displacement systems, etc. These inaccuracies are particularly important for CNC 
machines, because in CNC machining operations normally the operator who can take 
necessary actions to eliminate most of those effects is not present. Tlusty and 
Koenigsberger studied the geometric accuracy of machine tools using a "work zone 
concept" (where the error is calculated within the whole work zone) and a "master part 
trace test" (where a master part is used to find error components). Their study also 
includes spindle rotation accuracy, displacement accuracy, weight and clamping effects, 
thermal effects, forced vibration and cutting force deformations. Main findings of their 
study are:
• Weight and clamping effects may cause errors many times greater than the basic 
alignment errors.
• On average, the thermally induced error is of equal significance to the positioning 
error.
• Cutting force deformations may entirely be neglected for turning, boring and 
milling.*
Tlusty et al [18] must have been referring to Schlesinger's original work in which some 
functional effects were not included. But in the recent edition of Schlesinger's book [17] 
where a new Chapter is added titled "Recent Developments in Machine Tool Testing", the 
accuracy of positioning system, cutting tests for accuracy assessment using a standard 
test piece, weight deformations, indexing table errors, thermal deformations, spindle 
rotation accuracy, dynamic testing of machine tools, etc. are discussed.
• But findings of other researchers (which will be discussed later in Chapter 5) show that 
tool deflection in end mills is relatively high and thus cannot be neglected.
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Tlusty has also elaborated the work zone concept for testing accuracy of NC machine 
tools in another work [19]. He used a simplified method called "the linear system of 
accuracy of NC machine tools". The system is called linear because, only linear 
(translative) and no angular deviations connected with the motions of the bodies of the 
machine are considered. In effect, only 9 error components of the total 21* error 
components representing the volumetric accuracy of a 3-axis machine tool were 
considered. Tlusty advocated avoiding the use of a machining test, because: (a) it is more 
expensive and time consuming; (b) the effects of tool wear and workpiece distortions 
cannot be separated from those of the machine inaccuracy. In his work Tlusty used a 
graphical template as master part for testing the accuracy of NC machine tools. He 
developed tolerances for accuracy tests and tolerances were expressed as linear functions 
of distances of points in the working zone (another reason for calling the system linear). 
The angular motions were avoided because these are very difficult to measure, and, there 
is no direct criterion for determining the tolerances for the the angular motions. But the 
effects of angular deviations were checked indirectly by increasing the number of 
measurements on the linear deviations. Finally, Tlusty showed how to determine the 
minimum necessary number of linear measurements which can, in a fully comprehensive 
way, express the effect of errors connected with the individual co-ordinate motions on the 
accuracy of relative tool-workpiece motions in the whole working zone of the machine.
Cowley and Hinduja [20] applied a finite element method for machine tool structural 
analysis. Computer programmes were developed for computation of the static 
deformation of the machine tool structures and structural elements. Machine tool 
structures were subdivided into different plate-like elements (rectangular, triangular, etc) 
and beam like elements. The deformations of each individual element was calculated and
*21 components of the volumetric accuracy include 6 components for each axis (each 
axis having six degrees of freedom of movement) and 3 components coming from non­
orthogonality of axes. (For details see Chapter 7).
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were then combined to form resultant deformation of the overall structure. This type of 
approach is very helpful for designing machine tool structures and structural elements, as 
their deformation, which contributes to machine error significantly, can be minimized. 
But as pointed out by Cowley and Hinduja, their analysis was based on a very simple 
structure and detailed analysis of a complete machine tool using their techniques involves 
calculation of a large number of finite elements.
Schultschik [21] examined the "volumetric" errors in 3-axis machine tools having 
investigated the way of combining the error components in the work space of a given 
machine tool. A geometric model of the machine tool was developed and his analysis was 
based on vector diagrams. A typical machine tool and its vector diagram is shown in 
Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 A Typical Machine Tool and it's Vector Diagram [21].
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In general, the combined vectors have the following form:
t  + +
/EAZn
EBZ
vECZy
• d  + Ek) +
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EBX
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EBZ
VECZy
+ E&) = +
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EBY
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• f  (2.1)
where
X,Y,Z translatory axes
A,B,C rotational axes
EAZ is the rotation of Z axis along A etc.
E error
$ workpiece offset
f tool offset
E\^ workpiece error
In a later study Schultschik [22] added the effect of load conditions on the accuracy of 
machine tools. Under load conditions, additional effects, such as workpiece weight or 
thermal deflections take place, and this makes the problem more complicated. But it is 
found that, in practice, these loads cause typical effects on the machine tool. Thus while 
testing a machine under load conditions, it is possible to restrict the measurements to 
these types of errors. The method described by Schultschik is suitable to use for machine 
tool accuracy improvement.
Eman, Wu and De Vries [23] presented a methodology to build a generalized error model 
of an arbitrary multi-axis machine. They considered geometric errors of the machine and 
errors resulting from the relative motion between machine elements. Their error model is 
based on rigid-body kinematics and the spatial relationship between the machine's 
components was described by a set of homogeneous transform matrices. Equations for 
error components were derived, which can be useful for error estimation as well as for
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identifying dominant contributors to the total error. The model could offer benefits in the 
design of new machines and in their real-time error-compensation.
Knapp [24] proposed a testing method called "circular test" to determine the geometric 
errors of machine tools and measuring machines. Compared to the other methods for 
measurement of geometric errors of machines, his method is simple and does not need 
expensive equipment (laser interferometers, electronic levels etc). For the circular test a 
cylindrical masterpiece with high precision (out of roundness less than 1 micron) is used. 
The masterpiece is placed on the machine table. A two-dimensional probe is mounted in 
place of the cutting tool. The machine is programmed to move on a circle in a way that the 
probe keeps in steady touch with the masterpiece. The path of the probe is plotted. In 
ideal conditions (i.e., if the machine is error-free), the probe should follow a circular path 
with a diameter equal to the diameter of the masterpiece. Any deviation from the nominal 
circular path indicates the presence of machine error. By analyzing the shape and size of 
the distorted circle the amount of different geometric error components can be determined 
(see Figure 2.2).
In recent years, a number of research projects on machine tool accuracy have been 
undertaken at Purdue University, USA by the precision engineering group, which 
includes studies by Donmez [25], Venugopal [26], Venugopal and Barash [27], Ferreia 
and Liu [28], [29], Lee and Barash [30] etc.
Donmez [25] developed a general methodology for machine tool accuracy enhancement. 
A general mathematical model was developed to determine the total error at the cutting 
tool tip by using homogeneous co-ordinate transformations for each element of the 
machine tool. A methodology for establishing a model for different machine tools was 
presented and applied to a two-axis turning centre. In his model, geometric and 
thermally-induced errors were considered. Unlike other studies of thermal errors, which 
used finite element methods to find thermal deformations, Donmez studied the end effect
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of the thermal changes on the geometric behaviours of the machine elements, which 
makes all of the individual error components as functions of axis position and the 
temperatures of the selected locations on the machine tool structure. A modular, flexible 
and easily maintainable software system was developed for error compensation in real­
time.
--------nominal path and dia.
--------  resulting path
a) movement in X-
direction too long
b) movement in X-
direction too short
c) movements X and Y 
non-perpendicular
(angle>90 deg.)
d) movements X and Y 
non-perpendicular
(angle<90 deg.)
X
Figure 2.2 Effect of Principal Errors on a Circular Movement [24].
Venugopal [26] identified the thermal effects as the main source of machine error of NC 
machine tools. The thermal characteristics of a hypothetical machine were studied. 
Thermally induced errors were predicted using regression equations. Experimental results 
were compared with numerical work and it was found that the thermal influence on the
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accuracy of machine tools was predictable. Experimental results showed that positioning 
errors are the largest of the six measured errors (viz. positioning error, horizontal 
straightness error, vertical straightness error, roll, yaw and pitch). It was found that the 
standard deviations of the positioning errors vary dramatically. This means positioning 
errors cannot be easily predicted with a simple regression technique. Venugopal [26] 
suggested the use of an external reference such as a magnetic scale for compensation of 
positioning error. Other errors are predictable as a function of the temperature of the 
machine tool.
Ferreira and Liu [28] presented an anatomical quadratic model for the geometric errors of 
a machine tool. They used rigid body kinematics to relate the error vector at a point in the 
machine tool workspace to the co-ordinates of that point by the dimensional and form 
errors of the individual links and joints of the machine's kinematic scheme. In previous 
works by other authors, it was assumed that the angular misalignments (pitch, yaw and 
roll) and the positioning error along any axis of the machine are constants, i.e., the axes 
of motion of the machine are straight, although no suitable justification of this assumption 
was given. Ferreira et al [28] considered linear relationships between the error 
components (positioning, pitch, roll and yaw) of a joint and displacement along the joint. 
Based on the linear variation of individual errors, an expression for the geometric error of 
a machine tool was developed, which is quadratic. A method for estimating the co­
efficients of the model from the error obtained on a workpiece was also proposed.
Lee and Barash [30] used a touch probe and a metrology pallet for improvement of a 
CNC machining centre. A mathematical model was developed to obtain the position 
errors of the tool tip within the entire workspace under varying thermal conditions. The 
error map of the whole workspace was obtained using a touch probe and a master 
metrology pallet. The master pallet has several measurement points and was mounted on 
the machine table at certain intervals. After calibration of the master pallet in cold 
condition, the master pallet was recalibrated in warm condition and the difference
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between these calibration measurements gave the "thermal growth" of the machine tool, 
which was later used in error compensation. A "dynamic" method of compensating the 
backlash was proposed using ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) analysis to determine the 
dominant factors affecting the backlash. The positioning error and the angular error were 
modeled by the General Method of Data Handling (GMDH) technique of the Russian 
engineer Ivakhenko. Machining tests were performed to check the acceptability of the 
model and an accuracy enhancement of around 50% was achieved.
2.2  Machining Accuracy
As machining accuracy is the accuracy achieved on the machined workpiece, it can only 
be verified by conducting machining tests. Some researchers [19], [21] have suggested 
avoiding machining tests, as in machining tests the results of different factors affecting 
machining accuracy and machine accuracy cannot be separated. But a machine is only a 
machine when it does the job. Thus without machining tests, performance of machine 
tools cannot be properly evaluated. Moreover from the users' point of view machining 
tests are essential, because the manufacturers of CNC machines usually make 
exaggerated claims.
Farmer [10] raised the question about accuracy of NC machine tools and showed that NC 
machine tools are not as accurate as generally thought to be. Due to various inaccuracies, 
dimensions of NC machined components vary significantly. From this Farmer concluded 
that in NC machining, dimensions of machined components still have to be inspected and 
tolerance limits should be specified on the product drawings. This shows the invalidity of 
the generally accepted notion that, "tolerances are no longer required on the dimensions 
of products that are to be produced on NC machines". He also emphasized the use of 
datums in dimensioning. Farmer and Harris [45] in an earlier work highlighted the need 
for further studies on change of datums, tolerances and their corresponding effects on the 
machining accuracies achievable in CNC operations.
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2.2.1 Factors Affecting Machining Accuracy
There are a number of factors which can cause poor accuracy levels in CNC machining 
operations. One observation [46] shows that over thirty factors directly or indirectly 
influence milling operations. Lawrence Livermore laboratory, USA has established the 
following factors as causing poor machining accuracy [47]:
(a) geometric and kinematic errors of the machine tools;
(b) spindle errors of the machine tools;
(c) thermal effects on the machine tool and on the workpiece;
(d) static loading;
(e) dynamic loading;
(f) tool wear; and
(g) errors due to work holding.
Factors affecting machining accuracy listed by Tlusty et al [19], McKeown [48], and 
Koval and Igonin [49] are given in Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.
Koval and Igonin [49] made a comparative analysis of machining errors for a heavy NC 
machine tool. They listed the factors affecting machining accuracy (see Figure 2.5). All 
those error components for a heavy NC vertical milling machine were calculated 
analytically. As error components in point-to-point machining and contour machining 
differ, these two cases were considered separately. The results of their calculation of 
error components are given in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. The method of quadratic summation 
was used to find the resultant error and the error values obtained analytically showed 
close match with the experimental values.
M a c h .  T o o l  
D es ig n  F e a t
F o r  C o m p l e x  S u r f a c e s
Figure 2.3 Factors Influencing Accuracy o f the W orkpiece [18].
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Figure 2.4 Factors Affecting and Controlling Workpiece Accuracy [48].
Machining error com ponents and their sources in 
a machine tool with an NC contouring system: 
N C C —NC controller; SO—controlled drive (servo- 
drive); F M —feed mechanism; M S —measuring 
system; M T — machine tool; F —fixture; T — tool;
W—workpiece; 8 ncc, &s.dr &m.Sf Sf.mr &m.t> Sf,
5 w— machining error com ponents caused by 
the respective elements of NC and MFTW systems;
8p r  —programmirig error; 6/.c —interpolator error 
(calculated); 5co —error of interpolator correctors; 
6 0 —errors in forming the ‘go to zero’ instructions 
for the machine tool moving parts; 5 ^ —drift error 
of servodrive unit characteristics; 8 t q —drive torque 
error; 8dyrr~dynamic error of the drive; 5 y— drive 
velocity error; 8 p —in-pitch transducer error; 5 — 
cumulative transducer error; dp,c~norm ing con­
verter error; Sg.s—geometric error of the leadscrew; 
5b J —backlash error of the ball bearing screw;
8 j u —error caused by the jum p type (stick-slip) 
character of machine parts m otion at low feed rates 
8g .m —geometric machine error; 5o . m ~ orientation 
change error of machine tool moving parts; 5c/./77— 
machine parts deflection error; Sg.f— geometric 
error of the fixture; 8 q f —fixture deflection error;
8 d i . t— dimensional tool error; 8 d .w ~ too l deflection 
error; 5 iv.f—tool wear error; 5 f .f—tool thermal 
error; 8 g ,w —workpiece geometric error; 8 d . w — 
workpiece deflection error; 8 t . w ~workpiece ther­
mal error; 6/. w —workpiece inspection error;
5 /—errors caused by other external factors.
Figure 2.5 Machining Error Components and Their Sources in a Machine Tool with an
NC Contouring System [49].
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Figure 2.6 Diagram of Dimensional Error Components in Point-to-Point Machining[49].
Figure 2.7 Diagram of Dimensional Error Components in Contour Machining [49].
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Venugopal and Barash [27] claim that 60-70% of total error in machine tools come from 
thermal effects alone; while Arai et al [16], found that thermal displacement affects 40% 
and tool wear affects 20% of total errors. Takeuchi et al [50] found that 52% of the total 
cylindrical errors of the workpiece comes from thermal effects on the machine tool and 
workpiece. As such we find different opinions among the researchers about the likely 
causes of errors as the experimental set-ups were quite different from each other with 
significantly different cutting conditions, tool geometry and work materials being used.
It is to be noted that some of the factors affecting machining accuracy of CNC machining 
operations are common in conventional machining operations and these factors have been 
well known to researchers for a long time. Due to involvement of computers in CNC 
machines, it is "generally believed" that CNC machines are error-free. However, this is 
far from true in an actual machining operation, since the use of computers is for 
computation and decision making based on a preprogrammed logic and that it is an 
electronic device with high accuracy, whereas the actual work done is mechanical with 
lower accuracy, particularly when the operation is performed under a dynamic load.
2.2.2 Methods for Machining Accuracy Improvement
A systematic approach to improve the machining accuracy is shown in Figure 2.8. Two 
basic methods for the improvement of machining accuracy have been proposed [51]: (a) 
error avoidance and (b) error compensation (error reduction). Error avoidance calls for 
elimination of the source of the error through improved design and controlled 
manufacturing technology. Sometimes it is possible to improve machining accuracy of a 
machine by a series of thoughtful and conscientious design features and by optimizing 
machining process without any (or very little) extra cost. Thus, the error avoidance 
should be the first step of accuracy control. Error compensation is defined [47] as "a 
method of canceling the effect of the error by predicting it using a model built for the
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purpose". There are two basic approaches to error compensation: (1) pre-calibrated error 
compensation and (2) active error compensation.
Figure 2.8 A Systematic Approach to Machining Accuracy Enhancement.
For pre-calibrated error compensation, errors are measured or identified first, either 
before or after the machining process (test cut). Once the errors are known, they are 
compensated for and corrected during the subsequent operations. Pre-calibrated error 
compensation technique is based on the assumption that the errors and the measurements 
are repeatable. In active error compensation, the identification of the error and its control 
are done simultaneously during machining. There are two general approaches to the 
identification of errors for active compensation: (i) through an in-process (on-line) 
gauging and (ii) with a mathematical prediction.
Active error compensation through in-process gauging is the most recent and complex 
technique of error reduction. This approach identifies the workpiece error directly and
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there is no need to find the cause-and-effect relationship between errors and sources. This 
approach can sense and correct non-repeatable errors, which pre-calibrated error 
compensation cannot do, as pre-calibrated error compensation is based on the assumption 
that the errors are repeatable. Active error compensation through in-process gauging is 
difficult to implement, because it needs highly effective on-line sensors. At present, lack 
of such sensors is the main obstacle for the implementation of this type of error 
compensation in CNC machining operations.
In error compensation with mathematical prediction, the cause-and-effect relationship 
between the error and the source is established through a mathematical model. In recent 
years this type of error compensation has gained popularity and different computer 
software compensation techniques have come to market.
Sata, Takeuchi and Okubo [52] tried to improve the machining accuracy of a machining 
centre by implementing an error compensation method. They considered the general error 
as the summation of geometrical error and deformation error. The geometrical error was 
estimated by using a standard master part fixed on the table. The deformation error was 
evaluated by applying a simplified finite element model of the structure from temperature 
measurements taken of the machine tools. NC commands were modified to compensate 
the error. Experiments were performed to show improvements in machining accuracy of 
a machining centre by adopting the proposed method.
In another study Sata et al [53] found that in turning, machining error is dominated by 
thermal expansion of the tool and they produced improved machining accuracy on an NC 
lathe by predicting the thermal expansion of the single point tool using a finite element 
method. They used feed-forward strategy in error improvement and the NC control 
commands were regulated according to the thermal expansion of tool in advance of 
machining. The thermal expansion of the tool was calculated from the amount of heat
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generation in machining, which is a function of cutting conditions. The tool offsets were 
changed according to the calculated amount of thermal expansion of the tool.
Rahman [54], [55], [56] examined the machining accuracy of a chucked workpiece. In a 
turning operation of a cylindrical workpiece with length to diameter ratio less than three, 
the workpiece is generally overhung clamped and machined with three jaw chucks. In 
this type of turning operation, a deviation in shape called "out of roundness" is 
commonly observed (see Figure 2.9). Rahman [54] shows the factors causing this type 
of machining error. His experimental results show that the directional orientation in a 
three-jaw chuck and jaw/workpiece contact chord length play major roles in the out of 
roundness error of the machined workpiece. It was also found that in the first cut the 
deviation in shape was larger and in the second cut the deviation in shape was different 
from that in the first cut. In his contemporary work [55], the effect of clamping 
conditions on chatter stability and machining accuracy are discussed. It was found that 
the chucking force, the chucking length of workpiece and the type of contact between the 
workpiece and jaw faces are the main causes for the variation of stiffness. In a more 
recent work [56] an attempt was made to optimize the error of roundness to achieve the 
maximum metal removal rate (MRR) with some specified accuracy satisfying all the 
constraints of clamping and cutting conditions and workpiece specification. An 
optimization programme was developed, which gives the lathe operator the optimum 
cutting conditions to achieve the desired machining error and maximum MRR.
Nevelson [57] determined the factors which have the greatest influence on machining 
accuracy and developed an optimum control algorithm to achieve the desired accuracy 
level. He considered the cutting force, the varying yield of the blank in a collet chuck, 
the tool wear, the clamping error and the positioning error as the main sources of 
machining error in a turret lathe. Values of all three error factors were recorded and, 
using a regression analysis, relationships were established between these factors and the 
resulting dimensional deviation. The equations obtained from these relationships were
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used in error compensation of the workpiece. Thus the error compensation technique 
developed by Nevelson is error compensation with mathematical prediction.
J : JAW  POSITION
LENGTH OF O V E R H A N G : U S  m m
S P IN D L E  S P E E D : ASO r.p .m .
DEPTH OF CUT : 3 mm  
D IA . OF W O R K P IE C E  • 6 0 m m
Figure 2.9 Deviation in Shape of a Workpiece Turned in a Three-Jaw Chuck [56].
2 .3  On-line M onitoring and A daptive C ontrol Systems
In the previous section we have seen that many authors have applied different methods to 
eliminate or at least reduce the errors in CNC machining operations [50], [51], [56],[57]. 
The most popular among those methods is active error compensation through in-process 
gauging, or as commonly known, "adaptive control". A common drawback of most of 
the CNC systems is that operating parameters, such as speeds or feed rates (in metal 
machining), are prescribed by a part-programmer and consequently depend on his or her 
experience, knowledge or handbook data. The so-obtained values are conservative since 
they are determined by referring to the worst cutting conditions (which in reality will 
seldom occur) and do not take into account the variation of both the cross-section of the
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metal removal along the tool path and the actual workpiece material characteristics with 
respect to the standard.This problem is especially important in CNC machining 
operations, because the part-programmer is unable to see the results of his choice of 
cutting conditions as would the machinist. In conventional machining, the machinist can 
readily change the cutting conditions if such change is needed. Therefore, the part- 
programmer tends to be conservative, in trying to be on the safe side. More often he is 
reasonably well satisfied just to get the part machined without worrying about 
productivity and accuracy levels unless specified. In CNC machining the productivity is 
of particular importance, as the high cost of the machine is involved. Therefore, 
significant savings of time and money can be attained by a control system which 
measures, while machining under actual conditions, automatically selecting and 
implementing the optimum parameters on the machine.
There are two types of automatic control systems that might be implemented for this 
purpose:
(i) Feedback control system
(ii) Adaptive control system
2 .3 .1  Feedback C ontrol System
Unfortunately there appears to be no single, universally accepted, definition for either the 
feedback or the adaptive control system [46]. The common feedback control strategy is 
given in Figure 2.10. In feedback control systems it is desired that the output of the 
process Y (also known as controlled variable), be as close as possible at all times to 
an arbitrary given input X (also called reference variable  or co m m an d )  to the 
system. In other words, at all instants of time it is desired to keep the error 8X = IX-YI as 
small as possible.
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Figure 2.10 Feedback Strategy.
There are two basic requirements for effective design of a feedback system. First, the 
controlled variable must be measurable. Second, the properties and characteristics of the 
process or system to be controlled are known and constant; but in metal cutting, the 
second condition is not met, as the metal cutting process is not static. Moreover the 
feedback system only attempts to maintain a zero error signal, so the system output 
would not be optimal unless the command signals were optimal at all times. 
Unfortunately, the optimal input is not known for all situations in advance. Hence the 
feedback control system does not appear to be the means for keeping the system 
operating at the optimal conditions.
2 .3 .2  A daptive C ontrol System
An adaptive control system is more sophisticated than a feedback control system. 
"Adaptive Control Systems (ACS) are defined to be systems which automatically change 
their parameters in response to varying process conditions in such a way as to improve 
their operations with respect to a performance index" [67]. As applied to the metal 
removal process, adaptive controllers alter such parameters as feed rate, spindle speeds, 
etc. in response to the other varying cutting conditions (increase/decrease in width or 
depth of cut, changing workpiece hardness, rapid tool wear, etc). The performance index 
may be the production rate, the cost per part produced, the surface finish of the part
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produced or many other measurable features. The universal example of adaptive control 
is the human being driving a car. The driver continually inputs small correctional signals 
on the steering wheel and accelerator in order to drive the car safely on the road. The 
driver continually measures the dynamics of the process to be controlled in order that he 
may be prepared to effect near-optimum control when an error condition arises.
There are three functions which characterize ACS (Figure 2.11) [68]:
1. Identification
2. Calculation and Decision
3. Modification
Figure 2.11 Structure of Adaptive Control System [68].
The identification measures the actual state of the process performance without taking its 
quality into consideration. Once the system performance is determined, the next function 
is to decide how the control mechanism should be adjusted to improve the process 
performance. The decision is taken on the basis of a preprogrammed logic provided by
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the system designer. The third function is to implement the decision. The decision 
function is a logic function, whereas the modification function is concerned with the 
physical or mechanical change in the corrective action needed to adaptively control the 
process.
ACS for machine tools can be classified into two categories: (1) adaptive control with 
optimization (ACO) and (2) adaptive control with constraints (ACC). ACO refers to 
systems in which a given performance index (usually an economic function) is 
maximized subject to process and system constraints. With ACC the machining 
parameters are optimised within a prescribed region bounded by the process and system 
constraints, such as maximum torque or power. ACC systems however do not use a 
performance index.
Although there has been considerable research on ACO systems, only a few of these 
systems are used in practice [69]. The main difficulties encountered with such systems 
have been in defining realistic indices of performance and finding suitable sensors which 
can reliably measure on-line, the necessary parameters in a production environment 
within reasonable costs.
Some researchers have classified ACS in three categories. Besides ACO and ACC, they 
have also introduced a third term, geometric adaptive control (GAC) [71], [72]. GAC 
refers to the control technique for maintaining the stability of dimensional accuracy and 
improving the surface finish and shape accuracy.
2 .3 .3  Survey of Existing Adaptive Control Systems
Pioneering work in adaptive control in machining operations was conducted at Bendix 
Research Laboratories under the technical supervision of the U.S. Air Force during the 
years 1962 through to 1964 [73]. The system introduced by them is known as the Bendix
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System. In this system feed rate and spindle speed are used as the controlled variables 
and cutting torque, tool temperature and machine vibration are used as the measured 
variables. In the Bendix System, the performance index PI is defined as follows:
PI = f (MRR/TWR) (2.2)
where MRR = metal removal rate 
TWR = tool wear rate
The objective in implementing an ACS is to continually maintain the value of PI as the 
highest possible within the constrains.The constraints in the Bendix system were 
maximum and minimum spindle speed, maximum torque, maximum feed, maximum 
temperature and maximum vibration amplitude. The optimization method used to find the 
maximum is based on gradient method. In the Bendix system, MRR and TWR and 
finally performance index (PI) are calculated by using the following formulae typically in 
a milling operation [73]:
MRR = b. d.Sm
where
b = milling width
d = depth of cut
Sm = feedrate
TWR = K i . (MRR) + K2 .0  + K3 .
where
0 = tool temperature
dT 
dt
(2.3)
(2.4)
time rate of change of the cutting torque
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Ki, K2, K3 are constants which depend on tool and workpiece materials.
where
PI =
C l + (C l tl + C2 p).(TW R ) /  w 0 *5)
Cl = cost of machine and operator per unit time
C2 = cost of tool and regrind per change
tl = tool changing time
wo = terminal allowable width of flank wear
P = adjustable parameter (0<p<l) which determines the type of 
performance index:
If P =1. the performance index is the reciprocal cost per unit
If p = 0, the performance index is production rate
If 0 < P <  1, the performance index takes into account both the cost per part 
and the production rate
From the above formulae, it seems that it is not difficult to calculate the performance 
index (PI) and to find its maximum using some optimization technique. The difficulty is 
that the TWR cannot be measured by on-line sensors available today. The Bendix 
researchers measured the TWR indirectly using Equation (2.4). However, in Equation 
(2.4) the constants K i, K2, K3 depend on tool and workpiece materials and off-line 
experiments are needed to determine their values for every combination of tool and 
workpiece material, which is time consuming and may override the economic benefits of 
ACS.
The oldest known ACS still in use is offered by Macotech Corporation, Seattle, 
Washington, U.S.A. [75]. Mathias, Vice President of Macotech Corporation has 
reported the successful implementation of ACS in milling operations by his company
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[75], [76]. The original system is called MAC I and several modifications are now 
available, such as MAC 22, MAC 40, MAC 42, etc. In MAC I system the feed is used as 
the controlled variable, and cutter force and horsepower are used as the measured 
variables. In this system, when the force increases due to increased workpiece hardness 
or depth or width of cut, the feed rate is reduced to compensate. When the force 
decreases, owing to decreases in the foregoing variables or airgaps in the part, feed rate is 
increased to maximize MRR. It provides protection against total breakage due to high side 
load and spindle motor overload. The MAC system has reduced operation time 
significantly, thus high productivity is achieved, but Mathias has not given any data about 
the machining accuracy, geometric tolerances and reliability.
The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company developed an ACS for milting operations [46]. 
Their system uses spindle speed and feed rate as controlled variables, and spindle torque, 
spindle deflection and spindle horse power as measured variables. Empirical equations, 
derived from the data gathered by the Physical Research Department of Cincinnati Milling 
Machine Co. were used in their ACS. The relationship which satisfied their analysis is as 
follows:
(2.6)
where
Np
5t
Nc commanded spindle speed 
programmed spindle speed 
tool deflection
K
T tool torque 
weight factor
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In Equation (2.6) the weight factor takes into consideration the tool material used. The 
lower values of K, indicate strong tools, high rigidity, and mild material. High values 
indicate the other extremes of the above-mentioned parameters.
The feed rate equation used is:
where
Sm — S . N + Sgg - C5 - Chp
Sm = feed rate (command)
S = feed per revolution (programmed)
N = spindle RPM
Sge = gap eliminator feed rate
c 5 = deflection constraint
Chp = horsepower constraint
(2.7)
In Equation (2.7), the last three terms are zero when normal milling operation is 
performed. During machining, if some airgaps are met, the feed rate is required to be 
increased to reduce the machining time. The gap eliminator term is used to increase the 
feed rate. At the same time torque and deflection constraints are applied to avoid tool 
breakage. The latter two constraints act to decrease the feed rate upon violation of a 
constraint.
The system developed by Cincinnati is not an ACS in the true definition of ACS. In fact 
it is a group of feedback control loops using analog computation to implement the control 
equations within the control loops. The Cincinnati system showed reduction in machining 
time of 20 to 90% over non-adaptive time on the same machine. The primary limitations 
of this system are its dependency on empirical equations which cannot be relied upon for 
all cutting conditions, and, the need for off-line experiments to determine the optimal 
programmed values of feed and speed.
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Abdulov [78] considers not only the productivity, but also increased accuracy and quality 
through ACS. A new Mechanical Adaptive Control System has been produced. It 
consists of a multi-loop elastic dissipative device which serves as an adaptive regulator. 
The functions of adaptive regulators are: to regulate the technological process and the 
machining operation; to increase machining accuracy and improve machined surface 
finish; to ensure a stable cutting process and stable tool-life. He made a mathematical 
model of the process and showed the increase in accuracy of a number of parts made of 
different materials.
Bedini et al [70] have conducted a series of experiments using an ACS in a milling 
machine. They considered only the technological part of the problem although a more 
general approach would be required for considering the geometrical and technological 
problem together. The performance index chosen by them is the maximum value of 
machining cost. Different constraints on values of the cutting speed and feed rate were 
applied. Initially they developed the mathematical model of the process, which was later 
optimised. The tests showed a good reliability of the proposed ACS, but results were 
only obtained for a prototype and it needs more studies for industrial applications.
Yen and Wright [79] have proposed a new concept to integrate traditional approaches of 
ACO and ACC. They criticized both ACO and ACC and in their words, "Apparently 
these two methods can be appropriate for certain classes of applications, but they are not 
a general solution". They chose plastic deformation, cratering, and fracture as the main 
causes of failure which set the limits on the speed and feed. The performance index 
chosen, was the maximum production rate, which they defined as the product of cutting 
speed and feed rate assuming that the depth of cut was fixed. The aim of their ACS was 
to maintain a smooth wear of the cutting tool by operating the machine within the 
specified constraints. In this method, most of the variables are physical properties of tool 
materials which are either invariant or a function of temperature. Some of them depend on
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the cutting forces. Both the temperature and cutting force sensors are well developed and 
were used for on-line measurements. But some constants can only be determined by 
experiments. As we have seen in the Bendix system, the off-line experiments to 
determine the constant values are inconvenient and remain the principal disadvantage for 
that system. The performance index chosen is the maximum production rate, and this 
cannot improve the accuracy levels; on the contrary, the high production rate achieved by 
this ACS might decrease the accuracy levels.
Shirashi [72] has built a GAC model in an NC turning operation by a system which can 
continuously monitor the radius change of the workpiece in an on-line fashion. Laser 
beams were used as sensors to monitor the radius change of the workpiece. As the 
sensors use optical techniques, mechanical vibration, chips and cutting fluids will make 
the measurements difficult and inaccurate. Shirashi overcame those problems (with 
limited success) by using filter techniques and blast systems. The major problem with 
Shirashi's GAC system is to implement it in an industrial environment.
2 .3 .4  Sensors
Sensor technology is the key to advances of ACS. We have seen that the major problem 
with the Bendix system is the lack of on-line sensors to measure the TWR. In fact, the 
development of reliable and effective sensors is the main challenge facing today, for the 
unmanned manufacturing centres. High cost and questionable reliability of sensors are 
the obstacles most difficult to overcome. Considerable research and development work 
has been done with enormous time being devoted to the subject of sensors. At present 
different types of sensors are available in the market built by different manufacturers. But 
some important machining parameters such as tool wear and surface quality cannot be 
directly measured practically and accurately during cutting under production conditions 
with the current state of the art technology. A very good survey of commercially available
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(in 1983) sensors have been done by Tlusty and Andrew sponsored by the CIRP 
Technical Scientific Committee on Machine Tools [74]. Their list of sensors includes:
(a) Dimensional Sensors
(i) Touch Trigger Probe
(ii) Proximity Sensors
(b) Sensors for Measuring the Preload in a Rolling Type Bearing
(c) Cutting Force Sensors
(d) Spindle Motor Power Sensors
(i) Torque Control Monitor
(ii) Power Monitor
(e) Acoustic Emission Sensors
Besides the sensors available in the market, there are many more at the research stage. A 
number of research programmes are undertaken to develop on-line tool wear sensors. 
There are two main categories of on-line tool wear sensing techniques: (a) direct tool 
wear sensing and (b) indirect tool wear sensing. Direct tool wear sensing is very difficult, 
indirect tool wear sensing is advisable. In indirect tool wear sensing technique, some 
other variable(s) (not tool wear) is (are) monitored in the process and being known the 
relationship between tool wear and that (those) variable(s) tool wear is calculated.
Yamazaki, Yamada and Sawai [81] proposed an ACS for an NC milling machine in 
which tool wear was measured on-line directly. They also established an ACS which can 
determine tool wear off-line indirectly. In the indirect method equations were derived 
using experimental parameters which relate cutting force components, cutting speed, feed 
rate, width of cut, depth of cut, cutter diameter and flank wear. Using these equations 
tool wear was estimated by measuring cutting force components. In the on-line 
measuring method, tool wear was determined by frequency analysis of the cutting sound, 
as it is known for years that cutting sound changes with progression of tool wear.
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Control algorithm used in their ACS, selects cutting conditions based on tool wear. To 
verify the validity of the algorithm, simulation tests were performed and the results 
showed the feasibility of the control system.
Arsovski [82] developed a wear sensor on the measurement of the radioactivity of 
activated cutting elements of the tool during cutting. It is an indirect method of tool wear 
sensing and the basis for application of this method is the relationship between the 
radioactivity and the tool wear. Several cutting tests were performed and verified by 
using a tool maker's microscope. The results showed that this type of sensors can 
measure the tool wear with sufficient accuracy. But for application of this type of 
sensors, off-line experiments are necessary to determine the constants to relate the 
radioactivity and tool wear. Prior to experiment it is also necessary to know the initial 
background noise (cosmic radiation), distance, number of revolutions per minute, and the 
cutting temperature.
Suzuki and Weinmann [71] developed an on-line tool wear sensor for straight turning 
operations. They also measured tool wear by an indirect method. In their case, tool wear 
was detected by measuring the change in distance between tool holder and work surface 
using a stylus which is mounted on the tool holder. The sensor is composed of two main 
parts : (1) a displacement transducer, and (2) a stylus. Several cutting tests were 
performed. The results indicate that, this type of sensor is capable of measuring tool wear 
with reasonable accuracy. It is also capable of detecting the premature tool failure. When 
the stylus reaches a point where the tool failed, the stylus starts to vibrate due to the 
rough work surface. But the failure of the tool cannot be detected immediately since the 
stylus trails the cutting edge. This is regarded as one of the shortcomings of this sensor. 
The nature of its design restricts its use to straight cutting operations and it cannot be 
readily applied to contour cutting.
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El Gomayel and Bregger [68] used the electromagnetic method to determine on-line tool 
wear in turning operations. The increase in the workpiece diameter was used as a tool 
wear criterion. The instrumentation used in their research were: a Bendy electromagnetic 
proximotor, an oscillator and demodulator circuit connected to an 18 v d-c power supply 
generated the waves. The turning was performed by coupling the probe face with the 
workpiece surface. The voltage output varies with the change in distance between the 
probe and the workpiece because of the variation in the magnetic field. In order to 
compensate the deflection in the workpiece and the centres and the machine tool 
vibrations, the sensors were set up in a differential mode. They found that, the increase in 
workpiece diameter (decreasing the gap) results in a decrease of voltage at a linear rate. 
Later it was confirmed by a calibration procedure. Several experimental metal cutting 
were done with different cutting speeds, feed rates and some graphic representation of the 
relations with the accumulative flank wear were done. The results were in agreement with 
generally accepted trends, i.e.,an increase in cutting speed or the feed results in faster tool 
wear when all other properties are kept constant.
2.4  Studies on Co-ordinate Measuring Machine
Over the past few years, the CMMs have been in the centre of ever increasing importance 
for the comprehensive measurement of components used in today's production 
technology. A number of articles have been published in recent years describing its 
importance, construction, flexibility and other aspects [95], [96], [97], [98]. Since this is 
a measuring instrument, most of the authors are concerned about its accuracy and 
repeatability of measurements [99], [100], [102], [106]. Different methods of increasing 
accuracy levels have been discussed [104], [106], [107]. Kunzmann and Waldele [105] 
have pointed o u t, "The application of CMMs have changed the measurement principles 
in a lot of cases". We are still in the learning process of the CMM applications and 
considerable efforts are being made exploring new methods for the analysis of results. In 
the past, measurements and inspections of workpieces were done separately for
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dimensions, forms, positions and surface characteristics. But CMMs have opened the 
door for measuring all these properties at the same time with the same instrument.
2 .4 .1  Accuracy of Co-ordinate Measuring Machine
The performance of CMMs can be estimated for different aspects. For a CMM, being a 
measuring instrument, the most significant aspects of its performance are accuracy and 
repeatability of measurements. Error sources causing inaccuracy in CMMs are generally 
divided into three groups [104]:
(a) Static errors caused by geometric inaccuracies or constant loads and constant 
accelerations;
(b) Software induced errors caused by software packages used in CMMs; and
(c) Dynamic errors caused by vibrations (fluctuating forces and accelerations).
To investigate the performance of any measuring instrument, definitive documents are 
needed. Although CMMs were introduced nearly 20 years ago, the definitive documents 
to clarify the performance evaluation of CMMs have become available only in recent 
years. Most commonly used standards for the evaluation of CMMs are listed below:
(i) Accuracy Specification of CMMs, CMM Manufacturers Association, 1982 [103]
(ii) British Standard, CMMs, Part 2, Methods for Verifying Performance, BSI, 1987 
[107]
(iii) ANSI/ASME Standards B89.1.12, Method Performance Evaluation of CMMs, 
1986 [108]
In the literature survey we find that a number of researchers have carried out work on the
accuracy study of CMMs. Most of these workers have investigated the static geometric
errors of CMMs. In some cases geometric errors were calculated by using mathematical
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models and appropriate software compensation techniques were applied to eliminate these 
errors. For example, Thwaite [99] has studied the overall error of a 3-dimensional CMM 
by building a model which incorporates a series of errors forming a kinematic chain. This 
approach identifies 21 likely sources of errors. These errors can be reduced using 
software corrections, but as Thwaite pointed out, day-to-day users of CMM need 
corrections of the software.
Zhang et al [106] applied a software error compensation technique to compensate 
geometric positioning errors and some thermal errors of a 3-axis CMM. Their 
computation is based on a "rigid body" model of workpiece motion in the machine co­
ordinate system. Rigid body model consists of choosing the minimum number of ideal 
co-ordinate systems necessary to represent a machine and to relate co-ordinates in these 
chosen co-ordinate systems using matrix transformations. The dominant thermal effects 
were removed by introducing the concept of "effective" nominal differential expansion 
co-efficient. A software was added to the control computer of the CMM as a single 
subroutine. The error compensation was tested by measuring a gauge block in different 
positions and the results showed that the errors were reduced considerably. But the 
successful application of this method requires a correct geometric model, a correct 
thermal model, and careful machine calibration. Zhang et al suggested that the method 
will yield more benefits if they were considered at the design stage of a CMM.
Hocken et al [110] studied the three dimensional measurement process using a classically 
designed measuring machine and attempted to update the performance of that machine. 
Machine behaviour was analysed using three separate techniques, viz. (1) rigid body 
kinematics, (2) methods of temporal modelling and production sampling and (3) 
technique of multiple redundancy. A laser interferometer was fitted with the measuring 
machine to achieve a machine independent co-ordinate system. All the error terms were 
calculated and stored as matrices and were used to correct the data during a measurement. 
Temperature and other external effects were eliminated using cross referenced
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measurement algorithms. Errors that cannot be assessed by calibration, such as axis non­
orthogonality, were obtained by measuring the object in different angular positions within 
the measurement values.
Oya, Hokari and Tamura [111] improved the accuracy of a 3-axis co-ordinate measuring 
machine by calculating and compensating its systematic errors, viz the geometrical error 
of the structure, the deformation caused by the movement of the carriage, and the error in 
the detecting scale of the co-ordinates. The authors used the ideas of a standard co­
ordinate system and error vector, introduced by them in a previous paper. They 
determined the errors in discrete points in the measuring space by using some standard 
part(s) (They used a gauge block for distance measurement.). The discrete distribution of 
the error vector was interpolated to find the continuous distribution of the error vector. 
They divided the measuring space into a number (24) of cubic elements and the error 
vector at any position in the element was calculated by interpolation. They claimed the 
proposed method can reduce the measuring error of a CMM to less than 3 microns.
In the literature it is reported that the CMM software packages are not capable of handling 
many common geometric features [100], [109]. This problem was identified and 
discussed in the CIRP Scientific Technical Committee meeting on Dimensional Metrology
and Quality Control and was published in their 1987 report. "........because of the
seriousness of the situation, the STC decided to ask Kunzmann to prepare a keynote 
paper on the subject for presentation at the 1988 meeting in Japan” [109]. In the keynote 
paper presented in that 1988 meeting, Kunzmann and Waldele [105] have studied the 
performance (accuracy and reliability of measurements) of different CMMs. Besides the 
mechanical (hardware) accuracy of the CMM, the accuracy of softwares was also 
included. Twelve packages from different CMM manufacturers and several institutes 
were tested using "black box testing” technique. In black box technique simulated 
measurement data are supplied to the software and the geometric parameters (such as 
length, diameter, angle, etc.) are evaluated by the different software packages. Later the
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results are compared with the results obtained by using some reference software. Results 
of software test are given in Table 2.2.
level of conformity no
geometric element 1 2 3 4 information
line 60% 13 % 5 % 5 % 17 %
plane 73% 12 % 6 % 9 % 0 %
circle 76% 7 % 9 % 0 % 8 %
circle in space 56% 19 % 0 % 0 % 25 %
cylinder 52% 1 % 5 % 9 % 33 %
cone 27% 5 % 10 % 25 % 33 %
level max. deviation from references
1 0.1 pm
2 0.5 pm
3 2 pm
4 2 pm
Table 2.2 Results of Software Test [105]t .
Peggs [112] of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), UK also discussed the problem 
of CMM software. In [112] Peggs informed that in collaboration with the British 
Standards Institute (BSI), NPL was doing work on: (i) the formation of specification
t  In [105] it is published that both levels 3 and 4 have maximum deviation of 2 pm from 
references; but it is likely to be read as max. deviation > 2 pm from references for level 4.
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standards for performance verification of CMMs, (ii) the provision of calibration facilities 
for reference artefacts used in CMM acceptance testing, and (iii) developing various 
measurement sub-systems checking techniques including a software validation service. 
According to Peggs, at present the black box testing technique is the only practical 
method available for evaluating the CMM software performance. But in the UK the 
"software gauge" philosophy is becoming familiar and BSI is developing a Standard 
against which software could be checked for conformance.
Nijs et al [104] have studied the dynamic errors of CMMs. They used Lagrange energy 
equation together with Guyan reduction, to predict the dynamic behaviour of CMM 
construction. The theoretical results were verified by means of model analysis of an 
existing CMM and only little difference was reported. The authors suggested, then- 
method could be used to optimize the CMM structure, which will reduce the causes of 
dynamic errors in CMMs.
Day-by-day we are becoming more and more familiar with the CMM measuring 
techniques and thus we are opening new doors for CMM implementation. Osanna and 
Durakbasa [113] have reported about the successful use of CMMs in testing the 
microgeometry of workpiece surface. They have developed a programme system on the 
basis of the software of a CMM, which can trace a workpiece surface with high 
resolution by means of a CMM. Different surface characteristics which indicate the levels 
of surface roughness can be calculated easily. Thus, with CMMs now being allowed to 
explore the surface topography of machined components, this has opened a new area for 
research of potential applications in future.
2.5  Problem Identification
In the literature very limited number of published work was found on machining 
accuracy. Those authors who have studied about machining accuracy, have concentrated
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on specific aspect(s) of machining accuracy and factor(s) affecting these aspect(s). For 
example Arai et al [16], Sata et al [53] and Rahman [54], all have studied machining 
accuracy of an NC lathe. But in their respective accuracy analysis, Arai et al considered 
diameter variation of the workpiece, Sata et al monitored the length variation of the 
workpiece and Rahman examined out of roundness error of the workpiece. These studies 
are useful; but in reality all these errors occur simultaneously due to combined effect of all 
the error components. It seems that nobody has studied the combined effect of all* (at 
least the dominant ones) factors affecting machining accuracy considered from different 
accuracy aspects such as dimension, form, surface texture, etc. In this thesis an attempt 
will be made to study different aspects of accuracy of a typical component machined on a 
3-axis machining centre and then to trace back the factors causing these errors with a 
view to presenting a more realistic and "total effect".
In section 2.1 we have noticed that, several studies have been reported on machine 
accuracy. Different models are also available to calculate the machine error, in particular 
the geometric errors of machine tools. We have seen in Figure 2.8 that there are two basic 
approaches for accuracy improvements, viz., error avoidance and error compensation. 
We also note from Figure 2.8 that where the error compensation method is divided into 
many branches and sub-branches, while the error avoidance method is untouched. 
Although error avoidance should be the first step of accuracy control, in the literature we 
find almost all researchers have used some form of error compensation technique for 
reducing both the machine and machining error. While discussing about their error model 
and its effectiveness, some of the authors like Eman et al [23], Nijs et al [104] suggested 
that their model could offer more benefits if it was considered at design stage of the 
machine invariably "touching on" the need for error avoidance.
* As a matter of fact it is even not possible to list all the factors affecting machining 
accuracy.
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Researches have applied different compensation techniques for machine and machining 
accuracy enhancement. Most popular among those techniques is ACS (Adaptive Control 
Systems). Although ACO (Adaptive Control with Optimization) and ACC (Adaptive 
Control with Constraints) were tried, however, this area has been only an area of 
academic research with no significant industrial application being reported. The problem 
with ACO is that it needs a huge database, which is practically impossible to store in the 
computer for all types of work and tool materials and for different cutting conditions. The 
main problem associated with ACC is, how to justify its objective or criterion of control 
strategy. Performance index can be maximum productivity, minimum cost, higher 
accuracy, better surface finish, or a compromise-combination of some of these 
objectives. In ACS where maximum productivity is used as performance index PI, 
Equation (2.2) is used to calculate PI. But in Equation (2.2) it is assumed that all cutting 
tools wear out identically under nominally identical work conditions. This is not true and 
there arises a need for on-line tool wear monitoring. Lack of on-line tool wear sensors is 
another obstacle in developing industrial ACS for CNC machining operations. This does 
not necessarily mean that ACS cannot be implemented to solve industrial problems. ACS 
can be applied to solve the problem part by part, but would not give a universal solution 
for the "total problem".
In the literature survey "Studies on Co-ordinate Measuring Machine" is included; 
because, first, due to similarity in configuration of 3-axis machine tools and 3-axis co­
ordinate measuring machines, some authors like Knapp [24], Belforte [102], etc have 
studied geometric accuracy of both of these machines together; second, perhaps more 
important is the fact that m easured accuracy of the machined components depends on 
the accuracy of the measuring machine (CMM). In Figure 2.5 we have also noticed that 
Koval et al [49] in their list of components of machining accuracy, have included the 
workpiece inspection error.
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We have seen that, many authors have studied machine accuracy and have developed 
different models for error calculations. But no one seems to have analysed the effect of 
machine accuracy on machining accuracy. Using existing mathematical models, 
volumetric accuracy of any point within the machine space, can be calculated. But actual 
inaccuracy of the machined component will depend not only on the accuracy of the 
machine tool, but also on the volume of the workpiece (in other words amount of 
inaccuracy will depend on dimensions of the workpiece).* In machining, only a small 
part of machine space is generally used and in that case the error component of machining 
accuracy inherited from machine accuracy may not be as large as thought to be. Further 
investigations on the effects of machine accuracy on machining accuracy is therefore 
deemed necessary.
It seems that hardly anyone has studied the "error avoidance" method for accuracy control 
of CNC machining operations, although many researchers felt the need for it. At this 
stage the potential benefits of this method need to be established to generate adequate 
research interest. In the literature we also find that some authors, while advocating the 
error compensation method, have criticized the error avoidance method. For example Lee 
and Barash [30] wrote, "While the former (error avoidance) has been by no means 
completely achievable, the latter (error compensation) has been preferred as a convenient 
means to reduce the error". It is apparent that no method is capable of producing error- 
free-machining. Sensor-based adaptive control methods appear to be providing a 
reasonable compromise for reducing the errors that are resulting from the process of 
manufacture.
Considering the need for "total quality" in manufacture, when viewed in its integral role, 
representing the entire process of converting the raw materials into finished products, it 
seems reasonable to assume that error avoidance must play a significant role in the whole
* This is so, because it is generally accepted that the error along any axis is proportional 
to the length of the axis.
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process. Thus, the core of future work must be aimed at achieving a partial solution to 
quality enhancement in manufactured products, by a thorough investigation into the 
dimensional and geometric accuracy features of a typical machined component.
2.6  Concluding Remarks
From the summary of the literature survey presented in this section the following general 
remarks are drawn:
1. Very little research has been done on the machining accuracy of CNC machining 
operations.
2. The causes of the poor accuracy levels produced in CNC machining operations 
are not well established and there exist significantly large differences of opinions 
among the researchers about the likely causes of errors and their levels of 
influence.
3. Adaptive control systems have been developed and tested by many researchers; 
but most of these researchers were concerned more about the productivity and in 
many cases the accuracy was sacrificed to increase the productivity.
4. The potentials for research into error avoidance methods are still ripe and would 
play a major role in quality enhancement of the manufactured product in CIM 
environment. It is the firm opinion of the author of this thesis that "prevention" 
is always better than the "cure".
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3 .0  PRELIMINARY WORK UNDERTAKEN ON THE ACCURACY OF 
CNC MACHINING OPERATIONS
3.1  General
In the previous chapter it was found that only a very limited published work was available 
on machining accuracy in CNC machining operations. It was also noted that the combined 
effects of all of the factors affecting machining accuracy were not considered. But in 
practice all the factors act simultaneously; thus the study of "total effect" reflects the 
reality. In this thesis an attempt will be made to study the combined effect of different 
error components typically found in CNC machining operations.
Today's CNC machine tools are capable of performing a variety of machining operations 
and day by day the capabilities of CNC machine tools are increasing. It is understood that 
the machining accuracy in CNC machining operations among many factors will depend 
on the types of machine tool, machining operations, part configuration and dimensions, 
etc. The author must admit that a study of the "total effect" of all of these factors, using all 
types of CNC machine tools and CNC machining operations, is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. But it is believed that such a complex problem can be considered in a much simpler 
form, and then more complexity can be added to the problem, if required. Taking such an 
approach it was decided to design a simple component, manufacture this test component 
using the facilities available and then using the measuring instruments, to find out the 
machined dimensions and to compare these dimensions with the designed values. The 
prime objective of this preliminary study is to determine the types of inaccuracies which 
may appear in a very simple component, and the repeatability of these errors. After 
finding the basic types of error which may occur, the cause of the errors can be 
investigated.
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3.2  Work Design
3 .2 .1  Facilities for Experimental Work
Before designing the work, it was necessary to consider the facilities available in the 
Manufacturing Systems Laboratory. The Manufacturing Systems Laboratory is equipped 
with a Zenford Ziegler Machining Centre (Figure 3.1). It is a 3-Axis CNC machining 
centre of vertical-spindle type. This machining centre provides X and Y axis motions 
with a traveling table and saddle. Z axis movements are provided by a quill-type spindle 
in a sliding head. In this thesis under the term "CNC machining operations", only those 
operations which can be performed on the Zenford Ziegler CNC Machining Centre*, e.g. 
milling, drilling, boring etc are considered. Position resolution of this machining centre is 
1 micron and its calibrated positioning accuracy in its full travel is no more than ±  10 
microns along each axis.
The Manufacturing Systems Laboratory is also equipped with a Ferranti - (Mercury) Co­
ordinate Measuring Machine (Figure 3.2), complete with a MICRO 900 microprocessor 
and a set of Renishaw probes and calibrating specimens. It is a manually driven, 3-axis, 
fixed-table, cantilever type CMM. The basic frame of the machine is placed on a granite 
table and its cantilever construction allows easy access to the work area. The 
microprocessor, MICRO 900 is capable of calculating a number of geometric elements 
such as: point, circle, sphere, mid-point, line to line intersection, etc. It has 1 micron 
position resolution and can achieve guaranteed uncertainties at 95% confidence under 
normal working conditions; axial repeatability of measurement is ±7 microns within its 
full travel area.
* The turning operation was excluded from our experiments due to lack of an accurate 
turning machine, at the time of experimentation.
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Figure 3.1 Zenford Ziegler CNC Machining Centre.
Figure 3.2 Ferranti (Mercury) Co-ordinate Measuring Machine
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The facilities at the Manufacturing Systems Laboratory also include a surface texture 
measuring instrument, Surfcom 550A (Figure 3.3). It is a Stylus tracing instrument and it 
digitally reads out eight roughness parameters and four waviness parameters. It has a 
built-in printer which prints out these parameters. Surfcom is connected with a chart 
recorder (E-RC-S01A) which can produce a hard copy of the surface profile precisely. 
Surfcom is also interfaced with a mini computer (through RS 232 connection) which can 
record the output data for further manipulations.
Figure 3.3 Surfcom Surface Texture Measuring Instrument.
3 . 2 . 2  Designing of Test Com ponent
A simple component was designed for the experimental purpose (Figure 3.4). O b lique  
view of the test component with the nomenclature of surfaces adopted in  th is thesis  is 
given in Figure 3.5. Attempts were made to include as many asp ec ts  o f  G D  & T  as
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possible in the component within the basic features of the simple design chosen. This test 
component was designed so as to allow the study of dimensional variations, positioning 
and shape variations of the holes, flatness, parallelism and perpendicularity of different 
planes, perpendicularity of the hole axes with a given datum, etc. The test component 
was also designed to provide an independent analysis of each aspect of GD & T. In 
Figure 3.4, GD & T is used to restrict only positioning and shape variations of the holes. 
Any restriction on a part depends on the end application i.e., where it will be used or 
assembled. Figure 3.4 is only an example of the application of GD & T, and other 
restrictions should be shown if needed by assembly operations. All tolerance limits used 
in Figure 3.4 were chosen according to tolerance limits specified in [119] for economical 
machining operations.
An NC programme was written for the manufacture of this component on the CNC 
machining centre. A copy of this programme is given in Appendix C. The paths followed 
by different tools during machining, are illustrated in Appendix D.
3 .2 .3  Clamping of Workpiece
There were difficulties in clamping the workpiece on the machine saddle, as the 
workpiece required contour operation all along the workpiece. Attempts were made to 
machine the workpiece in one setting (to avoid any setting error). Different clamping 
methods were considered and the method of clamping as shown in Figure 3.6 was found 
to be the most effective method. In this case the workpiece was screwed to a special jig 
by two socket head cap screws placed diagonally on the workpiece. A jig was designed 
and considerable attention was paid to avoid any clamping error. Theoretically, the 
workpiece when attached to the jig, can move (translation or rotation) the distance equal 
to the clearances between the threads of the screws and the holes. But the workpiece was 
screwed also from the top by socket head cap screws with a view to reducing errors in 
such clamping. After placing the workpiece, it was checked physically, whether any
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movement can be noticed. To be sure after machining the component rectangular comer 
angles were measured and only a small deviation (a few thousandth of a degree) was 
noticed.
Figure 3.4. Test Component .
Figure 3.5 Oblique View Of Test Component.
O n
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1 -  T w o  S c r e w s  f o r  C lamping W orkp iece ,  2 -  Work piece,  
3 -  J ig  P la t e ,  4  -  T w o  Holes f o r  F ix ing the J ig  on Machine  
Saddle.
Figure 3.6 Clamping of Workpiece.
3 .2 .4  W ork M aterial
The material chosen for test components is Aluminium alloy, 6061. Chemical analysis of 
the work material in our Materials Laboratory showed the following chemical 
composition:
Weight % Atomic %
Aluminium 98.0159 98.3125
Copper 0.2395 0.1288
Iron 0.8364 0.1630
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Magnesium 0.6522 0.7260
Manganese 0.0108 0.0053
Silicon 0.6950 0.6697
The reasons of choosing this Aluminium alloy are:
• It can be machined relatively easily (comparatively higher machinability rating) 
which improves tool life and reduces the tool wear effect.
• The anti-corrosive property of aluminium alloy keeps the dimension of the test 
components intact during a prolonged interval of time.
• The material used is easily available and widely used in industry.
3 .2 .5  Cutting Conditions and Cutting Tools
Cutting conditions and cutting tools chosen were as follows:
FACE MILLING CUTTER {(¡> 100mm)
Cutting speed, U = 314 m/min
Feed, Sm = 1 0 0  mm/min
Depth of cut, d = 1 mm
END MILL (0 16mm)
Rough Cut Finish Cut
Cutting speed, U ( m/min ) 126 126 126
Feed, Sm ( mm/min ) 125 125 125
Depth of Cut, d ( mm ) 7 7 1
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DRILL (0 1 2  mm)
Cutting speed, U = 75 m/min 
Feedrate, S = 0 .1 5  mm/rev
Selection of cutting conditions was also a problem, because improper cutting conditions 
can lead to inaccuracies in the test component. Cutting conditions were chosen according 
to handbook data. In an attempt to achieve better surface finish, at a later stage, some 
components were machined under improved cutting conditions. Cutting conditions for 
these components were chosen as follows:
FACE MILLING CUTTER (0100mm)
Cutting speed, U = 314 m/min
Feed, Sm = 100 mm/min
Depth of cut, d = 1 mm
END MILL (016mm)
Rough Cut Finish Cut
Cutting speed, U ( m /m in) 126 126 151 202
Feed, Sm ( mm/m in) 125 125 125 125
Depth of cut, d ( mm ) 6 6 2.5 0.5
DRILL (0 1 2  mm)
Cutting speed, U = 150 m/min 
Feed rate, S = 0 .1  mm/rev
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3 .3  Experim ental W ork
3 .3 .1  M achining of the Test Com ponent
Forty test pieces were machined (see Figure 3.7) in the Zenford Ziegler CNC machining 
centre, of which ten selected components were marked TP 1-TP 10. All tools were new 
and new cutting edges were used for each set of experiments to avoid possible tool wear 
effect. Cutting fluid used was Castrol Hysol Ac (manufactured by Castrol Australia Pty 
Ltd.) which is a metal working lubricant and clear soluble type cutting fluid. During 
machining the machining centre required some manual operations such as, chip removal, 
directing the cutting fluid nozzle, etc. All deburring operations were also done manually 
with care.
Figure 3.7 Machined Test Component.
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3 .3 .2  M easurem ent P rocedure
The test pieces were measured individually employing the CMM. The probe used was a 
Renishaw probe (manufactured by Renishaw Electrical Ltd.), which is a touch trigger 
probe and appears to be the most popular probe used in CMMs. A spherical probe of 4 
mm diameter was used.The test components were secured on the granite table of the 
CMM. The primary datum plane A was established by the datum surface A contacting on 
the high points of the granite table of the CMM, which is considered to be a "perfect" (or 
at least "near perfect") plane (Figure 3.8).
S im u la te d  Datum  
Plane A
Figure 3.8 Datum Surface [13].
The datum reference frame adopted is shown in Figure 3.9. It is clear from Figure 3.9 
that, by adopting such a datum reference frame, the bottom left hand comer of the test 
component (which is the intersection of the three datum planes) becomes the origin of a 
three axis co-ordinate system and any measurement taken is with respect to that origin. It 
is to be emphasized that datums are regarded as "perfect", whereas the parts are not. In 
agreement with the GD & T, primary, secondary and tertiary datum planes were selected 
by a minimum of three, two and one points of contact respectively. Built-in software
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packages of the CMM were used to calculate different geometric elements. The effect of 
temperature variations was neglected, but efforts were made to conduct the experiments in 
an environment without much temperature difference.
Figure 3.9 Datum Reference Frame [13].
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3.3.3 Problems Associated with CMMs
Although most of the national and international standard organizations have adopted 
GD & T, there exist some difficulties in the use of methods by which the ideal geometric 
features are to be established [121], [122]. A number of methods have been proposed by 
different researchers, viz least square technique, Monte Carlo technique or simplex 
method, minimax approximation, median technique, etc. The advantages and 
disadvantages of different methods have been discussed in [121],[122]. However, no 
method has yet been universally accepted. Among the above-mentioned techniques the 
least square technique is found to be the most popular, due to its mathematical base and 
shorter computational time required. In most of today’s CMMs, the least square method 
is used to define different geometric elements, such as circle, cylinder, plane, etc. A 
comparative study of the computation techniques is beyond the scope of our present 
research and we accepted the built-in software package in our CMM which is also based 
on least square technique.
The problem of software errors of CMMs has been discussed in the present the literature 
survey. In Table 2.2, it was shown that in some cases the CMM software showed a poor 
level of conformity. Sona [100] also pointed out this problem. The problem is more 
serious when the measured component is out of true form by a larger departure.
In the present experiments the CMM software package was used to find the diameter and 
the centre (co-ordinates) of the holes. Ferranti (mercury) CMM software package for this 
purpose has a 32 points (maximum number of points) programme and for a circle a 
minimum of 3 points is asked. It is obvious that the more points we take, the more 
accurate the results will be.
At this stage there was no indication about the accuracy levels achievable for a given
number of points. Sona and Farmer [123] have investigated the influence of different
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number of points taken on a circle and in some cases, as many as 60 points were taken. 
To select the number of points to be probed on a circle, ten readings were taken for each 
measurement with the number of points for each varying from 4 to 32. The repeatability 
of measurement was calculated from each of the ten readings using the following 
formulas given in British Standard for Co-ordinate Measuring Machines, BS 6808 : Part
2 [107]:
RP =
Xm
±  0.72.S
( 10
1
9 s (X mi-V i= 1
10
1
10 s Xmi
i= 1
\ 2
where
Rp = repeatability
s = sample standard deviation
xmi = measured values
IIa
lx
mean measured value
(3.1)
The relationship was studied for three holes (Hole 1, 2, 3) of a test component. The 
results are illustrated in Figure 3.10. Polynomial Least Squares Fit was applied to smooth 
the curves.
Results shown in Figure 3.10 confirm that as the number of points taken on a circle (n) is 
increased the magnitude of the repeatability of measurement (Rp) is decreased, although 
the rate of decrease is different in different cases. It may be due to rough surface finish 
and/or the holes being out of form by large magnitude. As a whole the repeatability of 
measurement is good, as this is in all cases less than 8 microns. Considering the accuracy 
levels of all equipment used in this experiment, it was decided n = 8.
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Figure 3.10.3 Repeatability of Measurements with CMM (For Diameter Variation).
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3 .3 .4  F u rth e r Experim ental W ork
In CNC drilling, different ways of drilling are possible depending on the motion of the 
drill along feed direction (drill penetration). These operations are pre-programmed and 
known as canned cycles (For details see Appendix E)."Because aluminium alloys are 
easily machined, rates of drill penetration are rapid and chip disposal can be a problem; 
...." [128]. Bearing this consideration in mind in our test component deep hole drilling 
canned cycle (G83) was used. To the best of author's knowledge no work on the effect of 
type of drilling canned cycle on hole accuracy has been reported in the literature. So we 
have decided to investigate the hole accuracy depending on the type of drilling canned 
cycle used. Three drilling canned cycles viz. chip break canned cycle (G73), spot drilling 
canned cycle (G81) and deep hole canned cycle (G83), were used for comparison. Three 
components were machined using each of those drilling canned cycles.
3 .4  Analysis of E xperim ental W ork
For each test component all measurements were recorded on a printer connected to the 
CMM and then fed into the computer creating individual data files. Various aspects of 
accuracy and GD & T have been studied separately. Computer programmes were 
developed to calculate and plot different relationships. All programmes were written in 
such a way, that by calling different data files (for different test components) the 
corresponding relationship can be plotted for a given test component. Relationships were 
plotted for every test component. Due to space constraints only a few are illustrated here, 
and the selection was made at random in most cases, and selectively (to justify some 
logic), in some cases.
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3.4.1 Linear Dimensions
All linear dimensions were inspected thoroughly. For each test component about 400 
points were probed. The procedure for determining linear dimensions is given in 
Appendix F. In further calculations mean values are used. In Table 3.1 results of the 
surface measurements are given. Absolute and relative errors of different linear 
dimensions are calculated using the following formulae:
Ac xm-x d (3.2)
Ar
xm- x d
Xd . 100 (3.3)
where Xd 
Xm 
Aa
Ar
designed value of dimension (mm) 
measured value of dimension (mm) 
absolute error (mm) 
relative error (%)
Dimensions represented by L, B, H, etc. are given in Figure 3.11 and the results obtained 
for the ten test components are given in Table 3.2.
From Table 3.2, it can be seen that in all horizontal dimensions (such as L, B, D, A, etc) 
the deviation is negative, i.e. Xm < Xd. This means that the test components have been 
overcut. Many factors can be considered to be responsible for this deviation such as: 
positioning error of the tool, inaccuracy of the cutting tool, vibration, misalignment of the 
tool, non-optimum cutting conditions, etc. For the determination of the actual cause 
further investigations are required.
Surface* Designed PART No TP1 PART No TP2 PART No TP3
Value X m s Range X m s Range m s Range
(mm) (mm) (Hm) (Hm) (mm) ftim) (|im) (mm) (|iim) (Urn)
ABJI Yd = 0.000 - 0.002 5.085 21 - 0.005 2.768 11 0.001 4.375 15
DLCK Yd = 75.000 74.956 6.286 28 74.962 3.471 17 74.966 5.085 19
DAIL X<i = 0.000 0.006 3.927 17 - 0.002 2.905 10 - 0.004 3.160 12
BCKJ Xd = 200.000 199.965 5.546 27 199.964 2.872 11 199.963 3.435 15
EFNM Yd = 15.000 14.990 5.108 18 14.983 3.434 14 15.000 3.561 14
GOPH Yd = 60.000 59.963 5.662 24 59.957 4.385 18 59.980 6.480 19
HEMP X<i= 15.000 15.003 4.845 19 14.993 7.156 38 14.990 3.884 13
FGON Xd = 185.000 184.963 6.109 27 184.962 4.153 13 184.962 3.288 12
HEFG Zd = 24.000 24.368 4.136 16 24.347 5.798 22 24.412 3.869 16
ABCD Zi = 12.000 11.947 5.659 24 11.909 5.520 17 12.019 4.798 21
* For details see Figure 3.5.
Table 3.1 Measurement Results of Surfaces.
Surface* Designed PART No TP4 PART No TP5 PART No TP6
Value X m s Range X m s Range x m s Range
(mm) (mm) (|im) (M.m) (mm) (lim) (|im) (mm) (Hm) (Um)
ABJI Yd = 0.000 - 0.002 4.506 17 0.001 5.236 19 0.001 3.839 17
DLCK Yd = 75.000 74.963 4.030 14 74.968 4.449 15 74.963 3.438 14
DA1L Xd = 0.000 - 0.007 4.366 17 - 0.010 4.948 16 - 0.007 3.911 16
BCKJ Xd = 200.000 199.967 4.173 14 199.953 5.844 24 199.962 5.930 22
EFNM Yd= 15.000 14.990 4.070 13 14.993 4.695 16 14.990 4.503 15
GOPH Yd = 60.000 59.970 4.403 18 59.969 4.320 15 59.974 4.811 15
HEMP Xd = 15.000 14.999 3.095 10 14.989 4.514 18 14.998 4.880 14
FGON Xd = 185.000 184.969 3.409 12 184.949 3.044 12 184.957 4.011 15
HEFG Zd = 24.000 24.353 5.196 17 24.366 3.553 13 24.382 7.833 27
ABCD N o. II to o o o 11.972 6.324 23 11.939 6.353 24 11.911 8.122 27
* For details see Figure 3.5.
Table 3.1 (Contd.) Measurement Results of Surfaces.
Surface* Designed PART No TP7 PART No TP8 PART No TP9
Value X m s Range X m s Range X m s Range
(mm) (mm) (\im) (lim) (mm) (|im) (Hm) (mm) (|Xm) (Hm)
ABJI Yd = 0.000 - 0.007 4.675 17 - 0.005 4.857 17 0.001 3.492 15
DLCK Yd = 75.000 74.941 4.824 18 74.948 5.131 19 74.980 7.916 27
DAIL Xd = 0.000 0.001 2.900 11 - 0.003 3.722 19 0.001 3.757 15
BCKJ Xd = 200.000 199.959 5.190 21 199.962 8.569 29 199.967 5.564 20
EFNM Yd = 15.000 14.984 5.051 24 14.988 5.770 21 14.999 4.351 17
GOPH Yd = 60.000 59.959 4.368 17 59.963 4.945 18 59.989 4.394 19
HEMP Xd= 15.000 15.001 4.930 17 15.005 4.793 18 14.998 3.779 16
FGON Xd = 185.000 184.967 4.389 18 184.963 7.137 31 184.968 5.009 26
HEFG Zd = 24.000 24.389 5.912 17 24.393 5.889 24 24.365 3.366 14
ABCD II to o o o 11.936 4.700 16 11.986 7.838 27 11.970 6.668 25
* For details see Figure 3.5.
Table 3.1 (Contd.) Measurement Results of Surfaces.
ooto
Surface* Designed TART NoTPIO
Value Xm s Range
(mm) (mm) (|im) (Um)
ABJI Yd = 0.000 0.000 3.480 16
DLCK Yd = 75.000 74.976 3.374 15
DAIL Xd = 0.000 - 0.001 3.301 14
BCKJ Xd = 200.000 199.971 4.346 17
EFNM Yd = 15.000 14.993 3.319 14
GOPH Yd = 60.000 59.985 3.468 15
HEMP Xd = 15.000 14.996 6.182 25
FGON Xd = 185.000 184.970 3.738 22
HEFG Zd = 24.000 24.393 4.567 20
AB CD Zd = 12.000 12.000 4.805 19
* For details see Figure 3.5.
Table 3.1 (Cont.) Measurement Results of Surfaces.
Feature* Designed Val. PART No TP1 PART No TP2 PART No TP3
Xd X m A, A v m A- m A A
(mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (%)
L 200.000 199.959 - 0.041 - 0.020 199.966 - 0.034 - 0.017 199.967 - 0.033 - 0.016
B 75.000 74.958 - 0.042 - 0.056 74.967 - 0.033 - 0.044 74.965 - 0.035 - 0.047
H 24.000 24.368 + 0.368 + 1.533 24.347 + 0.347 + 1.446 24.412 + 0.412 + 1.717
A 170.000 169.960 - 0.040 - 0.023 169.969 - 0.031 - 0.018 169.972 - 0.028 - 0.016
D 45.000 44.973 - 0.027 - 0.060 44.974 - 0.026 - 0.058 44.980 - 0.020 - 0.044
h 12.000 11.947 - 0.053 - 0.442 11.909 - 0.091 - 0.758 12.019 + 0.019 + 0.158
C 15.000 14.992 - 0.008 - 0.053 14.988 - 0.012 - 0.080 14.999 - 0.001 - 0.006
E 15.000 14.997 - 0.003 - 0.020 14.995 - 0.005 - 0.033 14.994 - 0.006 - 0.040
F 15.000 15.002 + 0.002 + 0.013 15.002 + 0.002 +0.013 15.001 + 0.001 + 0.006
G 15.000 14.993 - 0.007 - 0.047 15.005 + 0.005 + 0.033 14.986 - 0.014 - 0.093
* For details see Figure 3.11.
Table 3.2 Linear Dimension Measurement Results.
Feature* Designed Val. PART No TP4 PART No TP5 PART No TP6
Xd X m Ar X m Ar v m ^a
(mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (%)
L 200.000 199.974 - 0.026 - 0.013 199.963 - 0.037 - 0.018 199.969 - 0.031 - 0.015
B 75.000 74.965 - 0.035 - 0.047 74.967 - 0.033 -0.044 74.962 - 0.038 - 0.051
H 24.000 24.353 + 0.353 + 1.471 24.366 + 0.366 + 1.525 24.382 + 0.382 + 1.592
A 170.000 169.970 - 0.030 -0.018 169.960 - 0.040 - 0.023 169.959 - 0.041 - 0.024
D 45.000 44.980 - 0.020 - 0.044 44.976 - 0.024 - 0.053 44.981 - 0.019 - 0.042
h 12.000 11.972 - 0.028 - 0.233 11.939 - 0.061 - 0.508 11.911 - 0.089 - 0.742
C 15.000 14.992 - 0.008 - 0.053 14.992 - 0.008 - 0.053 14.989 -0.011 - 0.073
E 15.000 15.006 + 0.006 + 0.040 14.999 - 0.001 - 0.006 15.005 + 0.005 + 0.033
F 15.000 14.998 - 0.002 -0.013 15.004 + 0.004 + 0.027 15.005 + 0.005 + 0.033
G 15.000 14.993 - 0.007 - 0.047 14.999 - 0.001 - 0.006 14.992 - 0.008 - 0.053
* For details see Figure 3.11.
Table 3. 2 (Contd.) Linear Dimension Measurement Results.
Feature* Designed Val. PART No TP7 PART No TP8 PART No TP9
x d X my v Aa A, x m Aa At m Aa Ar
(mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (%) (mm) (mm) (%)
L 200.000 199.958 - 0.042 - 0.021 199.965 - 0.035 - 0.017 199.966 - 0.034 - 0.017
B 75.000 74.948 - 0.052 - 0.069 74.953 - 0.047 - 0.063 74.979 - 0.021 - 0.028
H 24.000 24.389 + 0.389 + 1.621 24.393 + 0.393 + 1.637 24.365 + 0.365 + 1.521
A 170.000 169.966 - 0.034 - 0.020 169.958 - 0.042 - 0.025 169.970 - 0.030 - 0.018
D 45.000 44.975 - 0.025 - 0.055 44.975 - 0.025 - 0.055 44.990 - 0.010 - 0.022
h 12.000 11.936 - 0.064 - 0.533 11.986 - 0.014 -0.116 11.970 - 0.030 - 0.250
C 15.000 14.991 - 0.009 - 0.060 14.993 - 0.007 - 0.047 14.998 - 0.002 - 0.013
E 15.000 15.000 0.000 0.000 15.008 + 0.008 + 0.053 14.997 - 0.003 - 0.020
F 15.000 14.998 - 0.002 - 0.013 14.999 - 0.001 - 0.006 14.999 - 0.001 - 0.006
G 15.000 14.982 -0.018 -0.120 14.985 - 0.015 -0.100 14.991 - 0.009 - 0.060
* For details see Figure 3.11.
Table 3.2 (Contd.) Linear Dimension Measurement Results.
Feature* Designed Val. PART NolO
Xd m Aa A,
(mm) (mm) (mm) (%)
L 200.000 199.972 - 0.028 - 0.014
B 75.000 74.976 - 0.024 - 0.032
H 24.000 24.393 + 0.393 + 1.637
A 170.000 169.974 - 0.026 - 0.015
D 45.000 44.992 - 0.008 -0.018
h 12.000 12.000 0.000 0.000
C 15.000 14.993 - 0.007 - 0.047
E 15.000 14.997 - 0.003 - 0.020
F 15.000 15.001 + 0.001 + 0.006
G 15.000 14.991 - 0.009 - 0.060
* For details see Figure 3.11.
Table 3.2 (Contd.) Linear Dimension Measurement Results.
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Figure 3.11. Linear Dimension Measurements.
On the basis of the measurement results given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 a statistical analysis 
of the process has been done. X-bar and R charts for three major dimensions (L,B and H) 
are plotted and given in Figure 3.12. These charts show that for L and B dimensions are 
within the tolerance limits (as specified in Figure 3.4); but for H the dimension 
represented in X-bar chart is out of tolerance limits. The shift of average value in X-bar 
chart is normally related to systematic errors and can be compensated easily. The reason 
for this shift of the whole process out of the specified tolerance zones is incorrect 
identification of tool off-sets. In CNC machining at the beginning of the programme, tool 
off-sets are supplied which define the respective positions of the tool tips. In the present
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work the tool off-sets were determined manually and there were some problems in 
identifying the correct tool off-sets. For L and B, a shift of respective average values 
towards lower tolerance limit can be noted, which is believed to be due to overcut of 
material and/or incorrect supply of radial compensation factors.
The quality of the product produced by a process with respect to the specifications 
(tolerance limits) can be quantified by a capability index. The larger the capability index, 
the better the quality. Capability index is generally estimated using the following formula
[124]:
Cp = UCL - LCL 
6 a
where n  M> = capability index
a = population standard deviation
UCL = upper control limit
LCL = lower control limit
a = s '/  C 4
s ' = S i
where s = sample standard deviation
g = number of groups
C 4 = Const.
(3.4)
For our measurement results, the following process capability indices were calculated:
F o rL : Cp = 1.474
ForB: Cp = 1.436
For H: Cp = 1.610
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X-BAR Chart for L
PART No
R Chart for L
UCL 0.160
flUG 0.034
LCL 0.000
Figure 3.12.1 X -bar and R  Chart for L.
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X-BAR Chart for B
UCL 75.080
RUG 74.964 
LCL 74.920
R Chart for B
UCL 0.160
RUG 0.035
LCL 0.000
Figure 3.12.2 X -bar and R Chart for B.
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X-BAR Chart for H
PART No
R Chart for H
PART No
OUG 24.377
UCL 24.050 
LCL 23.950
UCL 0.100
RUG 0.037
LCL 0.000
Figure 3.12.3 X -bar and R Chart for H.
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The results show desirable capability indices. In normal production, the process capability 
index should be greater than 1.33 [124]. The capability indices for L, B and H show that 
L and B have similar capability indices and H has higher capability index. From this it can 
be concluded that face milling (H depends on face milling) gives better dimensional 
accuracy than end milling (L and B depend on end milling).
3.4.2 Flatness
Flatness is the condition of a surface having all elements in one plane [11]. A flatness 
tolerance specifies a tolerance zone defined by two parallel planes within which the entire 
surface must lie. This means that the range (R) given in Table 3.1 give the flatness error 
of each surface. Sometimes it may be very difficult to measure the flatness error (as in 
case of the top surface EFGH in the test component, illustrated in Figure 3.5). The 
measurement procedure adopted in fact checks parallelism of the surface with respect to 
the datum surface, rather than the flatness.
Depending on functional requirements, flatness tolerances must be specified. But while 
specifying flatness tolerances, the part programmer should take into account the surface 
texture, process capabilities, etc. When the surface is associated with a size dimension, 
the flatness tolerance must be less than the size tolerance.
Flatness tolerance gives the allowable range of variations and does not give any indication 
about the actual surface. For better understanding of the surfaces the surface topography 
of two surfaces EFGH and ABJI was produced. In Figures 3.13 and 3.14 surface 
topography of face milled surface EFGH and end milled surface ABJI are depicted. From 
Figure 3.13 no general tendency can be confirmed, although slight distortion of the 
surfaces at the entry and at the exit of the cutter is noted. From Figure 3.14 it can be seen 
that the surface generated is concave and that at the bottom of the test pieces there was 
some undercut of metal.
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Figure 3.13 Surface Topography of Face M illed Surface (EFGH).
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Figure 3.14 Surface Topography o f End M illed Surface (ABJI).
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PART NO TP 3
Mean Deviation = 0 . 4 Mm
Flatness E rro r = 1 5 um
Figure 3.14 (Contd.) Surface Topography of End M illed Surface (ABJI).
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3.4.3 Perpendicularity of Surfaces
Perpendicularity is the condition of a surface, median plane, or axis at a right angle to a 
datum plane on axis [11]. When perpendicularity conditions are applied to a surface, that 
surface must be between two parallel planes separated by the tolerance limit specified, 
which are perpendicular to the datum plane.lt is interesting to note that perpendicular 
tolerance applied to a plane also controls the flatness of that plane.
The perpendicularity of the surfaces at each corner of test pieces was checked. Typical 
measurement results are given in Figure 3.15. In Figure 3.15 no significant deviation of 
the perpendicularity of the comer surfaces is noticed.
3.4.4 Diameter of the Holes
The diameter of the holes was calculated using the standard built-in software package of 
our CMM. 8 points were probed to determine each diameter taking Z = constant. 
Diameters of holes were recorded at different height intervals, taking Z = 0 at the primary 
datum surface. The change of diameters with the varying heights (with *fixed axis) for 
each hole was plotted. Some of the typical results plotted are given in Figure 3.16. From 
these figures it can be observed that in all cases the diameter variation is no more than 80 
pm, which is regarded as good accuracy for drilling, which is a roughing operation. In 
these figures it is also noticeable that the diameter increases to some height and then 
decreases (some barreling effect). It is also significant that, in all cases the diameter 
variations were positive, i.e. the holes are oversized. Oversizing of holes is not a new 
problem in drilling operations. Galloway [125] discussed this common problem in 1957 
and suggested the hole assymmetry as resulting from the relative lip height of the drill.
* In Figure 3.16 axes of the holes were considered as fixed; but in reality the positions of 
these axes may also vary.
Figure 3.15 Verification of Perpendicularity of Surfaces.
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A statistical analysis of the hole dimensions (50 holes from all 10 test piece) each with ten 
readings was made. Results of this analysis for some of the components are given in 
Table 3.3. In Table 3.3 hole oversize is given in microns. Results are fairly consistent. 
The average hole oversize is 48.27 pm with an average sample standard deviation 14 pm. 
The process capability index for hole size is 2.89.
Foster, in his paper "Geometric Tolerancing" [126] has given an example of a part, a 
drawing of which is given in Figure 3.17. Measurement results by Foster, in comparison 
with some results of the present work are given in Table 3.5. In his results we also 
observe the general oversizing trend of the holes. The relative errors in the present work 
were less. The hole diameter deviations in experiments carried out during the course of 
this work was smaller which gives better consistency in machining operations.
Figure 3.17 Part Drawing [126].
T1P5 rrP7 T]P9
HI H2 H3 H4 H5 Av* HI H2 H3 H4 H5 Av* HI H2 H3 H4 H5 Av*
Averagef 53 54 51 51 51 52 52 51 47 50 53 50 55 56 53 51 56 54
Standard Deviation 13 14 13 16 20 15 15 17 16 15 16 16 19 20 17 12 19 17
Range 40 41 40 50 52 45 44 47 50 49 47 47 69 68 49 34 64 57
Minimum 29 31 29 29 23 28 26 27 23 17 25 24 11 9 23 35 16 19
Maximum 69 72 69 79 75 73 70 74 73 66 72 71 80 77 72 69 80 76
f  Average of ten readings frome one hole; * Average of five hole headings; All measurements are in microns.
Table 3.3 Variation in Hole Oversizing in Different Components.
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IN X DIFFERENTIAL IN Y DIFFERENTIAL HOLE SIZE BONUS 
TOLERANCE
POSITION
TOLERANCE
HOLE 1 2 5 .064 (0 0 .0 6 4 9 .553 ( 0  0 .053 9 .5 6 3 0 .063 + 0.13 =  0 .193
HOLE 2 2 4 .9 1 6 (+ )0 .084 9 .4 6 2 (0 0 .0 3 8 9 .5 4 0 .0 4 4- 0.13 = 0 .17
HOLE 3 2 4 .9 4 7 (00 .053 9 .4 6 9 (0 0 .0 3 1 9 .5 6 3 0 .063 + 0.13 = 0 .193
HOLE 4 2 4 .9 2 9 (00 .071 9 .5 1 8 (0 0 .0 1 8 9 .5 2 0 .0 2 + 0.13 = 0 .15
DATUM D  0 — 0 — 12 .538 0 .0 3 8 —
Table 3.4. Measurement Results [126].
Measurement Hole XD XM AA A»
Result No. (mm) (mm) (mm) (%)
Foster [126] Hole 1 9.500 9.563 0.063 0.663
Hole 2 9.500 9.540 0.040 0.421
Hole 3 9.500 9.563 0.063 0.663
Hole 4 9.500 9.520 0.020 0.210
Datum D 12.500 12.538 0.038 0.304
P TP3 Hole 1 12.000 12.026 0.026 0.217
R Hole 2 12.000 12.028 0.028 0.233
E Hole 3 12.000 12.024 0.024 0.200
S Hole 4 12.000 12.017 0.017 0.142
E Hole 5 12.000 12.021 0.021 0.175
N
T
TP6 Hole 1 12.000 12.052 0.052 0.433
Hole 2 12.000 12.049 0.049 0.408
Hole 3 12.000 12.049 0.049 0.408
W Hole 4 12.000 12.049 0.049 0.408
O Hole 5 12.000 12.044 0.044 0.367
R
K TP8 Hole 1 12.000 12.046 0.046 0.383
Hole 2 12.000 12.053 0.053 0.442
Hole 3 12.000 12.053 0.053 0.442
Hole 4 12.000 12.047 0.047 0.392
Hole 5 12.000 12.045 0.045 0.375
Table 3.5 Measurement Results.
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3 .4 .5  Positioning
The positioning of the tool at the desired location is a difficult task. Positioning errors are 
generally caused by geometric inaccuracies of the machine tool components. Calibration 
of the machine is the best way to reduce this kind of error. The centre of the holes were 
calculated by probing 8 points on each hole at fixed height. Deviations of the centre of the 
holes in X and Y axis for different heights are given in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19. In 
all cases the positioning errors in X and Y direction were negative. This would mean 
that, if a cartesian co-ordinate system is drawn on each designed centre of the holes, the 
real centre would lie in the third quadrant in all cases. Overcut of the sides could have 
been the most likely cause, since the overcut of sides would result in the shifting of the 
secondary and tertiary datum planes and hence the origin of the co-ordinate system. But 
the overcut of the sides may not alone be responsible for this inaccuracy, due to 
irregularities (or non constancy) of the shifting with respect to each measurement* . 
Moreover from Figures 3.18 and 3.19 it can be seen that with increase in hole numbers 
the positioning error along X axis increases whereas along Y axis no such trend is 
observed. The holes were drilled in such a way that initially the tool moves to Y 37.5 mm 
to reach the hole centre line and then moves only along X axis (see Figure D.4). The 
reason for increasing positioning errors along X axis is, the positioning error of the 
machine tool along any axis is proportional to the distance traveled. The author's view is 
that the likely cause for the shift of the centre of the holes is, a combination of both, 
positioning error of the tool, and the shifting of the datum planes due to overcut of the 
sides of the test component.
The change of the position error (position tolerance) vector with height (Z) was studied. 
The magnitude of position tolerance vector was calculated using the following formula 
[15]:
Tp = 2. VDX2 + Dy2 (3.5)
* For details see Equation.(7.48) and subsequent explanation in Chapter 7.
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where
Tp = position tolerance (mm)
Dx = X - co-ordinate deviation (mm)
Dy = Y - co-ordinate deviation (mm)
The position error (tolerance) variation with height measured is given in Figure 3.20. In 
general, among the holes machined on any workpiece a tendency of increasing position 
error is noticed for holes machined later (within same component). The angular deviation 
is given in Figure 3.21. Only a slight variation in angular deviation is noticed.
We can apply GD & T to verify our test components and to find whether they satisfy the 
position tolerances specified in the drawing. For assembly operations, the verification of 
position tolerances is of particular importance and requires careful considerations. The 
position tolerances are used to restrict the variations in the location of a feature about its 
exact true position, with respect to the datum surfaces. For holes, the position tolerance 
indicates the diameter of a cylinder within which the axis of the hole must lie. It is to be 
noted that at least two features, one of which is a size feature, are required for position 
tolerancing. In our drawing of the test component (see Figure 3.4), the MMC principle 
was applied. This facilitates the function or the interchangeability of mating parts. Foster 
[127] points out, "The use of the position concept in conjunction with the maximum 
material condition concept provides some of the major advantages of the geometric 
tolerancing system."
In practice three methods are generally used to verify the position tolerance. They are:
(i) Functional Gauge
(ii) Graphical Analysis
(iii) Mathematical Analysis
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(i) FUNCTIONAL GAUGE
Functional gauging techniques have been used in industry for many years. A functional 
gauge is a simulated master mating part at its worst condition. Simple GO or NOT-GO 
attributes are sufficient for verification. Although in the past, it was usually applied to 
measure a single dimension, this technique can be used for the verification of position 
tolerances also.
A functional gauge has the following advantages:
• Minimizes time and resources involved in verifying parts.
• Ensures the assembly operation, as it never accepts a 'bad' part.
• Provides a 'hard' tool which can be utilized by anyone with reasonable technical 
skills and does not require a highly skilled inspector.
• Represents functional interface of the concerned features.
Some of the disadvantages of a functional gauge are:
• Requires gauge-maker's tolerance taken from piece part tolerances (up to 10% 
usually).
• Could reject borderline parts.
• Does not quantify results (it is GO or NOT-GO).
• Must be reworked if the part is revised.
This method of verification is not used in this thesis work due to small numbers of parts 
involved and due to the availability of other more convenient methods.
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(ii) GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
Graphical inspection analysis (often called "paper gauging") permits the inspector to 
physically see what the tolerance zones look like. It provides the benefit of functional 
gauging without the expense and time required to design and manufacture a close- 
toleranced, hardened-metal functional gauge. Graphical inspection analysis is primarily 
suited for inspecting a small number of parts, but can also be used for large quantities. 
Graphical analysis simulates a physical functional gauge check, and it provides quantified 
results rather than the GO or NOT-GO attributes of a functional gauge.
Let us consider our test piece TP6 measurement, results of which are given in Table 3.6. 
For each hole, the deviations of the centre in X and Y axes are plotted on a graph (Figure 
3.22). The basic dimensions of the point are assumed as zero in the co-ordinate system 
chosen. An overlay chart (gauge) of tracing paper or any other transparent material 
containing a series of graph-scale circles of desired increments (representing the tolerance 
zones) is placed over the graph to coincide with the hole's true position. If all the holes 
lie within the respective tolerance zones (including bonus tolerances), the part is 
graphically accepted. In our case all the holes lie within the respective tolerance zones, so 
the component is acceptable according to the tolerance zones specified in the drawing.
(iii) MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Mathematical verification of the actual locations of the holes can be performed by using a 
calculator or computer programmes, as per Equation (3.5). The mathematical method can 
by-pass both the use of a functional gauge and the graphic analysis, due to its greater 
accuracy. In fact the accuracy of mathematicals method depends on the accuracy of the 
CMM measurements. Nowadays, many CMMs are equipped with standard computer 
programmes to perform such translations.
FEATURE LOCATION FEATURE SIZE (mm) POSITION TOLERANCE (mm)
FEATURE
X AXIS (mm) Y AXIS (mm)
NUMBER Specified Actual Deviation Specified Actual Deviation
Specified 
MMC size Actual Deviation
Material
Condition Specified Bonus Total
HOLE 1 40.000 39.995 -0.005 37.500 37.480 -0.020 11.950 12.034 0.084 MMC 0.250 0.084 0.334
HOLE 2 70.000 69.998 -0.002 37.500 37.479 -0.021 11.950 12.036 0.086 MMC 0.250 0.086 0.336
HOLE 3 100.000 99.974 -0.026 37.500 37.477 -0.023 11.950 12.037 0.087 MMC 0.250 0.087 0.337
HOLE 4 130.000 129.970 -0.030 37.500 37.480 -0.020 11.950 12.031 0.081 MMC 0.250 0.081 0.331
HOLE 5 160.000 159.966 -0.034 37.500 37.475 -0.025 11.950 12.031 0.081 MMC 0.250 0.081 0.331
Table 3.6 Inspection Data. 
(Part No TP6)
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PART NO T P 6
Figure 3.22 Graphical Analysis.
In our case, using Equation (3.5):
♦ Hole # 1 calculates to = 0 0.04123 mm. Hole # 1 is good (less than 0.250 mm).
♦ Hole # 2 calculates to = 0 0.04219 mm. Hole # 2 is good (less than 0.250 mm).
♦ Hole # 3 calculates to = 0 0.06943 mm. Hole # 3 is good (less than 0.250 mm).
♦ Hole # 4 calculates to = 0 0.07211 mm. Hole # 4 is good (less than 0.250 mm).
♦ Hole # 5 calculates to = 0 0.08440 mm. Hole # 5 is good (less than 0.250 mm).
It should be noted that when MMC is used and holes are oversized, bonus tolerance
should be added to the specified tolerance and if necessary, a comparison should be made 
with the total tolerance, where total tolerance = specified tolerance + bonus tolerance.
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3 .4 .6  Cylindricity Verification
(a) Circularity
For drilled holes, cylindricity is an important feature. The CMM software used is not 
capable of providing facilities for a complete cylindricity study. Therefore, the evaluation 
of cylindricity was done by tracing the circularity at different horizontal sections (i.e. at 
different heights) and relating these with the straightness (and perpendicularity) of the 
axis. The shape variations were studied with different holes keeping Z = constant. 60 
points were probed for each hole. Taking the designed centre of the hole as origin, 
probed points were plotted in polar co-ordinates (Figure 3.23). Results show continuity 
of the points with the exception of a few. This may be due to poor surface finish. From 
the figure, the shift of the centre is clear. Results show good consistency of the drilling 
operation. No significant change of the shape is noted, but the oversize of the holes are 
confirmed.
(b) Perpendicularity of the Axis
Perpendicularity of the axis of each hole was studied separately. We have seen variations 
in diameter at different heights. We have also seen the change in positions of the centre of 
the holes for the same heights. Combining these two sets of results, the real shape of the 
hole in vertical planes (XZ and YZ) were plotted (Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25). In Figure 
3.24 deviation of centre and diameter of holes with same location in four different 
components are shown, and in Figure 3.25 deviation of centres and diameter of holes in 
same component are shown. From these figures the actual deviations from the originally 
intended shapes of the holes (drawn in dotted lines in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25), can 
be clearly seen.
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PART No :TP11  
Hole 3 
Z  = 18m m
Figure 3.23 Circularity Verification
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F igure  3.24.1 Deviation of Centre and 
Diameter (Floating Axis) for Different Holes 
in One Component on X axis.
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F igure  3.24.2 Deviation of Centre and 
Diameter (Floating Axis) for Different Holes 
in One Component on Y axis.
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Figure 3.25.1 Deviation of Centre and Diameter (Floating Axis) for One Hole
in Different Components on X axis
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Figure 3.25.2 Deviation of Centre and Diameter (Floating Axis) for One Hole
in different Components on Y axis.
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3 .4 .7 . Effect of Drilling Canned Cycle on Hole Accuracy
While considering the hole accuracy, all types of checking stated in previous sections can 
be applied. But due to the varied nature of the different drilling canned cycles the most 
likely difference expected is in hole size variation. So in this section results are analysed 
on the basis of this specific aspect only.
Measurement results for hole oversize are given in Table 3.7* and the changes of hole 
diameters at different heights are shown in Figure 3.26. No significant change in the 
shape of the holes is observed. This suggests that the oversize and barreling effect are 
caused during drill penetration (most probably due to drill deflection) and not during drill 
withdrawal. The average diameter of the holes drilled using G81 is considerably higher 
than those drilled using G83 and G73. This fact also supports the view that the drill 
deflection is responsible for hole oversize, because during spot drilling canned cycle drill 
deflection is expected to be highest. In Table 3.7 average values, minimum and maximum 
values of oversize are all included, because depending on material conditions used (i.e. 
MMC, LMC, etc), these values may be used as dimensions of the holes.
3.5  Discussions
In previous sections of this Chapter we have seen that even for a very simple component 
so many types of machining errors can occur. Needless to mention that with increasing 
complexity of the part these errors also increase. Here it should be mentioned that in 
practice all these described checks are not necessary and only those checks which are 
required by the function of the part should be done . Prior knowledge of the types of error 
which may occur in machining is useful for error reduction (either error avoidance or 
error compensation).
* Results given in Tables 3.3 and 3.7 should not be compared with each other, as in 
machining tests different tools were used.
G 73 G 81 G 83
HI H2 H3 H4 H5 Av* HI H2 H3 H4 H5 Av* HI H2 H3 H4 H5 Av*
Average! 28 32 36 50 48 39 55 56 68 56 45 56 48 48 34 42 31 41
Standard Deviation 10 9 9 15 21 13 9 8 8 15 19 12 18 13 14 10 9 13
Range 33 32 31 48 55 40 28 26 26 50 54 37 57 41 42 30 29 40
Minimum 14 12 28 21 16 18 39 40 54 33 20 37 26 32 12 29 14 23
Maximum 47 44 59 69 71 58 67 66 80 83 74 74 83 73 54 59 43 62
t  Average of ten readings frome one hole; * Average of five hole headings; All measurements are in microns.
Table 3.7 Variation in Hole Oversizing in Components Machined Using Different Canned Cycles.
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Tool dimensions play a major role in achieving the required machining accuracy, which is 
often ignored. While programming, we assume that the centre of the tool (i.e. drill, end 
mill, etc.) lies at a distance equal to half of the tool diameter from the edge, and 
accordingly, a radial compensation is made. For example, when a 16 mm end mill is 
used, we assume that the centre of the end mill lies 8.000 mm from the cutting surface. It 
would be interesting to investigate the validity of this assumption. The tool offsets and 
radial compensations supplied in the beginning of the programme have a great effect on 
machining accuracy as these figures identify the actual tool dimensions. Action should be 
taken to identify the actual parameters correctly. It would also be interesting to investigate 
the variation of tool dimensions and geometry (although these may be within the specified 
tolerance limits) and their effect on machining accuracy.
In end milling, tool deflection seems to be responsible for the inaccuracy of machined 
surfaces (flatness error). End mill deflection behaviour should be further investigated and 
proper action should be taken to reduce this error.
The surface finish of the machined component plays an important role in achieving high 
machining accuracy. While considering the machining accuracy, most authors did not 
look at this aspect. Surface finish aspect is not only important from the machining 
accuracy point of view but also from the measurement point of view (specially CMM 
measurement). In CMM measurements, the outcome depends on co-ordinates of the 
probed points, and when the surface finish is rough, there is a good chance of probing the 
peak points. From the pattern of measured values shown in Figure 3.23, it is clear that the 
if probed points were peaks, measurement results would be different. There are two ways 
of getting rid of this problem. One is to take more readings, which will make our 
measurement process lengthy, but still may not guarantee better results (only the 
probability of achieving better results will be higher). The other way is to improve the 
surface finish. The latter way seems reasonable and in future, efforts should be made to 
achieve better surface finish (possibly by using some finishing operations).
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The use of proper cutting conditions is also significant in achieving higher accuracy. It is 
generally thought, higher cutting speeds will improve accuracy levels. But the idea may 
be proven incorrect, especially if some misalignment of the tool or vibration effect is 
present. Cutting fluid can also influence the accuracy of the machined components. In 
our CNC machining centre cutting fluid flow had to be directed manually and some 
problems in directing the flow were noticed when larger sized tools were used.
In the present experimental work, the centre of holes are calculated values and these 
values also might have been influenced by the surface finish. This means that the 
calculated centre may not be the point of positioning the tool. In future, some other 
methods should be applied to study the positioning errors. Comparisons of these results 
could be a new area for research.
In the experiments done so far some clear tendencies have been noticed. It is now 
necessary to investigate each influencing factor separately and then to combine these 
varying effects to reach at least a partial optimization.
3 .6  Concluding R em arks
1. Tool dimensions and tool geometry play important roles in achieving high 
machining accuracy and a study into the variations of tool dimensions and tool geometry 
and their tolerances is necessary for improving machining accuracy.
2. For end milled surfaces, end mill deflection seems to be the major cause of machining 
error (flatness error). Therefore, action must be taken to reduce end mill deflection.
3. It has been identified that the surface finish on the machined component plays a 
significant role in the dimensional accuracy and the repeatability of measurements.
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4. Selection of cutting conditions ( i.e. cutting speed, feed and depth of cut ) plays a 
major role in the quality of the finished products. Therefore, special care must be taken in 
using these parameters to optimize the outcome.
5. The quality of cutting fluids and the methods of their applications contribute to the 
quality of the product.
6. Tool positioning errors contribute to the poor accuracy of machined components and 
hence care must be taken to avoid or at least to reduce these errors.
7. Improved work clamping and tool setting will help to reduce the effects of work 
piece deflection, vibration, and poor rigidity of the "Tool - Work - Machine" system. This 
requires further study.
3.7 Further Work Undertaken
Based on the preliminary work presented in this chapter several findings have emerged. 
The work undertaken is therefore to further investigate the effects of these new findings. 
This encompasses:
(a) A statistical analysis of inherent variations in cutting tool dimensional features and 
their effects on machining accuracy. (Chapter 4)
(b) The effect of end mill deflection on machining accuracy. (Chapter 5)
(c) Identification of optimum cutting conditions to achieve dimensional accuracy and 
consistency in the surface finish of the machined component. (Chapter 6)
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(d) Mathematical modeling for volumetric error analysis involving a 3 dimensional matrix 
solution and to analyse the effect of machine tool geometric accuracy on the accuracy of 
machined component. (Chapter 7)
Before proceeding with further experiments some changes in the experimental set up are 
felt necessary. The clamping was improved by introducing four screw clamping instead 
of two. Although no significant clamping error was noticed in the preliminary studies, 
due to large length to thickness ratio of the component, the distances between the 
clamping screws were also reduced to reduce the likely buckling effect of the component 
specially in drilling. Previously the two clamping screws were at the comers of a 154 mm 
x 30 mm rectangle and for further experiments four clamping screws were placed at four 
comers of a 96 mm x 26 mm rectangle.
Calibration of the machining centre was also necessary to find the actual state of the 
machining centre. The machining centre was calibrated for its positioning accuracy using 
a Hewlett Packard 5528A laser measurement system with auto compensation to 20 ° C. It 
was found that along X axis the positioning error was high (in some cases more than 80 
microns). Necessary adjustments were done and the improved positioning accuracies are 
given in Figure 3.27.
The co-ordinate measuring machine was also subsequently calibrated for its full functional 
capabilities against the British Standard B.S. 6808 1987 and the American Standard 
ASME /  ANSI B89.1.12.M 1985 and the findings of the calibration [130] will be taken 
into account in future work.
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Figure 3.27.1 Calibration Results of Zenford Ziegler CNC Machining Centre
along X-axis.
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Y Axis Displacem ent (mm)
Y Axis Displacem ent (mm)
Figure 3.27.2 Calibration Results of Zenford Ziegler CNC Machining Centre
along Y-axis.
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Z Axis Displacem ent (mm)
Z  Axis Position (mm)
Figure 3.27.3 Calibration Results of Zenford Ziegler CNC Machining Centre
along Z-axis.
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4.0  A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF INHERENT VARIATIONS IN 
CUTTING TOOL DIMENSIONAL FEATURES AND THEIR 
EFFECTS ON MACHINING ACCURACY
4.1 Introduction
Perhaps the most overlooked aspect in CNC machining operations is the accuracy of the 
cutting tool. Many users of CNC machines are unaware of the fact that accuracy of the 
cutting tools directly influences the machining accuracy, as the actual machining is 
executed by cutting tools (which are in direct contact with the workpiece during 
machining). While discussing about the machining accuracy, many researchers also 
appear to have missed this point. The author, however, believes that more attention must 
be paid towards maintaining a consistent and high cutting tool accuracy for improving the 
overall machining accuracy.
Generally speaking, same types of cutting tools are used in CNC and conventional 
(manual) machining operations which produce similar magnitudes of machining 
inaccuracy in both operations. Moreover, the users (of CNC machine tools) do not take 
into account the wide tolerance band of the cutting tools used and they usually take 
nominal values of the dimensions of a cutting tool as its actual values, which in reality are 
most unlikely. It is acknowledged that like the inherent machine accuracy, the cutting tool 
accuracy also cannot be altered by the user and hence in the present study cutting tool 
accuracy is regarded as inherent. In this chapter an attempt has been made to demonstrate 
the variations in cutting tool dimensions and their effects on machining accuracy by a 
statistical analysis with a view to possibly using these results in error elimination, 
adopting any suitable method.
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4 .1 .1  C u tting  Tools Used
The cutting tools used in our machining operation are:
FACE MILLING CUTTER 
Manufacturer: IS CAR Ltd, Israel 
Nominal size: 100 mm 
Type: Indexable insert (Triangular)
Number of inserts: 8
Insert No: TPKN 2204 PDR P25
END MILL
Manufacturer: Osbom Cutting Tools, Australia 
Nominal size: 16 mm 
Series: Normal
Shank: Straight shank (screwed)
Number of teeth: 4
Type: Right hand helix and square end 
CENTRE DRILL
Manufacturer: Patience & Nicholson, UK 
Nominal size: 8 mm (No. 4)
Type: Plain
TWIST DRILL
Manufacturer: Osbom Cutting Tools, Australia 
Nominal size: 12 mm
Series: Jobbers
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Shank: Parallel shank 
Special requirement: None
4 .1 .2  Basic Tool Geometry and Effects of Its Individual Elements on 
Machining Accuracy
It has been decided to investigate the dimensional variations of twist drills and end mills 
accuracies of which affect the machining accuracy of our workpiece most. The basic tool 
geometry and the nomenclature adopted in this thesis are given below:
(a) TWIST DRILL
A typical twist drill geometry is shown in Figure 4.1. Apart from the simplification the 
basic specifications are generally in agreement with Australian Standard for Twist Drills 
(General Purpose) AS2438-1981 (Extract from AS2438-1981 is given in Appendix G).
The most significant drill features are:
Drill diameter 
Overall length 
Flute length 
Point angle 
Chisel edge angle 
Web thickness 
Relative lip height 
Lip clearance angle 
Helix angle 
Rake angle
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Shank diameter 
Back taper, and 
Shank runout
Land
/ \ - i  r
Body clearance 
diameter
D e p t h o f / ^  
body clearanc
Lip clearance 
angle
Chisel edge 
angle
.Rake angle 
(Helix angle 
at periphery)
Figure 4.1 Nomenclature and Geometry for Twist Drills [131].
Drill diam eter (also known as point diameter) is the most important geometric element 
of a drill. It is the diameter measured across the lands at the outer corners of the drill. In 
drilling, cutting occurs on the straight edges (lips) and on the chisel edge at the top of the 
drill. Except near the outer comers no cutting takes place at the drill periphery. Drill 
diameter is important for hole size accuracy as in ideal conditions* it is the size of the 
hole expected, using that drill.
* In real conditions, the machined hole size becomes larger due to a number of factors 
and the drill diameter is the smallest diameter of the hole that can be machined using that 
drill.
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The distance between straight cutting edges (lips) is the web thickness and is usually 
specified and measured at the point end of the drill. The purpose of a web is to protect the 
drill point and stiffen the drill. To reduce drilling thrust, the web is gradually reduced 
towards the point (which is known as web thinning). Excessive web thinning weakens 
the point of the drill and slitting of the web can result. Uneven web thinning, i.e. more 
material removed from one side of the chisel edge than the other, could result in an 
unbalanced drill which will drill oversized holes and may even cause drill breakage.
Relative lip height is the axial displacement of the lips measured at a given radius and 
determined by the axial distance of the lips from a reference plane perpendicular to the 
drill axis (usually specified and measured at the outer comer of the drill). Galloway [125] 
found that the asymmetry of the drill point resulting from relative lip height causes the 
axis of rotation of the drill point to move to the centre of displaced chisel edge which 
results in the hole oversize. Galloway has also shown a relationship to predict the hole
oversize as:
A O  = H tan k
where
A O  = hole oversize
H = relative Up height
k = half point angle
However, the hole oversize appears to have been caused also by many other factors, such 
as spindle runout, rigidity of the setup, etc., thus in reality the actual oversize would be 
greater than those predicted by using Equation (4.1).
Point angle is the sum of the acute angles between the drill axis and the lines joining 
each outer comer to the corresponding corners of the chisel edge. The two acute angles
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should be equal. The standard drills are ground with an included angle of 118° which 
has been established as the most suitable value for general purpose drilling. Galloway
[125] assumed that these two angles which form the point angle are equal and, based on 
this, he formulated the hole oversize using half point angle. But in reality two cutting lips 
may not be at a similar angle to the drill axis, i.e. one angle may be larger than the other, 
even though the extreme point of the drill is central with the drill axis. It results in the 
shorter cutting lip doing most of the work and the drill being forced to the opposite side of 
the hole producing an oversize hole. Therefore, Galloway's formula for hole oversize 
should be extended to include the variation of these two angles.
Overall drill length is the distance between the two planes normal to the drill axis at 
the extreme ends of the point and shank respectively. Length of the drill influences drill 
deflection, which results in an inclined hole axis. Galloway [125] formulated the slope of 
the drilled hole (X) as:
= 3 R f , 1 , j v 2T* T ( / " k t a n )
where
k =
E = modulus of elasticity of drill material
I = moment of inertia
l = length of the drill (effective length)
R = transverse reaction at the drill point
T = thrust force
(4.2)
To avoid tool deflection it is always desirable to use a drill with a minimum length. In 
drilling operations, quite often the hole diameter is not uniform through the depth of the
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hole. The magnitude of this error (shape error) depends primarily on the diameter and 
length-to-diameter ratio of the drill [6].
From the accuracy point of view, shank runout is another important parameter. In a 
production environment, spindle runout, tool holder errors and shank runout of the drill 
in combination may produce larger than expected drill runout, which results in size and 
shape variations of the hole.
Back taper is the reduction in diameter at the lands per unit length of the drill from the 
point towards the shank. Such reduction of diameter is intended to reduce frictional 
forces between the drill and the hole. Lack of proper back taper may also cause hole 
inaccuracy and bad surface finish.
In previous paragraphs important twist drill elements and their possible effects on 
machining accuracy have been discussed. The accuracy of holes produced with twist 
drills generally depends on many factors such as the type of drilling process, the 
workpiece material, cutting conditions, machine used, rigidity of the setup, tool material, 
tool geometry, etc. It is difficult to differentiate the effect of any individual factor. Here it 
must be pointed out that, twist drills are not considered as precision cutting tools; rather 
they are designed to produce holes rapidly and economically. If precision is required, a 
subsequent operation such as boring or reaming must be performed. To achieve better 
positioning accuracy, centre drill is often used, another solution is to use a step drill, 
which has two or more diameters ground into the lands of the drill. Step drills give better 
positioning accuracy and size accuracy (sometimes eliminating the need for subsequent 
reaming operations).
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(b) END M ILL
Milling cutter is a rotary cutting tool provided with one or more cutting edges called teeth, 
which intermittently engage the workpiece and remove material by the relative 
movement of the work piece and the cutter. Many different types of milling cutters are 
available in the market today. End mill is the most common and widely used type of 
milling cutter. A typical solid* end mill is shown in Figure 4.2. The most important end 
mill features are:
Cutter diameter 
Cut length 
Shank diameter 
Overall length 
Hand of cutter 
Helix angle 
Radial rake angle 
Land
Clearance, and 
Shank runout
Hand of cutter denotes the direction of the end mill while cutting. Cutters are classified 
as left and right-hand cutters. Right-hand cutter is a cutter with edges arranged to cut 
when the cutter rotates anti-clockwise when viewed facing the spindle nose. Left-hand 
cutter is a cutter with cutting edges arranged to cut when the cutter rotates clockwise when 
viewed facing the spindle nose. Hand of cutter is more important for using the cutter on 
horizontal-spindle machines, because the direction of rotation must be selected so that the
* End mills are available with solid, tipped a(brazed), insertable blade and indexable- 
insert constructions. We have used solid end mills in our experimental work.
Primary
See enlarged view
Figure 4.2 Nomenclature and Geometry for Solid End Mills [6].
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tangential cutting forces press the workpiece down against the table. On vertical-spindle 
machines, the direction of the cutting force is less critical because the workpiece is 
normally equally supported on either side. In general, wrong selection of the hand of 
cutter may cause machining errors.
Helix angle is the acute angle between the tangent to the tooth cutting edge at a point on 
this edge, and the plane containing the cutter axis and the point on the edge in question. 
This angle lies in the plane normal to the cutter radius, at the point on the cutting edge 
considered. The helix angle is generally constant for every point on the tooth cutting edge 
and most end mills are made with helix angle 0° (straight-fluted tools) to 50° , and more 
often 27° to 30° . Cutters with helix angle give smooth force variations which reduce 
shock loads and vibrations. The effect of helix angle on force fluctuations is shown in 
Figure 4.3. Due to reduced force fluctuation helical cutters give better machining 
accuracy.
I
Helix angle =  0
Trailing edge
Figure 4.3 Effect of Helix Angle on the Force Fluctuations in Peripheral Milling [132]. 
(Force rise arbitrarily chosen to be linear for illustration puipose only)
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Radial rake angle is the acute angle between the tooth face and a radial line passing 
through the cutting edge in a plane perpendicular to the cutter axis. The radial rake angle 
is generally constant for every point on the tooth cutting edge. The rake angle affects the 
type of chip produced, the pressure and temperature at the cutting edge and the power 
required in metal removal. It is found that with an increase in rake angle, a longer tool 
life, a better surface finish, and more efficient metal removal rate can be achieved [6].
Surface finish is an important aspect in milling, as almost every milling operation has 
some surface finish requirement. Martellotti [133] estimated peak to valley roughness 
height for peripheral operation using following formulae:
Rma —
where
St2
8 (R ± n
Rma = peak to valley roughness height
Kt = number of teeth in the cutter
St = feed per tooth
R = cutter radius
From Equation (4.3) it can be seen that the surface roughness in peripheral milling is 
affected by the cutter diameter, feed per tooth and the number of teeth. The larger the 
cutter diameter and/or less the feed, better is the surface finish. From the tool deflection 
point of view (which causes surface waviness), the use of larger cutter diameter and 
lower feed are desirable (Tool deflection and its effects on machining accuracy will be 
discussed in Chapter 5).
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4.2  Previous Work on Cutting Tool Dimensional Variations
Some studies on dimensional variations of twist drills have been reported in the literature; 
but no such published work appears to be available on end mills. The reason for this may 
be that the twist drills are in use for a long time. The researchers have tried to improve the 
performance of twist drills within their conventional design, whereas although the end 
mills have been in use for a comparatively shorter time and their improvement has 
constantly changed their design. Moreover some researchers have shown interests in 
monitoring the grinding of twist drills, which also calls for a comparative study on twist 
drill (point) dimensions.
Galloway published his comprehensive investigation on drilling in 1957 [125]. Although 
the core of his study was an investigation of drill performance and factors affecting its 
performances, Galloway included a study of dimensional variations of drills as a 
preliminary investigation. Measurements were taken using s specially built apparatus 
which included a dial gauge (for large drill -points) and a microscope (for small drill­
points). He found that there were considerable dimensional variations between drills 
supplied for the same purpose by different tool manufacturers. His measurement results 
(for nominally similar 5/8 inch diameter drills) are given in Table 4.1. Galloway however 
did not provide any data about the repeatability of measurements or sample size (except 
quoting "a large number of drills").
The repeatability of measurements is of particular importance, because when measuring 
very small dimensions such as relative lip height with an average value 0.0036 inch 
(0.09144 mm), without any information about its repeatability the measured results 
cannot be authenticated. Galloway considered drills of different manufacture which is 
one of the causes of the large variations of dimensions. Because in twist drills there are a
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Element Unit Max. Min. Average Range
Drill Point Dia. inch 0.6254 0.6236 0.6246 0.0018
mm 15.8852 15.8394 15.8648 0.0457
Web Thickness at Point inch 0.122 0.070 0.0977 0.052
mm 3.099 1.778 2.4816 1.321
Web Thickness near Shank inch 0.160 0.113 0.1353 0.047
mm 4.064 2.870 3.4366 1.194
Land Height inch 0.040 0.012 0.0237 0.028
mm 2.032 0.508 1.219 1.524
Land Width inch 0.080 0.020 0.048 0.060
mm 2.032 0.508 1.219 1.524
Longitudinal Relief in./in. 0.0026 0.0008 0.0015 0.0018
mm/mm 0.0660 0.0203 0.0381 0.0457
Relative Lip Height near in./in. 0.008 0.0005 0.0036 0.0075
Chisel Edge mm/mm 0.203 0.0127 0.0914 0.1905
Relative Lip Height near inch 0.011 0.0000 0.0034 0.011
Outer Comer mm 0.279 0.0000 0.0864 0.279
Point Angle Degrees 127 115 119.6 12
Relief Angle near Chisel Edge Degrees 35.5 16 23.65 19.5
Relief Angle near Outer Comer Degrees 25 5 14.10 20
Chisel Edge Angle Degrees 145 122 131.9 23
Helix Angle Degrees 31 28 29.5 3
Lip Spacing Angle Degrees 184 180 181.5 4
Hardness over Length of 4 inch D.P.H. 0.070 0.0977 0.052
in. from Point No 1,016 256 832 760
Table 4.1 Range of Variation of Drill Sizes and Hardness Observed in Nominally 
Similar 5/8 inch (15.875 mm) Dia. Drills [125].
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number of elements which are not controlled by standard(s) and the manufacturers tend 
to differ in their choice of "target values". In our study drills of the same manufacturer 
are used, which would be expected to give lower dimensional variations.
Fugelso and Wu [134] measured drill point elements using a polar co-ordinate measuring 
machine which was designed and incorporated into a computer controlled twist drill 
grinder. The purpose of their measurement was to check the point shape after grinding 
and to feedback the measurement data to control the grinding process. Measurements 
were taken with a ball ended stylus (with 0.0625 inch or 1.587 mm radius) connected to 
an LVDT. The measurements were sent to a microprocessor via an A/D converter where 
drill dimensions and parameters were computed on-line. But the theoretical values of drill 
parameters were calculated off-line because of the memory limitation of the 
microprocessor. Their measurement results (the average and standard deviations) of 
twelve drills which were ground and measured with the same machine settings are given 
in Table 4.2. They also have not indicated any data about repeatability of their 
measurements;
Theoret- Standard
Drill ical Values Average Deviation
Relative
Lip
Height
(mils)
0 .0 1.708  
(0.0A3 mm)
2.07
(0 .0 5 3  mm)
Chisel 
Edge Angle 
(degrees)
135 137 .2 A .12
Point
Angle
(degrees)
118 119.98 0 .2 9
Clearance
Difference
(mils)
1 2 .2
( 0 .3 0 9  mm)
12 .11  
(0 .3 0 8  mm)
0 .875
(0 .0222  mm)
d Parame­ter (mils) 330(8 .3 8  mm)
351.36  
(8 .9 2  mm)
0.933
(0 .0237  mm)
Optically 
Measured 
Chisel 
Edge Angle 
(degrees)
135 138.33 1 .179
Table 4.2 The Average and Standard Deviation of Measured Dimensions of Twelve 
Drills Ground and Measured with the Same Machine Settings [134].
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but data about dimensional repeatability of their grinding process were analysed. When 
using CMM in automatic mode, good repeatability of measurements for some drill point 
parameters is very unlikely. This problem will be discussed later in this chapter.
Tasi and Wu [135] developed an algorithm to check and control the drill point grinding 
operations. In normal production practice it very difficult to achieve and maintain the 
required accuracy of the drill point grinding. Tasi and Wu made a mathematical model of 
the drill point grinding operation and evaluated the performance of the grinding process 
by analysing the discrepancies of the drill point geometry estimated from the designed 
geometry and produced in practice. Their findings show that the accuracy of the drill point 
grinding operation is influenced by the systematic errors the in setting of the grinding 
parameters, the machine vibration and the bias of instrumentation,etc. as well as the 
random error associated with the nonlinear least-squares estimation. All these errors 
contribute to the geometrical variability of the drills.
A series of studies of the drill geometrical variability and their effects on the drilling 
process has been carried out at the University of Melbourne, Australia by Armarego and 
his Co-workers [136], [137], [138], and [139]. These studies have also confirmed large 
variation in dimensional features of twist drills. In a drill blank grinding process, for 7 
mm blanks a shocking 40.6% defect has been reported in [139].
4.3 Present Work
Present study on the statistical variations in cutting tool dimensional features and their 
effects on machining accuracy was undertaken because, it is logical to believe that the 
cutting tool accuracy has a direct impact on the machining accuracy. In our literature 
survey it was found that virtually no work has been reported on the variation of cutting
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tool dimensional features, in this context. But a few researchers who did study the cutting 
tool dimensional variations (although from different point of view) have generally found 
large variations in nominally similar tools.
The sample size of the present work was ten. The author must acknowledge that, a full 
statistical analysis requires a larger sample size. The aim of this study was to highlight 
the basic problem and to show how it can be handled using statistical tools. An increase 
in sample size will increase the confidence level; but the statistical evaluation procedure 
will remain the same.
Ten twist drills and ten end mills (details of which are given in Section 4.1.1) were 
bought. Each tool was numbered. Measurements were taken using the CMM with 1 mm 
diameter spherical probe. Tools were clamped on the CMM table using standard clamping 
devices. Positioning of tools was not a problem* because the CMM software was 
capable of aligning the tool along a desired axis and gives the measurement results on any 
desired plane. Each measurement was repeated twenty times to reduce measurement 
errors. Mean values of these twenty readings were taken as the actual values of particular 
dimensions considered. Using the twenty readings, the repeatability of measurementst 
was also estimated. The summaries of measurement results are given in Table 4.3 (for 
twist drills) and Table 4.4 (for end mills). For details of the actual readings please see 
Appendices I and J.
* Positioning of the tools is a major problem when instruments other than CMM are used. 
The CMM software is capable of aligning the tool with CMM axes.
f  Repeatabilty was calculated using a standard repeatability formula [140]:
Rp = t.s, where Rp = repeatability, s = sample standard deviation and t = student's t, a 
constant depends on number of observations and confidence level.
When number of observations n = 20 and confidence level U = 95%, t = 2.09.
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Measurement results were analysed following Australian Standard AS 2438 - 1981 (twist 
drills) and British Standard BS 122: Part 4 (end mills), as our contact with the 
manufacturer (Osborn Cutting Tools, Australia) revealed that, their tools were 
manufactured according to these standards. Details of the two standards considered are 
given in Appendices G and H.
Element Max. Min. Average* Range Repeatab.t
Drill Diameter (mm) 11.997 11.962 11.987 0.035 0.018
Web Thickness at Point (mm) 2.163 1.611 1.956 0.552 0.327
Relative Lip Height (mm) 0.134 0.085 0.110 0.049 0.088
Point Angle (degrees) 119.137 116.291 118.119 2.846 0.656
Chisel Edge Angle (degrees) 137.381 132.914 135.251 4.467 3.689
Shank Diameter (mm) 11.948 11.903 11.930 0.045 0.008
Shank Radial Runout (mm) 0.015 0.005 0.009 0.010 0.008
Overall Length (mm) 152.176 150.897 151.736 1.279 0.059
Flute Length (mm) 112.317 110.326 111.215 1.991 0.324
Back Tapper (mm/irai) 0.00067 0.00037 0.00051 0.00030 calculated
Effective Diameter (mm) 12.055 12.011 12.033 0.044 0.030
* Average values are taken from 10 drills with 20 measured values each, 
f  Repeatability of measurements (worst case).
Table 4.3 Range of Variations of Drill Dimensions Measured in Nominally Similar
12 mm Diameter Twist Drills.
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Element Max. Min. Average* Range Repeatab.f
Cutter Diameter (mm) 16.019 15.978 15.995 0.041 0.055
Shank Diameter (mm) 15.990 15.983 15.986 0.007 0.008
Shank Radial Runout (mm) 0.017 0.005 0.010 0.012 0.008
Helix Angle (degrees) 30.586 28.962 29.834 1.425 2.926
Radial Rake Angle (degrees) 8.793 5.647 6.813 3.146 1.612
Effective Diameter (mm) 16.051 16.006 16.029 0.045 0.020
* Average values are taken from 10 end mills with 20 measured values each, 
t  Repeatability of measurements (worst case).
Table 4.4 Range of Variations of End Mill Dimensions Measured in Nominally Similar
16mm Diameter End Mills.
In effect AS 2438 - 1981 imposes the following tolerance limits on a 12 mm twist drill 
(parallel shank, jobber series): (see Table 4.5)
Element Nominal Tolerances
Values LTL UTL
Drill Diameter (mm) 12.000 - 0.027 0
Overall Length (mm) 150.000 - 3.000 + 3.000
Flute Length (mm) 111.000 - 3.000 + 3.000
Point Angle (Degrees) -  118 No tol. limits specified
Back Tapper (mm/mm) _ _ _ 0.0005 0.001
Hardness (HV) [HRC] 690 [60] No upper limit
Table 4.5 Tolerance Limits for 12 mm Twist Drills (Parallel Shank, Jobber Series) as
Specified in AS 2438 - 1981.
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BS 122: Part 4: 1980 imposes the following tolerance limits on a 16 mm end mill 
(screwed shank, normal series): (see Table 4.6)
Element Nominal Tolerances
Values LTL UTL
Cutter Diameter (mm) 16.000 - 0.013 + 0.063
Shank Diameter (mm) 16.000 - 0.025 0
Thread on Shank (Tol. on Effect. Dia) (mm) 16.000 -0 .150 - 0.080
Table 4.6 Tolerance Limits for 16 mm End Mills (Screwed Shank, Normal Series) as
Specified in BS 122: Part 4: 1980.
All measurement results are represented in graphical form in Figures 4.4 - 4.15 (for drills) 
and in Figures 4.16 - 4.22 (for end mills). Tools are regarded as non-acceptable if it is out 
of tolerance limits according to any of the specified tolerance limits. A summary of 
measurement results are given in Table 4.7 and 4.8. Among the tools measured a 40 % 
defects for the drills and 20 % defects for end mills were found.
Element Drill No
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Drill Diameter O X O 0 O O O O O O
Overall Length O O O 0 O O 0 O O 0
Flute Length 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0 O 0
Back Taper X 0 0 X 0 O X 0 O 0
Overall Results A A 0 A 0 0 A 9 9 9
0  = within tolerance limits; X = out of tol. limits; 9 = acceptable; A = non-acceptable
Table 4.7 Acceptance Results of Twist Drills.
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Element EndM[ill No
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cutter Diameter 0 O 0 X 0 O 0 o X 0
Shank Diameter O o o o O O o o 0 0
Overall Results 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 A 0
O = within tolerance limits; X = out of tol. limits; 0 = acceptable; À = non-acceptable
Table 4.8 Acceptance Results of End Mills.
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RUG 1 1.987 
LCL 1 1.973
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Figure 4.4 Variations of Drill Diameter Observed in 12 mm Twist Drills.
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figure 4.5 Variations of Web Thickness Observed in 12 mm Twist Drills.
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Figure 4.7 Variations of Point Angle Observed in 12 mm Twist Drills.
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Figure 4.9 Variations of Shank Diameter Observed in 12 mm Twist Drills.
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Figure 4.11 Variations of Overall Length Observed in 12 mm Twist Drills.
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Figure 4.12 V ariations o f  F lute Length O bserved in 12 m m  Tw ist Drills.
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Figure 4.13 Variations of Back Taper Observed in 12 mm Twist Drills.
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Figure 4.14 Variations of Effective Diameter Achieved Using 12 mm Twist Drills.
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Figure 4.17 Variations of Cutter Diameter Observed in 16 mm End Mills.
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Figure 4.19 Variations of Shank Runout Observed in 16 mm End Mills.
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Figure 4.21 Variations of Radial Rake Angle Observed in 16 mm End Mills.
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4 .4  C om m ents a n d  D iscussions
Before commencing the discussion about the measurement results found in the present 
work, the author feels necessary to clarify the measurement procedure adopted in this 
work and its effectiveness. Present work was carried out using a general purpose co­
ordinate measuring machine (CMM). In taking measurements of various tool elements 
using the CMM, different points on the tool are probed and the required feature (i.e. 
length, angle, etc.) is calculated either by using the CMM software or by using off-line 
calculations. Details of the CMM used in this work are given in Chapter 3. The 
repeatability of measurements of this CMM is ± 7 microns [130].
In Table 4.3 and 4.4, it can be seen that for some elements the repeatability of 
measurements (worst case) is fairly good, whereas for some other elements the 
repeatability of measurements is comparatively high (worse). For example in Table 4.3, 
for shank diameter the repeatability of measurements is ± 8 microns, whereas for drill 
diameter the repeatability of measurement is ± 18 microns. This is due to the very 
complex shape (geometry) of the drill point which was very difficult to probe with some 
points accurately using the CMM. The author found this as a major problem with the 
CMM measurement. For some elements where the values o f repeatability of 
measurements are high compared with the element measured (such as web thickness, 
relative lip height, etc.), other method of measurement with better repeatability (e.g. 
optical comparator) must be applied.
Findings of present work can be now summarized under three headings:
(1) Tolerance Limits
(2) Variations in Cutting Tool Dimensional Features
(3) Effective Tool Diameter
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4.4.1 Tolerance Limits
It is surprising to note that in some cases the tolerance bands specified in the standards are 
very wide (e.g. tolerance band of 0.076 mm for cutter diameter of 16 mm end mills). 
Tolerance band is important because of its direct effects on machining accuracy. It is also 
noted that substantial differences do exist among different national and international 
standards [141], [142], [143], [145] for the same cutting tool. Without going into much 
details, the differences between Australian Standard AS 2438 - 1981 and American 
Standard ANSI B94.11M-1979 for twist drills are listed in Table 4.9. It is also noted that 
some of the geometric elements of twist drills (e.g. relative lip height) are not controlled at 
all by the Australian Standard. But as explained before, the relative lip height is very 
important from the accuracy point of view. For general interests, diagrams for run-out 
tolerance and permissible relative lip height, specified in German Standard DIN 14412 
[145] is given in Figure4.23. In this study the shank shapes were studied and plotting of 
the results are given in Figure 4.24 (for drills) and Figure 4.25 (for end mills). Shapes of 
two tools from each group were studied. Shank run-out is im portant, because together 
with the effect of the tool holding method it produces misalignment between the tool axis 
and the theoretical axis of the machine.
4.4.2 Variations in Cutting Tool Dimensional Features
Large variations in cutting tool dimensional features were observed in this study. As 
predicted before, the ranges of variations in different dimensional features found in this 
study were shorter than those observed by Galloway. (Because Galloway studied drills of 
different makes, whereas in this study tools of only one make were included).
Although in most cases the dimensional features were within the specified tolerance 
limits, a shift of average line towards the tolerance limits is found. The reason may be
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Concentricity tolerance Tr
The concentricity tolerance Tr of the 
twist drills is calculated from the 
formula:
Tr= 0,03+0,01 ^
where Ms the overall length of the drill 
and d is the diameter.
Remark:
The test value of the diagram provide 
a statistical safety of 90%.
Test apparatus and test position ac­
cording to instructions VDI 3331, 
sheet 1, paragraph 4.8, comma b-c.
D rill d ia m e te r d
Permissible lip height difference
As 2U, in mm
The values of the diagram provide a 
statistical safety of 90%. They are cal­
culated from the formula:
As zui =  n d -^ Iq- tanax+ 0,005
where d is the drill diameter in mm, Ô 
is the max. deviation of the division 
in degrees and ax is the side 
clearance angle in degrees.
It’s accepted that:
ford = 1 mm 5 = 3 °  ax = 20°
for d = 100 mm 6 = 4 °  at = 8°
Test apparatus and test position ac­
cording to VDI instructions Nr. 3331, 
sheet 1, paragraph 4.3, comma c.
Diagram for permissible lip height difference As zu!
D nll d iam e te r d
Figure 4.23 Diagrams for Runout Tolerance and Permissible Relative Lip Height 
Specified in DIN 1412 for Twist Drills [145].
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SH A N K  RUNOUT = 15 m icrons
90
SH A N K  RUNOUT = 14 m icrons
Figure 4.24 Shapes o f T w ist D rill Shank C ross-Sections.
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90
SH A N K  RUNOUT = 17 m icrons
90
SH A N K  RUNO UT = 13 m icrons
Figure 4.25 Shapes o f  End M ill C ross-Sections.
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that, each manufacturer of the tools has his target value (or band) within the tolerance 
limits and generally tool manufacturers put an extra emphasis on tool stiffness and in 
doing so, they often choose values for general purpose tools same as for heavy duty 
tools. The variations of each element contributes to the overall variation, which is 
practically unpredictable; thus some method should be applied to find the effective tool 
diameter.
Element AS 2438- 1981 ANSI B94.11M - 1979
LTL UTL LTL UTL
Drill Diameter (mm) - 0.027 0 - 0.025 0
Shank Diameter (mm) X X - 0.114 + 0.013
Back Tapper (mm/mm) 0.0005 0.001 0.0002 0.0009
Overall Length (mm) - 3.000 + 3.000 - 3.200 + 3.200
Flute Length (mm) - 3.000 + 3.000 - 3.200 + 3.200
Point Angle (degrees) X X -5 + 5
Relative Lip Height (T.I.V.) X X 0 0.012
Centrality of Web (T.I.V.) X X 0 0.127
Flute Spacing (T.I.V.) X X 0 0.254
X = no tolerance limit specified; T.I.V. = Total Indicator Variation
Table 4.9 A Comparison of Australian Standard And American Standard for 12 mm
Twist Drill (Parallel Shank, Jobber Series).
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4 .4 .3  Effective Tool Diameter
Effective tool diameter is the actual tool diameter during machining. As it very difficult to 
predict the effective tool diameter correctly and the author suggests to determine it by 
machining some holes or slots using the same tools to be used in machining, prior to 
actual machining operation. This technique is in use in the industry for conventional 
machining for long time. In CNC machining this method can be applied successfully. The 
knowledge of hole oversize should be applied in the design stage, as no comparison 
technique can be applied after machining.
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5 .0  THE EFFECT OF END MILL DEFLECTION ON MACHINING 
ACCURACY
5 .1 . Introduction
End milling is one of the most universal metal removal processes used in today's 
industry. With the advent of NC machine tools, the use of end mills has grown 
tremendously, particularly in the aerospace and turbomachine industries. Moreover, in 
recently adopted "near net shape"* manufacturing where the finishing operation is the 
only machining operation, the use of end mills has become quite significant. End mills 
have cutting edges on both their faces and their peripheries, which make them capable of 
performing face milling and peripheral milling either separately or simultaneously, as 
desired. Due to a number of different types of machining possible, end mills are often 
called as versatile tools.
As reported by some researchers [146], [147], [148], [149], the major problem in the use 
of end mills is its deflection which causes a geometric error on the machined surface. The 
preliminary results presented in Chapter 3 also showed some geometric errors associated 
with the variation in geometry of the work piece end milled surface. The resulting work 
surface configuration is consistent with the end mill deflection. A further study on end 
mill deflection was undertaken in the present thesis work to reduce it to its minimum 
possible value.
5.2  Factors Affecting End Mill Deflection
The end mill can be considered as a cantilever beam, rigidly gripped by the tool holder. 
As the cutting force is applied very near to the non-supported end, the end mill deflects
* In "near net shape" manufacturing, components are forged or cast to their possible near 
shape and then machined to their final shape in a minimum number of passes (most often 
in only one pass).
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from its normal position. In its simplest form the end mill deflection is shown in Figure 
5.1.
Figure 5.1 End Mill Deflection.
In this case, the equation of elastic curve and maximum tool deflection can be estimated 
using the following formulas:
8t (z) =
5 tmax -
- P _ (Z3 
6EI ' z - 3 L z2) (5.1)
l5t(L)l =
FL3 
“ 3EI
(5.2)
where
8t = tool deflection 
F = cutting force
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L = tool overhang
E = modulus of elasticity
I = moment of inertia of the end mill
The moment of inertia of the end mill is generally calculated using the following formula 
[146], [158]:
D4
I = (5-3)
where
D = cutter diameter 
Substituting Equation (5.3) in (5.2)
gtmax = 16FL3
ED4 (5.4)
From Equation (5.4) it can be seen that the tool deflection can be reduced by (a) 
increasing modulus of elasticity of the cutter; (b) reducing tool over hang; (c) increasing 
diameter of the cutter; and (d) reducing the cutting force.
5 .2 .1  Modulus of Elasticity of End Mills
The most important material property which influences the tool deflection is the modulus 
of elasticity of the tool. Modulus of elasticity of the tool should be increased to its highest 
possible level, as a higher modulus will result in a lower deflection. But like strength or 
hardness, elastic modulus can not be increased by heat treatment or by any other similar 
method, because the elastic modulus depends on the fundamental atomic structure of the 
material whereas strength or hardness are very dependent on small percentages of 
elements which do not affect the modulus. It is interesting to note that all steels,
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regardless of their alloy contents, heat treatment or hardness, have approximately the 
same modulus of elasticity. So an increase in modulus of elasticity can be achieved only 
by using better materials such as tungsten carbide, which has approximately a three times 
higher modulus of elasticity than steel. (See Table 5.1)
MATERIAL MODULUS OF ELASTICITY, E
(psi) (GPa)
Aluminium 9,000,000 62
Cast iron 14,000,000* 96*
Steel 29,000,000 200
Tungsten Carbide 85,000,000 585
*varies widely
Table 5.1 Modulus of Elasticity of Some Common Materials [150].
Mannan [151] has done a comparative study of the end milling cutters of two different 
tool materials (cemented carbide and high speed steel) with an evaluation of these cutters' 
performance with respect to static deflection, vibration and surface finish. As expected, 
his results showed that solid cemented carbide end mills have superior performance 
compared to the high speed steel end mills with respect to static deflection and forced 
vibrations.
5 .2 .2  Tool O verhang
Tool deflection can be reduced by reducing tool overhang. So as a rule, to reduce end 
mill deflections tool overhang should be kept to a minimum. But for a user, besides 
selecting the tool type (short, normal, etc.), there is very little choice left, to achieve 
reduction of tool overhang.
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5 .2 .3  Cutter Diameter
Cutter diameter has the greatest effect on tool deflection, as it appears with a power of 
four in Equation (5.4). In other words, if the cutter diameter is doubled, tool deflection is 
reduced sixteen times (if other parameters remain constant). But often an increase in 
diameter is restricted by the geometric configuration of the component to be machined. 
Moreover, the increase of diameter may be found to be uneconomical if the number of 
teeth remains the same, as it will increase machining time. This is because milling is an 
intermittent cutting process and each tooth cuts metal only a portion of the time when the 
cutter is engaged with the workpiece.
5 .2 .4  Cutting Force
The tool deflection can be reduced by reducing the cutting force. But as the cutting force 
is proportional to metal removal rate (see Equations (5.5) - (5.8) below, a reduction of 
cutting force will reduce metal removal rate, which is uneconomical.
HPS = K U F (5.5)
where
HPS = power required at spindle 
K = conversion factor 
U = cutting speed 
F = cutting force
Also HPS = Q P Q f  (5.6)
where
Q = metal removal rate
P = unit power factor
Q f  = correction factor
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Ccf = Csp Ct Cr Ctw
Csp = cutting speed correction factor
Ct = chip thickness correction factor
Cr = rake angle correction factor
Q w = tool wear correction factor
Combing Equations (5.5) and (5.6)
F = C — r ^ u
where
n  P  C c f  _C = — — = Const.
(5.8)
However, from the "quality first" point of view a reduction in metal removal rate may be 
justified in order to achieve better machining accuracy. For milling operations MRR is 
calculated using Equation (2.1) (which is described in Chapter 2).
Q = Sm b d  (2.1)
where
Q = metal removal rate 
b = width of cut (axial depth of cut) 
d = depth of cut (radial depth of cut)
Sm = St Kt N (5.9)
U = 7t D N
where
(5.10)
St = feed per tooth
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Kt = number of teeth 
N = spindle speed 
D = cutter diameter
Substituting Equations (5.9) and (5.10) into (2.1)
S t K t U b d  
n D
Substituting Equation (5.11) into (5.8)
F _ C S t K t b d 
n D
(5.11)
(5.12)
By further substituting (5.12) into (5.4), we obtain,
§ tmax = 16 C St Kt b d L 3 
n  D E D 4
(5.13)
After simplification
§ tmax C i St K t b d L3 
E D 5
(5.14)
where
~ 16 C ^C i = -------  = Const.n
Equations (5.12) and (5.14) give the mathematical expressions which can be used to 
calculate the cutting force and maximum tool deflection. It is interesting to note that in 
these equations the cutting speed does not appear, which means that the cutting force in
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end milling operation is not influenced by the cutting speed* (see Figure 5.2). Even then, 
the selection of cutting speed require a careful consideration, as the cutting speed has 
greater effect on tool life than the depth of cut and feed rate. Equation (5.14) shows the 
importance of the cutter diameter, as a 15% increase in cutter diameter will reduce the tool 
deflection by 100%. From Equation (5.14) it also becomes clear that for in-process
control systems, feed is the only variable which can be manipulated easily. For this 
reason a number of researchers [70], [75], [152] have used feed as the controlled
variable in their ACS system for milling.
Cutting speed U m/min
6 0  120 180 2 4 0  3 0 0  3 6 0
Cutting speed U ft/m in
o*
tu
a>o
ê
cr>
c:
a
O
Figure 5.2 Independence of the Cutting Force F from Cutting Speed U
in Milling [131].
The end mill deflection model illustrated in Figure 5.1, is a text book situation and in 
reality the problem is far more complex. This is because, in milling, the cutting force is 
continuously changed not only in magnitude (see Figure 4.3) but also in its direction and 
point of application.
* In reality cutting force may be slightly influenced by the cutting speed, as in Equation 
(5.13) the constant Cs (cutting speed correction factor) is a function of cutting speed. For 
most of the common machining materials, when the cutting speed is increased Cs is 
reduced slightly.
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A number of researchers [153], [154], [155], [156], [157], [158], [159], [160] have 
studied the cutting force in end milling and they have developed different models to 
represent the cutting force and its components. Researchers showed much interest in 
cutting force calculation in milling because this is important not only from the deflection 
point of view, but also from the power consumption point of view. A study of cutting 
force is also necessary for the evaluation of cutter breakage.
There are three force components (of the cutting force) acting on the individual end mill 
tooth during cutting: tangential force (Ft), radial force (Fr) and axial force (Fa). It is 
customary to resolve those force components in X, Y and Z directions, where X is the 
direction parallel to feed, Y is the direction perpendicular to X (in the same plane) and Z 
is the direction perpendicular to both X and Y. The force situation is different depending 
on whether up or down milling* (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4) is being used.
In up milling:
Fx = Ft cos <|) + Fr sin <]) (5.15)
Fy = Fr cos <J) - Ft sin (|) (5.16)
Fz = Fa (5.17)
In down milling:
Fx = Fr sin (j) -  Ft cos § (5.18)
Fy = Fr cos $ + Ft sin $ (5.19)
Fz = Fa (5.20)
* Depending on the relative motion of the cutter and feed, milling operations are 
classified as up or down milling. In up m illing (also known as c o n v en tio n a l 
milling), the peripheral velocity of cutter is in the opposite sense to the feed direction. In 
down m illing (also known as clim b milling), cutter velocity and the feed velocity 
are in the same sense.
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Figure 5.3 Forces in Up Milling.
Figure 5.4 Forces in Down Milling.
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Tangential force (Ft) can be calculated using the following relationship [153]:
Ft = K b h  = K b S t sin(|) (5.21)
where
b = width of cut 
h = chip thickness 
St = feed per tooth
<j) = angular position of the cutting edge with respect to Y axis 
K = "specific force", a constant which depends on the material of the 
workpiece and on the geometry of the tool as well as on the average chip thickness.
In normal operations tangential force is the highest of the three cutting force components. 
Radial and axial components are generally calculated as proportional to tangential force.
Fr = rir Ft (5.22)
Fa = tla Ft (5.23)
Values of rjr and rja are taken up to 0.5, although there is no general agreement among 
the researchers about these constants, (see Table 5.2)
Author Br Ba
Tlusty [153] 0.3 -
Yellowley [154] 0.2 - 0.5 -
B eret al [155] 0.4 0.3
Table 5.2 Values of rjr and rja as Suggested by Different Authors.
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The reason may be that force components are influenced by a number of other factors, 
such as lead angle, rake angle, etc.
From the end mill deflection point of view, force component Fy is important, as this is 
the component responsible for producing the geometric error on end milled surface in the 
direction parallel to the cutter axis. The effect of end mill deflection in the feed direction is 
overridden by the movement of the cutter along the feed itself.
While cutting with a depth of cut d, the angle (|) starts with <|> = 0° and ends with an angle 
<j) = (J>2* The angle <f>2 depends on the relative position of the cutter centre and workpiece, 
which is dependent on cutter diameter and radial depth of cut and its maximum possible 
value is 180°. But up and down milling exist in their pure form only when the cutter 
centre-line does not intersect the workpiece (i.e. cutter radius R is greater than depth of 
cut d) and in that case angle (¡><90° and cos<|)>0 and sin(|)>0. From Equations (5.15) - 
(5.20) it can be noticed that in down milling, force components Fr and Ft are added to 
form Fy, whereas in up milling these force components are subtracted to form Fy. 
Depending on <|) this force component may also become negative in up milling, whereas 
in down milling Fy is always positive. From this it can be deduced that in down milling 
the expected end mill deflection is more and the cutter always deflects away from the 
workpiece, which results in a positive error. In up milling the tool deflection is less and 
the cutter may deflect into the workpiece (depending on tool diameter, depth of cut etc), 
which may produce a negative error. The force component Fx has an opposite tendency, 
i.e., in up milling Fx is larger, as Fr and Ft are added to form it, and in down milling Fx 
is less. The force component Fx is important from the clamping point of view and in up 
milling attention must be paid to ensure proper clamping of the workpiece. This problem 
is more serious in horizontal spindle machines, as in up milling the cutting force tends to 
lift up the workpiece off the table* .
The name up milling has come from this.
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Based on the mechanics of cutting approach, Armarego and Despande [157] proposed a 
cutting force model which provides deeper understanding of the cutting action and 
average cutting force components in end milling. Their study showed that average cutting 
force components are directly proportional to the number of teeth, width of cut and feed 
per tooth. It has also shown that an increase in depth of cut, slightly increases all force 
component (Fx, Fy and Fz) and at lower depths of cut the values of the force component 
Fy shows a change in direction.
In our study of end mill deflection no attempt has been made to calculate the end mill 
deflection using an analytical method, because almost all of the cutting force models 
available use some empirical constants, and proper determination of them needs further 
experimental work. It is more convenient to trace the end milled surface using a co­
ordinate measuring machine (CMM) and from there to determine the end mill deflection 
directly without calculating any force. On the basis of the initial deflection values, 
measures can be taken utilizing the existing knowledge about end mill deflection 
discussed in previous paragraphs.
5.3 Previous Work on End Mill Deflection
Although the phenomenon of end mill deflection has been known to researchers for some 
time, there is very little work reported in the literature on this topic. As end mills can be 
used in a number of machining processes (peripheral milling, face milling, slotting, and 
their various combinations), each end mill deflection model may be different and should 
be studied separately. Our study will be restricted to the two types of end milling used in 
machining of our test piece, viz peripheral milling and combined milling (combination of 
peripheral and face milhng).
Tipnis [146] wrote about end mill deflection without going into much details. The 
dimensional accuracy of end milled surface depends on the amount of end mill deflection
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and Tipnis gave the following figure (see Figure 5.5) to demonstrate it. In our case we 
have a rigid workpiece with small-diameter cutter (right most example in Figure 5.5). 
Tipnis suggested that the point of application of cutting force can be regarded as the 
middle of the width of cut (axial depth of cut).
Figure 5.5 Modes of End Mill Deflections [146].
Kline et al [147] studied surface errors generated in end milling both analytically and 
experimentally. Their prediction of surface error was based on the prediction of cutting 
force, end mill deflection and workpiece deflection. The cutting force was predicted by 
using a "mechanistic model". End mill deflection was calculated assuming the end mill to 
be a cantilever beam. For the prediction of workpiece deflections a finite element method 
was used. To verify their predicted results a number of machining experiments were 
performed. Surface errors on machined work pieces were measured using a dial 
indicator. They did not supply any data about the accuracy of dial indicator used. But as 
it is common knowledge, dial indicators are not sensitive enough to trace surface errors 
of very small magnitudes. Their experiments included only down milling, so no 
comments could be made about the validity of surface predictions in up milling. In
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general, the predicted surface error was shown to be in agreement with the experimental 
results. Effect of cutter runout on surface generation was also studied and reported.
De Vor [148] also examined the surface error caused by end mill deflection. The surface 
error was predicted by using similar methods to those used by Kline et al [147]. With 
high quality (i.e. less surface error), De Vor added high productivity (i.e. minimum 
machining time) in the objective function. It was suggested that surface errors in end 
milling can be eliminated in two passes. In the first pass entire amount of material is 
removed. The finish cut (so called "float cut") was applied to remove only the surface 
error produced by the roughing. To reduce the machining time a range of cutting 
parameters, cutter geometry, and workpiece geometry were also studied. It was found 
that the minimum time solution calls for the rough cut cutter radius to be as large as 
possible. The method suggested by De Vor can only remove positive surface errors, 
typical in down milling.
Fujii and Iwabe [161] used a dwell function of the controller of CNC machine to reduce 
the surface error caused by end mill deflection. The dwell function basically controls the 
feed and provides a short time stop of feed. They showed, by selecting proper dwell 
time, surface error generated by end mill deflection can be eliminated in one pass, (see 
Figure 5.6). The selection of proper dwell time is important in this method, because it is 
found to be effective only when proper dwell time is selected. This method is also 
capable of reducing positive surface errors found in down milling only.
5 .4  P resen t W ork
In the present work it is accepted that the geometric error on the machined workpiece in 
the axial direction of the end mill is caused by end mill deflection and the profile of the 
machined workpiece in that direction in some way represents the end mill deflection 
curve at that position. Profiles of the machined workpiece were traced using the Co­
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ordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) at some fixed intervals* (40 mm in X direction and 
25 mm in Y direction) along the feed direction. To trace the profile at a fixed position, the 
CMM axis was locked at that position and points were probed at some interval (1mm) in 
the Z direction (see Figure 5.7). The difference between the maximum and minimum of 
the value measured (value of Y as shown in Figure 5.7), is the geometric error. As all 
measurements are relative, the mean value of all points probed on the same surface was 
subtracted from the real values. This means, the values used for profile plotting are the 
deviations from the mean value. The mean value taken does not necessarily indicate the 
mean value of the points probed from the profile tracing. The mean value accepted is the 
mean value of randomly probed points on that surface. This type of probing is more 
realistic as it covers more area and the mean value determined in this way was accepted as 
the real value in dimensional analysis, (see Appendix F)
E rror pm
Figure 5.6 Influence of Dwell Time on Shape Error [161].
* Positions at the comers of the workpiece (i.e. x = 0 mm, x = 200 mm, y = 0 mm and y 
= 75 mm) were taken at the nearest possible close position (normally about 5 mm) apart 
from those theoretical values.
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Measurement results of six components are considered for comparison. Details of 
cutting condition used in machining those six components are given in Table 5.3. As 
mentioned before, in the present work the end mill deflection was studied in two phases, 
viz peripheral milling and combined (peripheral and face) milling.
Z
A
X * -----*  Y
X Feed D i r e c t io n
Y P r o f i l e  H e igh t  
Z A x ia l  Depth
G e o m e t r ic  E r r o r  =
Y max ~ Y min
Figure 5.7 Surface Tracing of Workpiece Using CMM.
Part
No
Type of 
Milling
Cutting Speed 
U (m/min)
Feed, Sm 
(mm/min)
Depth of Cut 
d (mm)
TP6 Down 126 125 1.0
TP11 Down 126 125 0.5
TP21 Down 126 62.5 1.0
TP22 Up 126 125 1.0
TP23 Up 126 62.5 1.0
TP24 Up 126 125 0.5
Table 5.3 Cutting Conditions Used in Finish Cut of Different Components.
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5.4.1 Peripheral Milling
Peripheral milling was used to machine surfaces ABJI, CDLK, DAIL and BCJK of our 
test pieces (see Figure 3.5). A typical profile of the workpiece at a fixed position is given 
in Figure 5.8 and details of the profiles traced at different positions along the workpiece 
are given in Appendix K (Figure K .l). The profiles of the workpiece traced, closely 
resemble the expected end mill deflection curve. It is to be noted from Figure K .l that, a 
pick (i.e. projection) is appearing at a fixed height (4 mm) all along the workpiece. It 
seems that those picks are not part of the end mill deflection curve and to verify this, all 
points probed for profile tracing, except the pick, are plotted in Figure 5.9. The curve of 
best fit of those points is in agreement with the expected end mill deflection curve, which 
justifies the assumption that the pick is not a part of the end mill deflection curve and is 
caused by some other factor such as the material nonhomogeniety.
In our study geometric errors are calculated at each position of profile tracing, which in 
some magnitude quantify the end mill deflection. But as explained in the previous 
paragraph, the pick value in profile tracing, which is not a part of the end mill deflection 
curve may change the waviness error data. So both situations are considered and the 
results are given in Tables 5.4 - 5.7. In these tables results in brackets represent the 
waviness error calculated by ignoring pick points, whereas results without brackets 
represent the real waviness error measured on machined components in the axial direction 
of the end mill. These geometric errors are illustrated in graphical form in Figures 5.10 - 
5.17in comparison for several work specimen together. From these figures it can be seen 
that reduction of geometric errors in end milled surfaces is possible by reducing the feed 
and/or depth of cut.
The effects of feed, depth of cut and type of milling (i.e. up or down milling) were 
examined thoroughly. Typical examples of these effects are shown in Figures 5.18 - 
5.22. (Full details are given in Appendix K).
Z 
in
 m
m
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Dev of X in m icrons  
(Y  = 0 mm )
Figure 5.8 Effect of End Mill Deflection on the Profile of Machined Workpiece.
Do y  o f  X in m icrons  
(Y  = 0 mm)
Figure 5.9 Curve of Best-Fit of the End Mill Deflection Curve.
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Location Surface AB JI: Geometric Error in microns
X i n m m TP6 TP11 TP21 TP22 TP23 TP24
0 14 9 11 9 7 5
(12) (7) (6)
40 18 11 10 11 8 5
(16) (9) (6)
80 14 16 10 10 9 5
(14) (10) (9)
120 13 12 13 11 8 6
(12) (6) (12)
160 15 15 12 13 9 5
(15) (9) (9)
200 13 12 13 9 11 7
( i d (7) (7)
Table 5.4 Geometric Error Measured on Surface ABJL
Location Surface C DLK: Geometric Error in microns
X in mm TP6 TP11 TP21 TP22 TP23 TP24
0 17 8 8 9 10 7
(12) (8) (6)
40 18 14 10 13 9 8
a i ) (12) (9)
80 15 11 9 12 9 9
a i ) (ID (6)
120 16 11 10 12 9 6
( i d (8) (7)
160 13 14 8 15 12 10
(10) (9) (6)
200 13 8 12 13 13 7
(10) (6) (7)
Table 5.5 Geometric Error Measured on Surface CDLK.
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Location Surface DAIL: Geometric Error in microns
Y in mm TP6 TP11 TP21 TP22 TP23 TP24
0 14 9 9 11 12 7
(7) (8) (6)
25 13 8 9 13 9 8
(10) (8) (7)
50 17 7 11 16 8 6
( i d (7) (6)
75 14 8 9 15 8 7
(10) (8) (9)
Table 5.6 Geometric Error Measured on Surface DAIL.
Location Surface BCJK: Geometric Error in microns
Y in mm TP6 TP11 TP21 TP22 TP23 TP24
0 10 11 12 11 8 7
(6) (9) (8)
25 9 8 10 10 10 7
(9) (4) (6)
50 17 13 9 9 6 5
(8) a i ) (7)
75 16 12 11 11 8 7
(12) (10) (8)
Table 5.7 Geometric Error Measured on Surface BCJK.
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Figure 5.10 Geometrie Error Measured on Surface ABJL
Figure 5.11 G eom etric E rror M easured on Surface CDLK.
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Figure 5.12 Geometrie Error Measured on Surface DAIL.
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Figure 5.13 G eom etric E rror M easured on Surface BCJK.
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Figure 5.14 Geometrie Error Measured on Surface ABJI (Modified).
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TP 24
Figure 5.15 G eom etric E rror M easured on Surface C D LK  (M odified).
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TP 6 
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TP 24
Figure 5.16 Geometrie Error Measured on Surface DAIL (Modified).
--- d ---- TP 6
— TP 11
— -o— TP 21 
TP 22— ,M ■  ...
TP 23
-----•— TP 24
Figure 5.17 G eom etric E rror M easured on Surface C D LK  (M odified).
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T P  6
* “ -  T P  t 1
TP6 d = 1.0 mm
TP 1 1 d = 0.5 mm
Dev of X in microns  
(Y  = 75  mm)
Figure 5.18 Effect of Depth of Cut on End Mill Deflection in Down Milling.
Dev of Y in microns  
(X =  40 mm)
Figure 5.19 Effect of Feed on End Mill Deflection in Down Milling.
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--------------  T P  6
— T P  22
TP6 UpTP 22 Down
D e r o f Y in m icrons  
(X  = 80 m m )
Figure 5.20 Effect of Up and Down Milling on End Mill Deflection.
-------------- T P  22
- — — -  T P  23
TP22 Sm = 125 mm/min
TP23 Sm = 62.5 mm/rmn
Dev of Y in microns  
(X  = 0 m m )
Figure 5.21 Effect of Feed on End Mill Deflection in Up Milling.
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--------------TP  22
TP  24
TP22 d = 1.0 mm
TP 24 d = 0.5 mm
Dev o f Y in microns  
(X  = 120 mm)
Figure 5.22 Effect of Depth of Cut on End Mill Deflection in Up Milling.
5 . 4 . 2  C om bined (P eripheral and  Face) M illing
Combined milling is a combination of peripheral and face milling performed 
simultaneously. In this type of milling two perpendicular surfaces are generated at the 
same pass. The deflection curve of an end mill in the axial direction is similar to that in 
simple peripheral milling; but due to constraints at the end, the deflection is expected to 
be less than that of in simple peripheral milling, where the end of the tool is free (i.e. 
unconstrained). A typical comparison of surfaces machined by simple peripheral milling 
and surfaces machined by combined milling is given in Figure 5.23. (A detailed study is 
shown in Figure K.7 in Appendix K)
Any end mill deflection may have effects on the face milled surface of combined milling 
also. While considering end mill deflection most authors overlooked this aspect. If we 
have a closer look at Figure 5.5 (right-most example), we find that due to end mill 
deflection there will be under cut not only at the periphery but also at the bottom where
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c.c
C•i—
FnJ
• Peripheral M illing  
o Combined M illing
Figure 5.23 Curves of Best-Fit for Peripheral Milling and Combined (Peripheral) 
Milling Showing More Deflection in Peripheral Milling.
face milling is performed. This is so, because end mill deflection changes the 
perpendicularity of the tool and the bottom of the end mill makes an angle with the 
horizontal plane. This angle is the same as the angle of the slope of end mill deflection 
curve. As we know the slope* of end mill deflection curve is proportional to cutting 
force, which among other variables is proportional to the depth of cut. Normally in end 
milling a number of passes with different depth of cuts are used to produce the finished 
surface, which produces superimposed surface waviness. But as the final cut is generally 
with a smaller depth of cut, the slope produced at the bottom of the end mill is less than 
the slope produced in previous cuts, which makes the finished surface smoother although 
still with some inclination. If the diameter of the end mill used is smaller than the 
combined depth of cuts the face milled surface may show differences in heights on the
* Slope of the end mill deflection model shown in Figure 5.1 can be calculated using
FL2following formula: 9tmax = I0t (L)l = 2gj-
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surface caused by different passes. This problem is explained in Figure 5.24 where a 15 
mm cut is performed with an end mill of 12 mm diameter in three passes ( 7 + 7 + 1 ) .  
Figure 5.24 shows how the surface flatness is affected by end mill deflection. If the 
diameter of the cutter is larger than the total cut, such flatness error is unlikely, but still an 
inclined surface is expected. We have examined this aspect of surface flatness error of the 
surface produced by combined milling. A typical example of surface flatness error is 
shown in Figure 5.25 (For details see Figure K.8 in Appendix K).
5 .5  Com m ents and Discussion
As expected a reduction of end mill deflection was achieved by reducing the feed and/or 
depth of cut. The magnitudes of end mill deflection attributed to reducing feed and depth 
of cut are approximately the same (see Tables 5.4 - 5.7 and Figures 5.10 - 5.17). But 
reduction of feed considerably increases machining time; whereas the same goal can be 
achieved by reducing the depth of cut in finishing (which can be adjusted with rough 
cuts) without increasing machining time. From this point of view, reducing the depth of 
cut is more suitable.
In general, geometric errors in down milling were greater than those in up milling. This 
is so because in down milling end mill deflection in Y direction (direction perpendicular 
to feed) is more, as Fr and Ft are added to form Fy, whereas in up milling those force 
components are subtracted to form Fy. The nature of the curves suggested that in down 
milling the cutter always deflects away from the job whereas in up milling the cutter tends 
to dig into the job (see Figure K.4). Existence of distinct marks on end mill surface in 
down milling made flatness errors of the surface worse. Initially it was suspected that 
some inaccuracy of the tool is responsible for those marks. But after a close examination 
of the tool no such irregularities were found. Moreover, the same tool when used in up 
milling did not produce such marks and new tools used in down milling produced the 
same type of marks. These were noticed by Martellotti and he wrote, "Under certain
1 : Radial Position of the Cutter in 1st Pass
2 : Radial Position of the Cutter in 2nd Pas3
3 : Radial Position of the Cutter in Finish Pass
Surface Machi ned
Figure 5.24 Surface Error Generated in Combined (Face) Milling due to End Mill Deflection.
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X in mm 
(Y  = 75 mm)
Inclined Surface Generated by Combined (Face) Milling Due to End Mill
Deflection.
X in mm 
(Y  = 50 mm)
Figure 5.26 Surface Error Occurred in Different Passes in Combined (Face) Milling.
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conditions, however, definite marks are produced on a surface generated in down 
milling" [162]. In up milling some stains were found on the surface which in some cases 
changed the shape deflection curves unexpectedly.
In combined milling the end mill deflection is less than that in peripheral milling (see 
Figure 5.23) The surface produced in combined milling at the bottom of the cutter 
showed a slope due to end mill deflection (see Figure 5.25) In Figure 5.26 it can be seen 
that a sudden change of height occurs at some point. That point is the position of the 
cutter in first cut. Due to end mill deflection in each cut the end mill generates a sloped 
surface. But normally in the final cut, which is less than the rough cuts, end mill 
deflection is less and all previous irregularities are eliminated in that cut if the diameter of 
the cutter is larger than the total cuts. If, for some reason, end mill deflection is larger in 
the finish cut than in rough cuts, previous irregularities cannot be eliminated in the finish 
cut. It is interesting to monitor the flatness error of the surface at the comers where the 
cutter changes its direction.
It is found that the geometric error of the finished surface in the axial direction can be 
reduced by adopting up milling and reducing feed and/or depth of cut. But in three 
dimensional machining, surface accuracy is represented by flatness error of the surface 
produced. In Table 5.8 overall flatness errors of surfaces generated by peripheral milling 
are listed.
Surface Flatness Error in microns
TP6 TP11 TP21 TP22 TP23 TP24
ABJI 18 18 16 15 12 11
CDLK 19 16 13 17 18 16
DAIL 19 10 11 20 14 10
BCJK 18 15 14 14 12 8
Table 5.8 Study of Flatness Error of End Milled Surface.
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From Table 5.8 it can be concluded that the overall flatness error of the surfaces cannot 
be reduced much by decreasing end mill deflection when length of the surface is large 
(surfaces ABJI and CDLK have length 200 mm each, whereas surfaces DAIL and BCJK 
have length 75 mm each). This is because the overall surface flatness also depends on 
the straightness error of the guideways, which is generally proportional to the length. 
When the length increases to some extent, the straightness error of guideway becomes 
the most dominant factor in the overall flatness errors and necessary action should be 
taken to reduce straightness error of the guideway, which will ultimately reduce the 
overall flatness error.
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6.0 SURFACE TEXTURE AS AN ASPECT OF MACHINING 
ACCURACY IN CNC MACHINING OPERATIONS
6.1 Introduction
It appears that the surface texture aspect has not been considered by most researchers 
when analysing the machining accuracies. But surface texture of the machined component 
has been found to have a direct impact on measurements (specially on CMM 
measurements); thus surface texture influences all other aspects of machining accuracy, 
viz dimensional, positioning and form (shape) accuracy.
The surfaces generated by machining (both CNC and conventional) are generally 
irregular and complex. But extended research indicates that, the surface texture produced 
by different metal removal processes is characteristic for that particular process. There 
are several factors which directly or indirectly influence the surface texture of a machined 
component, such as: cutting conditions, tool geometry, machine accuracy, chatter or 
vibration of the machine tool, cutting fluid, chip formation, work material homogeneity, 
etc.
In general machining practice, near nominal dimension* and shape of the component are 
achieved by some primary machining operation(s) called rough cut(s) and then some 
secondary operation(s), called finish cut(s) is (are) performed with relatively small 
depth(s) of cut (normally less than 1.5 mm) and light feed(s) (normally less than 0.15 
mm/rev). The purpose of the finish cut(s) is to ensure dimensional accuracy with 
enhanced surface quality of the component. But it is found that, each machining process 
has its limitations and the surface quality cannot be improved beyond certain limits (see 
Figure 6.1)
* leaving some margins for finish cuts.
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M AN UFACTURIN G  METHOD A R ITH M ETIC  MEAN DEVIATION. R, IN ,um 
(1 fx.ru =  0.001 mm)
Average application I I Less frequent application
The ranges shown above are typical of the processes listed. Higher or lower values may be obtained under special conditions
Figure 6.1 Typical Roughness Values Obtained with Ordinary Materials and Common
Production Processes [163].
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6.1.1 Surface T ex tu re  Defined
Although in previous chapters of this thesis, the term surface finish has been used to 
denote the general quality of a surface, it is not a technically accepted term. In fact, 
surface finish is a colloquial term widely used for qualitative assessment of a surface and 
generally is not quantified.
Surface texture is the technically accepted term which is used to describe the repetitive 
or random deviations from the nominal surface which forms the three-dimensional 
surface topography. A variety of techniques is available today for examining surfaces, 
e.g. stylus tracing, optical microscopy, light scattering, electron microscopy, laser 
scanning, etc.
According to Australian Standard for Surface Texture, AS2536-1982 [164], surface 
texture includes four elements - roughness, waviness, lay and flaws (see Figure 6.2) and 
these elements are defined as follows:
Surface roughness - the topography of a surface which consists of short wavelengths 
only. It comprises surface irregularities with relatively small spacings and usually 
incorporates irregularities resulting from the method of manufacture.
Waviness - the topography of a surface which consists of wavelengths of intermediate 
length. Waviness may result from such factors as machine or work deflection, vibration 
and chatter or heat treatment.
Lay - the direction of the predominant surface pattern ordinarily determined by the 
production method used.
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Flaws - unintentional irregularities which occur at one place or at relatively infrequent or 
widely varying intervals on the surface. Flaws include such defects as cracks, 
inclusions, ridges and scratches.
Figure 6.2 Surface Characteristics [164].
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Surface texture is described by various parameters. At present more than 50 parameters 
exist to quantify surface conditions [15]. The most widely used and internationally 
accepted parameter is arithmetic mean deviation (Ra)*. Details of the 30 most frequently 
used parameters for describing surface quality are given in Appendix L. Unfortunately no 
single parameter appears to be capable of describing the surface texture adequately. For 
example two different surfaces may have same Ra values (see Figure 6.3) while having 
totaling different surface topography. To reduce this ambiguity, often more than one 
parameter is used. Nowicki [165] has done a comparative analysis of various surface 
texture parameters and established a subset of four uncorrelated parameters of which at 
least two parameters should be used to represent the surface texture property. The 
measured values of surface roughness parameters generally depend on the direction of 
surface measurement. A surface measured along different directions could give 
completely different Ra values. It is accepted that the direction of surface roughness 
measurement should be chosen in such a way that, the "worst case" values are likely to 
be registered.
I P rofile
Figure 6.3 Profile Traces of Two Different Surfaces Having the Same Roughness
Average [15].
* nomenclature adopted in this thesis is in accordance with AS2536-1982.
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6.1 .2  Effects of Surface Texture on Quality of a Product
Surface texture has the following effects on the quality of a product:
(a) Effect of Surface Texture on Functioning
In many cases the surfaces texture dominates the functional requirements of the 
component. So while considering the surface texture of a component the part designer 
must give first priority to the functional requirements. Good surface finish is necessary 
to prevent premature fatigue failure, to improve corrosion resistance, to reduce friction, 
wear and noise, to improve product life, etc. But good surface finish is not always 
useful and in some cases some definite range of roughness values should be maintained; 
an example of this is when a gasket is to be used for sealing. An extremely smooth 
surface is as difficult to seal as a very rough one. So part designers should be careful in 
choosing the appropriate surface texture for the designed component.
(b) Effect of Surface Texture on Measurement
Surface texture of a component directly influences the measurement results. With 
deterioration of the surface quality the uncertainty of measurement rises. This problem is 
more prominent in CMM measurements where the measurement results are based on the 
co-ordinates of the probed points. In GD&T the dimensional relationships of a part are 
established with reference to datum surfaces. In GD&T it is accepted that the datum 
surfaces are perfect, although it is simply not possible to manufacture any perfect part. 
So from the datum features (which are the features of a real part), datum planes are 
simulated. For a primary datum plane, a minimum of three points, for a secondary plane, 
a minimum of two points of contact, and for a tertiary plane, a minimum of one point 
contract are required. But this way of simulation can lead to a change of co-ordinate 
system and subsequently all measurement results will differ. In Figure 6.4 it is shown 
(in two dimensions) how a change (translation and rotation) can occur when a secondary
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datum surface is established by two point contacts (M and D). (In the figure the 
variations are exaggerated for clarity.) In reality (i.e. in three dimensions), different 
types of rotational errors (roll, pitch and yaw) may occur. To get rid of this problem, 
generally flatness tolerances are imposed on the datum surfaces. But unfortunately in 
normal measurement practice, effects of flatness errors of the datum surfaces are 
considered in linear translations only, ignoring the rotational changes of the axes.
(b) Rotation
Figure 6.4 Change of Co-ordinate System.
There is a direct relationship between the dimensional tolerance of a part and its surface 
texture; thus while choosing dimensional tolerance the part designer should take into 
account the surface texture of the part. For example, the roughness parameter arithmetic 
mean deviation (Ra) defines the average linear deviation of the actual surface from the 
nominal surface defined by the dimension. If the deviations induced by the surface 
roughness exceed those permitted by the dimensional tolerance, the dimension will be 
subject to an uncertainty beyond the tolerance, as shown in Figure 6.5. In turning the 
maximum peak-to-valley roughness height (Rma) is approximately four times the 
arithmetic mean deviation (Ra). On a diameter measurement of a part, this value would
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be doubled. So the Ra value on a diameter should not exceed one-eighth the dimensional 
tolerance on the diameter to ensure useful dimensional controls.
A verage
R oughness roughness P rofile
cen terlin e  he igh t he igh t
cen terlin e  roughness he igh t
he igh t
Figure 6.5 Uncertainty in Size Measurement in Relation to Surface Roughness 
Parameters for a Cylindrical Surface [166].
(c) Effect o f Surface Texture on O verall A esthetics
Surface texture influences the overall apearance of the product and it is important from a 
cosmetic point of view. Customers are often influenced by the outlook of a product 
without considering its technical specifications. As customers’ satisfaction is the bottom 
line in product quality assessment, part designers should consider the cosmetic (or 
aesthetic) aspect of that product. Sometimes it is found that the designer has to impose 
more restrictions on surface quality than is required by the function.
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6.2 A Summary of the Present Knowledge on Surface Texture in 
Machining Operations
Basically all metal machining operations are aimed at achieving the desired size and shape 
of the workpiece by removing the surface layer of it. Removal of surface layer is caused 
by the relative motions of the cutting tool and workpiece and is facilitated by the special 
shape of the tool. The surface produced by machining operations consists of the marks 
left after the desired amount of metal is removed. There are a number of factors which 
may influence the surface texture of the machined surface; but in ideal conditions the 
surface produced consists of marks (feed marks) similar to the tool nose geometry 
(contour). Apart from tool nose geometry, feed is the other dominating factor affecting 
the surface texture of a machined surface, as the feed regulates the contact frequency 
between workpiece and the tool nose.
Based on the above assumptions, the surface roughness achievable by different 
machining operations can be calculated. These roughness values are known as "ideal" 
surface roughness, as they are based on ideal conditions (i.e. without built-up edge, 
chatter, inaccuracies in NC tool movement, etc). Although it is practically impossible to 
achieve ideal surface roughness, the values are estimated by using ideal surface 
roughness formulas, which are useful as they indicate the best possible finish which may 
be obtained for a given tool shape and feed. For simple geometrical profiles, the two 
most commonly used roughness parameters, arithmetic mean roughness (Ra) and 
maximum peak-to-valley height (Rma) can be readily related. But in practical machining 
such relationship is difficult to establish. However as the surface texture produced by 
different machining operations is characteristic for that particular operation, some 
relationship between these two parameters (Ra and Rma)can be suggested.
For example in turning [132], [166] 
Ra = 0.25 Rma (6.1)
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In face milling [167]
Ra = 0.318 Rma (6.2)
The "ideal" effect of tool geometry on surface texture in turning is illustrated in Figure 
6.6. Chisholm [168] showed that for a lathe tool with a perfectly sharp comer (i.e. with 
zero nose radius) (see Figure 6.6(a)) the maximum peak-to-valley height (Rma) can be 
determined using following formula:
5
Rma = tan Cs + cot Ce (63)
where
S = feed per revolution 
Cs = side cutting edge angle 
Ce = end cutting edge angle
Substituting Equation (6.1) into Equation (6.3), we obtain:
R Sa 4(tan Cs + cot Ce) (6.4)
For a comer radiused tool (see Figure 6.6(b)), the maximum peak-to-valley height can be 
estimated using following expression [132]
Rma = (1 - cos Ce) R + S sin Ce cos Ce - V(2SRsin3Ce - S2sin4Ce) (6.5)
When the nose radius is large and the feed is comparatively small, the surface is 
generated by the nose radius alone (see Figure 6.6(c)), then
S < 2R sin Ce
Feed marks
(a)
Feed marks 
(b)
Tool plan
Feed s
Rma
Feed marks Tool plan
(c)
Figure 6.6 Effect of Tool Geometry on the Surface Finish in Turning [132].
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and Rma —
Ra =
S2 0.0321 S2
18V3R R
(6.6)
(6.7)
The tool geometry of face milling cutters is similar to lathe tools and the maximum peak- 
to-valley height (Rma) in face milling can be determined by using Equation (6.3).
For peripheral milling if the tool path is considered as a circular arc, then
Rma - s £8R (6.8)
where
R = cutter radius
St = feed per tooth
Martellotti [133] showed that the path of a milling cutter is trochodial and in that case
where
Rma - St28 (R ± ^ k^ i )n
Kt = number of teeth in the cutter
St = feed per tooth
R = cutter radius
(6.9)
The plus sign is for up milling and the minus sign is for down milling, which means that 
theoretically, up milling will produce better surface finish, than down milling.
For conventional drilling the following formula can be applied to calculate the ideal value 
of maximum peak-to-valley height (Rma) [169]:
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where
^  (S/2) . tan k . tan \j/
Rma -  '
tan k + tan \}/
S = feed per revolution
k = half point angle
\|/ = back taper of drill
(6.10)
It is interesting to note that the ideal roughness values of surfaces generated by turning, 
milling and drilling, depend only on tool geometry and feed. As the tool geometry 
remains constant during machining, feed is the only parameter which can be manipulated 
during machining. From the above-mentioned formulas for ideal surface roughness, it is 
clear that to achieve better surface finish, feed must be kept as low as possible.
As mentioned earlier, the ideal roughness parameters are never achievable. The 
following factors are responsible for variations from the ideal roughness values [170]:
(a) Built-up edge deposits on the machined surface.
(b) Side flow (i.e. the flow of metal perpendicular to the direction of cutting),
(c) Tool wear.
(d) Tearing of the machined surface.
(e) Relative vibration between the tool and the workpiece.
The phenomenon of built-up edge (BUE) has been known to researchers for quite a long 
time; but still controversy remains about the mechanism of its formation. The most 
accepted theory is, as the cutting speed is increased from low level, the friction between 
chip and tool will increase and when the friction force becomes large enough to cause a 
shear fracture in the vicinity of the tool face, a BUE is formed. The other theory assumes 
that the BUE is initiated by the bluntness of the tool edge rather than by the high friction
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force. There are many publications about BUE and we are not going into much details, 
but it is well established that the formation of BUE has a direct relationship with the 
roughness parameters of the machined surface.
Nakayama et al [171] studied the relationship between cutting forces, temperatures, built- 
up edge and surface finish in turning operations. They highlighted the importance of 
cutting speed on surface finish, by showing the cutting speed to have the greatest 
influence on cutting temperature. At very low cutting speeds no BUE is formed, as the 
temperature on the face of the chip is then not sufficient to cause the chip surface to 
behave in a ductile manner. With an increase in cutting speed the chip metal in contact 
with the tool face becomes ductile and the resulting plastic flow causes strong welds to 
form between the chip and tool, which has the effect of changing the effective geometry 
of cutting. At high speeds BUE disappears, as the high temperature does not allow the 
metal to stick on the tool. Nakayama et al [171] showed that surface finish improves 
with increased speed not only due to loss of BUE, but also due to the loss of extruded 
wedge-shaped bodies which form at asperities on the tool flank, called "microchips". 
The microchips play the same role on the tool flank as the BUE does on the tool face; for 
that reason the best surface finish is not obtained immediately after BUE is lost. The 
microchips disappear only at very high speeds, where tool flank temperature approaches 
the oc-y transformation temperature.
Selvam and Radhakrishnan [172] examined the influence of side-flow and BUE on the 
roughness and hardness of the machined surface with a single point tool. Their 
experimental results show that direct correlation (correlation co-efficient 0.955) exists 
between the side flow and surface roughness. The BUE affects surface roughness in the 
direction transverse to the direction of cut. When cutting speed and rake angles are 
increased the size of the BUE and side flow decreases, which results in a smoother
surface.
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Shaw and Crowell [170] have reviewed the state of knowledge in finish machining. 
Their study indicates contributing factors to surface roughness such as sub-surface 
fracture, vibration, the lower limit of undeformed chip thickness for a tool having a given 
edge radius (sharpness), plastic side flow at the tool tip and concentrated wear that occurs 
on the secondary cutting edge. It is found that at very low speeds the surface roughness 
is dominated by sub-surface fracture, which causes cracks on the machined surface. 
Their experimental results suggest that the depth of cut has a negligible effect on surface 
roughness.
From previous paragraphs it is clear that BUE plays an important role in the actual 
surface roughness production. To compare the actual surface roughness with ideal 
surface roughness, often a parameter called "cutting efficiency" (CE) is used:
where
R
CE =
ma
R_ma
R ^a = Actual peak to valley height
Rjja = Ideal peak to valley height
(6. 11)
This parameter (CE) may be considered as a measure of the closeness of approach to 
ideal finish machining and ideal finish machining will correspond to CE = 1.0.
In normal machining practice regardless of the metal removal process adopted, the 
following tips are recommended to improve the surface roughness of a machined surface.
(a) Reduced feed.
(b) Increased tool nose radius.
(c) Increased cutting speed (to avoid BUE).
(d) Improved rigidity and stability of tool-work-machine system (reduce vibration) by 
altering the,
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(i) cutting conditions.
(ii) workpiece size.
(iii) method of clamping.
(iv) cutting tool rigidity.
(e) Effective chip breaking and chip removal.
(f) Use a cutter with a high rake angle.
(g) Application of "correct" cutting fluid.
Bearing in mind the above recommendations, we can proceed towards the experimental 
work.
6.3 Experimental Work
Our experiments started with the measurement of surface texture parameters* of the test 
pieces machined for preliminary studies (TP 1-TP 10). Later more test pieces were 
manufactured under different cutting conditions, to monitor the effect of cutting 
conditions on the surface texture parameters and to identify optimum cutting conditions to 
generate consistent and required surface texture. Measurements were performed on 
surface texture measuring instrument, Surfcom 550. Our experimental work on surface 
texture can be divided into three sections according to different types of cutting operations 
used, viz (i) Face Milling, (ii) End Milling and (iii) Drilling.
6.3 .1  Face Milling
Face milling was performed to machine two surfaces (top and bottom) of the test 
components. The roughness parameters of the top surface of ten components (TP1- 
TP10) were measured. Measurement results (obtained from Surfcom) of a typical face 
milled surface are given in Figure 6.7. It was found that the roughness parameters
*In the present study three surface texture components, namely arithmetic average (Ra), 
maximum peak to valley height (Rma) and ten point average (Rz) were considered, as no 
single parameter is capable of producing a clear picture.
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change along the feed direction. Roughness parameters Ra, Rma and Rz were monitored 
continuously along feed direction and their values were recorded for each 10 mm 
traversing length. In Figures 6.8 - 6.10* these roughness parameters are plotted against 
the length of the workpiece. The average value of these 17 readings are taken to beactual 
values^ of roughness parameters of those surfaces and are plotted for different 
components in Figure 6.11.
Effects of cutting speed and feed on roughness parameters in face milling were studied. 
A number of surfaces were generated with constant depth of cut, d = 0.5 mm, using face 
milling with different cutting speeds and feeds. Variation of roughness parameters versus 
cutting speed for face milling at different values of feed is given in Figure 6.12. Same 
data were plotted against feed with constant cutting speeds in Figure 6.13. The effect of 
cutting speed and feed on surface profile are illustrated in Figures 6.14 and 6.15.
6.3.2 End Milling
End milling operations were performed to make the prismatic shape of the test 
components. Both peripheral and combined (face and peripheral) milling were 
performed. The surface roughness parameters of the surface ABJI (which is the 
secondary datum surface) were measured. Measurement data of a typical peripheral 
milled surface are given in Figure 6.16. Five measurements were taken for each surface. 
The average values of roughness parameters in peripheral milling for ten test components 
are given in Figure 6.17. The average values of roughness parameters of ten components 
in face milling as part of combined milling are given in Figure 6.18.
* For plotting different relationships Cricket Graph Package (Version 1.2) software is 
extensively used. Unfortunately Cricket Graph package is unable to write subscripts in 
lebels. Therefore, Ra,Rma and Rz are represented by Ra, Rma and Rz recpectively in 
subsequent figures.
t In general magnitude of any parameter means it's average value. Thus for roughness
parameters we have taken the average values as their actual values, although in a number
of cases some tendency of changes were noticed.
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Figure 6.7 Roughness Parameters of a Typical Face Milled Surface.
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in Different Components in face Milling.
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Figure 6.11 Variation of Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz) 
in Different Components in Face Milling.
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Figure6.12 Variation of Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz) versus Cutting.
Speed (U) for Face Milling at Different Values of Feed (S).
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Figure 6.13 Variation of Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz) versus Feed (S) for
Face Milling at Different Values of Cutting Speed (U).
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U = 31 m/m in
U = 94 m/min
U = 157 m/min
U = 220 m/min
(S =0.100 mm/rev)
Figure 6.14 Effect of Cutting Speed (U) on Surface Profile in Face Milling.
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S = 0.075 m m/rev
(U = 31.4 m/min)
Figure 6.15 Effect o f Feed (S) on Surface Profile in Face Milling.
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The effect of cutting speed, feed and type of milling on surface roughness parameters in 
peripheral milling were investigated. Measured values of a number of surfaces under 
different cutting speeds and feeds are given in Figures 6.19 and 6.20.
The surface profile of end milled surfaces showed shape similar to the tool deflection (see 
Figure 6.16). The surface profiles of end milled surface showed clear difference in 
shapes of surfaces generated by up and down milling (see Figure 6.21), which confirms 
the findings of the previous chapter about end mill deflection.
6.3 .3  Drilling
Drilling was performed to make holes on the test components. For the initial positioning, 
a centre drill was used. Drilling normally produces rough surfaces (with Ra values 12.5 -
5.1 mm, see Figure 6.1) and the feed marks are visible. We measured the roughness 
parameters of the hole peripheries (along the axial direction). Measurement data of a 
typical drilled surface are given in Figure 6.22. Five measurements were taken for each 
hole. The roughness parameters with their trends for ten test components (each with five 
holes) are given in Figure 6.23.
The effect of cutting speed and feed on surface roughness parameters in drilling were 
examined. A number of holes were drilled with varying cutting speeds (37.5 - 150 
m/min) and feed rates (0.05 - 2.5 mm/rev). Variations of roughness parameters versus 
cutting speeds at different feed rates is given in Figure 6.24.
In modem NC programming, different types of canned cycles can be chosen, e.g. deep 
hole drilling canned cycle (G83), chip break canned cycle (G73), etc. But no 
information is available about the effect that different types of drilling canned cycle may 
be on the surface finish of the holes. We have done some experiments to monitor this *
*For details, please see Appendix F.
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effect. Three drilling canned cycles (G73, G81 and G83) were chosen for comparison. 
For this purpose 60 holes were drilled (20 holes using each canned cycle). The results of 
the surface roughness parameters of these holes are given in Figure 6.25. As Figure 
6.25 does not show any clear tendency, a statistical analysis of those data was done. 
Results of the Statistical analysis are given in Table 6.1.
Most of the surface profiles of the holes showed, the diameter increases to some peak 
value in the middle of the holes (a barreling effect) and then decreased, most probably 
caused by drill deflection. Three typical examples of surface profiles are given in Figure 
6.26. In Figure 6.26 as large as 20 mm deviation can be noticed. The findings of the 
preliminary studies (see Chapter 3) about barreling effect of the holes thus can be 
confirmed.
Surface Rough­
ness Paramet. 
(|im)
G73 G81 G83
Statist. Paramet. Ra Rma Rz Ra Rma Rz Ra Rma Rz
Average 5.92 52.37 44.59 5.94 52.47 44.61 6.22 49.91 44.29
Stand. Dev. 0.64 10.96 5.52 0.98 12.77 8.78 0.84 7.35 4.33
Variance 0.41 120.09 30.45 0.96 163.11 77.13 0.71 54.02 18.75
Skewness 0.23 0.74 0.29 -0.09 0.54 0.13 0.64 0.85 0.49
Kurtosis 3.21 2.39 2.38 1.84 2.16 2.27 2.96 2.94 2.37
Range 2.90 36.30 22.30 3.34 43.4 34.10 3.30 26.60 17.40
Median 5.90 47.40 44.00 5.90 47.8 44.70 6.20 48.70 42.00
Table 6.1 Statistical Analysis of Roughness Parameters of Holes, Drilled Using
Different Canned Cycles.
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Components in Peripheral Milling.
Figure 6.17 Variation of Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz) in Different
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Figure 6.18 Variation of Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz) 
in Different Components in Face Milling as a part of Combined Milling.
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Figure 6.19 Variation of Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz) versus Cutting
Speed (U) for Peripheral Milling (Up) at Different Values of Feed (S).
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Down M illing
Figure 6.21 Surface Profile of End Milled Surfaces Show the Different Shapes of 
Surfaces Generated by Up and Down Milling.
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Figure 6.22 Roughness Parameters of a Typical Drilled Surface.
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Hole No
Figure 6.23 Variation of Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz)
in Different Holes in Drilling.
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Canned Cycles.
Figure6.25 Comparison of Roughness Parameters of Drilled Surfaces Using Different
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Figure 6.26 Surface Profile of the Holes Showing the "Barreling Effect".
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Figure 6.27 Comparison of Surface Roughness Parameters (Ra, Rma and Rz) of Same 
Surface Measured in Two Directions (Feed Direction and Direction Perpendicular to Feed).
(in Peripheral Milling)
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6.3.4 Further Experimental Work
As mentioned earlier, no single parameter of surface texture is capable of describing 
comprehensively the topographical features of a surface. In fact, all the surface roughness 
parameters used today (for details see Appendix L) are based on two dimensional 
measurements. For total understanding of a surface, a three dimensional surface 
topography is felt to benecessary. In Chapter 3 an attempt has been made to plot three 
dimensional surface topography of machined surfaces using data from CMM (see Figures 
3.13 and 3.14). However the data obtained from CMM was discrete in nature and with 
the size of the probe being large, it does not allow high-sensitivity of measurement (as far 
as surface topography is concerned). In this section surface topography of a machined 
surface was traced using a stylus-based surface measuring machine, Surfcom.
A face milled surface (machined by end mill) was taken as a specimen. On a 14 mm x 14 
mm surface 70 parallel traces were taken at a tracing speed of 0.3 mm /  sec. The output 
data were fed to a personal computer and a three dimensional plotting package was used 
to plot the surface topography (see figure 6.28). A contour plot of the same surface is 
given in Figure 6.29. These figures provide general information about the surface 
topography such as tool travel marks.
6.4 Comments and Discussions
We have seen in section 6.2 that the actual surface roughness values are greatly 
influenced by the BUE. On the other hand, the formation of BUE is very dependant on 
the material properties of the workpiece. So all the experimental results on surface 
texture stated in this chapter are valid only for the material used (aluminium alloy, 6000 
Grade, marine quality). Moreover, aluminium being a ductile material is normally more 
adhesive and has a tendency to form a BUE. Due to this fact some of the results may 
appear to be paradoxical. We are also sceptical about the repeatability of the experiments.
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Gladman [173] reported that in recent years research workers found large variability in 
measurements of surface finish. Greater variability is expected from machine to machine 
and from factory to factory in industry.
In the experimental work, it was found that in some cases the roughness values of the 
same surface may vary considerably. For plotting the relationships between roughness 
values against different variables, mean values of the surface roughness were used. To 
reduce the uncertainty of measurement, the number of measurements were increased.
In general, for all of the metal removal processes considered (i.e. face milling, end 
milling and drilling), the roughness values decrease with an increase in cutting speed at 
the high speed range (see Figures 6.12, 6.19, 620 and 6.24). At the initial stage, with 
the increase in cutting speed roughness values decrease sharply and after sometime the 
roughness values tend to stabilize at high speed. According to some researchers [168], 
the roughness values stabilize at ideal roughness values. Unfortunately due to spindle 
speed constraints (maximum spindle speed 4000 RPM) we could not extend our 
experiments to higher speed.
From Figures 6.8 - 6.10, it can be seen that in face milling the roughness parameters 
change considerably in feed direction and at some stage (x~100 mm), the roughness 
parameters suddenly rise. This is the stage when the cutter starts to exit from the job. In 
face milling, the surface texture of the machined surface is dominated by the marks 
produced by the tracking teeth. This is known as heel drag. When the cutter starts to 
exit from the job, in fact no cutting takes place; but the cutter has to travel at a feed rate to 
allow the cutter to disengage its whole body from the job. This length is known as over 
travel. During this over travel period the cutting forces change, compared to the cutting 
period. Due to this fact the lay pattern of the face milled surface changes during over 
travel and sometimes crisscrossing of the lays are observed.
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Figure 6.28 Surface Topography of a Face Milled Surface Plotted Using Data from
Surfcom.
Figure 6.29 Contour Plot of a Face Milled Surface Plotted Using Data from Surfcom.
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Heel dragging seems to be a common problem in face milling. Some researchers [174], 
[6] suggested the use of a very slight spindle tilt in the direction of feed (see Figure 6.30) 
to assure that the cutter does not recut the job by the back side of it. But the CNC 
machining centre used in our machining, has a flat spindle (in order to mill in any 
direction) and no provision for spindle tilt is available. However same effect can be 
achieved with thevariable height of inserts. In recent years with the availability of 
different types of inserts, this method has become popular. Often parallel-land comer 
chamber inserts or wiper inserts are used in in this case the surface is formed by only one 
insert - the insert that is placed highest (or furthest from the back of the cutter).
In Figure 6.11 the variation of roughness parameters in different components in face 
milling is shown. The line of best fit for each roughness parameter shows slight upward 
trend which reflects the effect of tool wear.
The graphs presented in Figure 6.12 are in agreement with the normally expected 
relationship between surface roughness and cutting speed, i.e. with the increase in cutting 
speed, surface finish improves and with the increase in feed, the surface finish 
deteriorates. It is also interesting to note that at low speed, feed has much effect on 
surface roughness parameter but at high speed the effect of feed is negligible (see Figure 
6.13). Figures 6.14 and 6.15 are self explanatory.
Before commencing discussions on surface quality of end milled surface, the author feels 
necessary to clarify the following point. In face milling, drilling and turning the lay 
patterns of the surfaces are such that the worst cases of surface roughness parameters are 
measured when the measurements are taken along the feed direction; whereas in end 
milling (peripheral) the lay patterns of the surface are oriented in such a way that the 
direction perpendicular to the feed direction will register worst case of measurement. For 
that reason normally for face milled, turned or drilled surface the roughness parameters 
are measured along feed direction and for end milled (peripheral) those parameters are
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measured along a direction perpendicular to the feed. As the ideal roughness values are 
measured along the feed direction, in effect for peripheral milling ideal, roughness values 
have no real significance. Comparisons of surface parameters of the same peripheral 
milled surface, measured in feed direction and direction perpendicular to feed are given in 
Figure 6.27. From those graphs the differences between surface roughness parameters 
caused by direction of measurement is clear. In Figure 6.27 a very slow and steady 
upward tendency of the process is also noticed.
In Figure 6.16, the profile data showed the effect of end mill deflection. Surface profiles 
of end milled surfaces illustrated in Figure 6.21 confirms the findings of Chapter 5 i.e. in 
down milling cthe utter deflects away from the job, whereas in up milling (depending on 
the cutting conditions and cutter geometry) cutter may dig into the job.
In Figure 6.17, variations of roughness parameters in different components in peripheral 
milling are shown. The lines of best fit have also show upward tendencies which are 
believed to be due to tool wear. If we compare Figures 6.17 (peripheral milling), 6.11 
(face milling) and 6.23 (drilling), we find the slopet of the line of best fit for peripheral 
milling is considerably larger than the slope of the line representing face milling and 
drilling. One of the reasons may be, the end mill was used more extensively for 
machining (about 980 mm per part along feed direction) than the face cutter (about 200 
mm per part along feed direction) and drill (about 120 mm per part along feed direction). 
This excessive use of the end mill caused faster tool wear per part. In Figure 6.18 
variation of roughness parameters in different components in face milling as a part of 
combined milling is given. Surprisingly similarity was found between two figures 
(Figure 6.17 and 6.18) although two different faces of the same tool were used. This is 
perhaps due to the fact that both operations were performed with same cutting speed and 
cutting speed has greater influence on tool wear.
t  See the equations of lines of best fits given in Figures 6.17, 6.11 and 6.23.
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View at AA
Width of cut
Figure 6.30 Spindle Tilt for Good Finish in Face Milling [174].
Figure 6.31 Effect o f Cutting Speed (U) on Surface Finish [132].
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In Figures 6.19 and 6.20, variation of roughness parameters in peripheral milling against 
cutting speed are given. The shape of the graphs resembles the shape of the graph of 
surface finish-speed curve for a single edge orthogonal cutting tool, given by Cook and 
Chandermani (see Figure 6.31). At slow speeds surface finish is poor due to 
discontinuous chip formation. As the speed increased the chip becomes continuous (zone 
a) which improves the surface finish. But with a further increase of speed BUE forms 
which deteriorates the surface finish (zone b). As the speed is increased further the BUE 
decreases and the surface finish is improved (zone c). The author has a feeling that the 
surface finish-speed curve given in Figure 6.31 is valid not only for turning but also for 
milling and drilling. The experimental results given in Figures 6.12, 6.19, 6.20 and 6.24 
support such an assumption. In Figures 6.19 and 6.20 we notice that at very low speeds 
the surface finish is worse. This may be due to the fact that, in choosing the direction of 
measurement perpendicular to the feed direction, we measured variations of tool marks 
(and not the feed marks as it would be if measured along feed direction). At very low 
feed maybe the tool marks become larger.
Although theoretically, up milling should give better surface finish (see Equation 6.9) but 
our experimental results show that it is not always true. In Figure 6.32 a comparison 
between roughness values produced by up and down milling is given, where DRa is the 
difference between roughness values generated by up and down milling. So negative 
value of DRa indicates up milling is better and positive value indicates down milling is 
better. It appears that at low feeds up milling gives better surface finish.
Very little work on surface finishes produced by conventional drilling is reported in the 
literature; however some articles on special types of drilling have been published [169],
[120]. The reason may be that drilling operations are not regarded as precision 
machining due to subsequent requirements of finishing operations to improve the 
accuracy levels. However, prior knowledge of the type and magnitude of the machining 
accuracies (including surface texture) inherited from drilling operations is necessary and
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useful for improvement of machining accuracies. Moreover it is reported that when some 
other tool are used for improvement of surface finish of drilled holes, the position 
accuracy of the holes worsens. So such finishing operations should be avoided. The 
present study examines the scope and limitation of drilling operation to achieve better 
surface finish of the drilled holes.
The variation of roughness parameters for different holes illustrated in Figure 6.23 show 
very slight upward trends, believed to be due to tool wear.
Figure 6.24 is in agreement with the conventional roughness-cutting speed curve. From 
these graphs is appears that at high feeds the cutting speed has less effect on the surface 
roughness parameters. It is also significant that after U = 75 m/min the graphs show 
more obedience to the generally accepted rule - the larger the feed, rougher the surface. 
When U < 75 m/min this rule is not followed in general. In face milling (see Figure 
6.12) and peripheral milling (see Figures 6.19 and 6.20) we have seen that at high speed 
the roughness values have approximately similar magnitudes regardless of feed. 
Whereas in drilling we notice that even at high cutting speeds the stabilized values of 
roughness parameters differ significantly.
Comparison of roughness parameters of holes drilled using different canned cycles was 
not conclusive. As the roughness parameters Ra, Rma and Rz have different significance 
(depending on their application) the evaluation of the canned cycles should be done 
separately. From the statistical results given in Table 6.1 different comparisons can be 
made. A simple evaluation based on the process capability is given in Table 6.2.
The surface profile of the holes showed the clear tendency to a barreling effect (see 
Figure 6.26), which confirms the results found in preliminary studies. This fact can be 
conveniently used to determine the axial position of the hole for taking hole 
measurements depending on the material modifier used (i.e. MMC, LMC, etc).
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U (m/min)
at Different Feed and Cutting Speed.
Figure 6.32 Comparison of roughness Parameters Generated by Up and Down Milling
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Process Capability G73 G81 G83 Remarks*
Roughness Paramet. UCL LCL UCL LCL UCL LCL
Ra (jam) 7 .8 4 4.00 8.88 3.00 8.74 3.70 G73 is best
Rma (jam) 85.25 19.49 90.78 14.16 7 1 .9 6 27.86 G83 is best
Rz (jam) 61.15 28.03 70.95 18.27 5 7 .2 8 31.30 G83 is best
* "best" means the process which is most likely to produce lower values of capability 
index of roughness parameters for the worst case.
Table 6.2 Comparison of Process Capabilities of Canned Cycles G73, G81 and G83.
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7.0  THE EFFECT OF MACHINE TOOL GEOMETRIC ACCURACY 
ON MACHINING ACCURACY
7.1 Introduction
It is obvious that machine tool geometric accuracy has a direct effect on machining 
accuracy. But, it appears that no effort has so far been made to quantify this effect 
although it has been claimed by a number of researchers [28], [30], [37] that the machine 
tool geometric error forms the major portion of machining error. Such assertion cannot be 
made readily because the effect of machine tool geometric accuracy on machining 
accuracy depends on the dimensions and geometric configurations of the workpiece also. 
In Chapter 5 (see Table 5.8) it was found that, for an end milled surface parallel to one of 
the machine axes, the effect of machine tool geometric accuracy (straightness error of the 
guideways) dominated the machining accuracy (flatness of the machined surface) when 
length of the surface is long. But when the length of the surface is short, end mill 
deflection dominated the machining accuracy. In this chapter an attempt has been made to 
study the effect of machine tool geometric accuracy on machine accuracy analytically.
7.2 Geometric Accuracy of CNC Machine Tools
The positioning of the workpiece with respect to the tool for metal removal, in CNC 
machine tools are performed by moving carriages. At present various configurations of 
CNC machine tools are available. But regardless of the configuration, the positioning 
devices are designed to move only in one direction (either linear or rotary). With one of 
the positioning axes spindle is attached and it is customary to denote that axis by Z. In 
fact, the positioning facilities in CNC machine tools are the most significant difference 
between NC machine tools and conventional machine tools. A typical linear carnage is 
shown in Figure 7.1. This carriage is designed to move only in X direction. But due to a 
number of factors, such error free movement is not possible and in the carriage having six
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degrees of freedom of movement, in general, six error components can occur. The 
positioning error, Sx (x) reflects the positioning repeatability of the machine tool along 
that axis and depends on the error in the pitch of the ball screw, the error of the 
positioning measurement unit, the characteristics of the control system, the error in the 
electromechanical transmission system, etc. Horizontal straightness error and vertical 
straightness error are represented by 8y (x) and 5Z (x) respectively. The angular deviations 
during carriage motion (commonly known as roll, pitch and yaw) are represented by ex 
(x), By (x) and ez (x). For a 3-axis machine tool, 18 error components can be classified. 
Beside these errors, the tool position can be influenced by the non-perpendicularity of the 
X, Y and Z axes. For a 3-axis machine tool 3 such errors can occur which lead to 
identification of 21 error components. These 21 error components includes, three 
positioning errors, six straightness errors, nine angular error and three orthogonality 
errors.
In the present analysis, above mentioned 21 error components of machine tool geometric 
error are considered* and following assumptions are made:
• The system is regarded as a rigid body system.
• All the geometric errors are concentrated in the guideways.
• Values of those 21 error components are known, from acceptance testing or 
calibration results.
• Error components considered, are static in nature and cause systematic errors 
only.
*Other machine tool geometric errors, e.g. spindle rotation errors, are not considered 
since those errors are difficult to evaluate and cannot be corrected.
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+ S2(X) 
+ Z
+ S.y(x)
+  S x (x)
+ 6 y (x ) 
+  6 2( x )
+ e x (x^ 
+  Cg(x)  
+  e 2(x)
posit ioning e rro r
horizontal  s tra ightness  e r ro r
v e r t ic a l  s tra ightness  e rro r
rol l  e r ro r
pitch e rro r
yaw e rro r
Figure 7.1 A Typical Linear Carriage with Six D egrees o f  Freedom .
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7 .3  C alculation of V olum etric E rro r
The error vector of all combined errors in the work volume (space) is defined as 
volumetric error. In literature a number of techniques are reported for calculating the 
volumetric errors of machine tools. These methods include rigid body kinematics, 
measurement modeling, multiple redundancy, trigonometric analysis, error matrix 
representation, etc. Of these techniques, rigid body kinematics has been used extensively
[34], [37], [106], [110]. In the present study rigid body kinematics principle is applied.
Let us consider an ideal co-ordinate system called space co-ordinate system attached very 
near to the machine co-ordinate system. All initial co-ordinates will refer to the space co­
ordinate system, which is regarded as perfect. Designed position of any point within the 
machining space is represented by vector Pd (Xd, Yd, Zd). Due to geometric errors of the 
machine tool, carriage movements do not follow the space co-ordinate system, which 
results in the change of position of the point from its designed position. The new position 
is represented by vector (X m, Ym, Zm). As the space co-ordinate system and 
machine coordinate system may have translation and/or rotation, vector P^i (Xm, Ym, 
Zm) can be expressed using a homogeneous transformation of the space T as:
P^i = T • Pd (7.1)
where T is the transformation matrix capable of translational and rotational 
transformations.
Rotation of any vector about the axis of rotation A (ax, ay, az) through an angle 0 can be 
represented by:
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Rot ( A, 0 ) =
axaxv e rs 0 +  cos 0 ayaxvers 0 - azsin 0 azaxvers 0 + aysin 0 0
axayvers 0 + azsin 0 ayayv e rs0 +  cos 0 azay vers 0 - ax sin 0 0
axazvers 0 - a ysin0 ayazvers0 - a xsin0 azazvers 0 + cos 0 0
0 0 0 1
where vers 0 = 1 -  cos 0.
(7.2)
From Figure 7.1, the roll error which is caused by rotation of X axis by an angle ex can 
be expressed by:
Roll error = Rot (x, e )
A
1 0 0 0
0 cosex -sin£x 0
0 sinex cosex 0
0 0 0 1
(7.3)
For very small angles cos ex = 1 and sin ex = ex . Then Equation. (7.3) can be written 
as
1 0 0 0
0 1 0
Roll error = Rot (x, 8X) =
0 £ x 1 0
0 0 0 1
(7.4)
Similarly pitch and yaw errors can be represented by following equations:
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1 0 ey 0
Pitch error = Rot (y, e ) =
0 1 0 0
- £y 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(7.5)
Yaw error = Rot (z, e ) =
1 - e z 0 0
ez 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(7.6)
Translational transformation due to positioning error 8X, horizontal straightness error 8y 
and vertical straightness error 8Z, is given by
1 0 0 5,
( \ 0 1 0 8,
Trans 8 X, 8 , 8 zz:V x’ y ’ z) 0 0 1 8.
0 0 0 1
(7.7)
The homogeneous transformation of space Tx can be represented by matrix multiplication 
of rotational and translational matrices given in Equations (7.4) - (7.7).
Tx = Rot ( x, ex ) • Rot ( y, ey ) • Rot ( z, ez ) • Trans ( 8X, Sy ,SZ )
(7.8)
Neglecting second order terms
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1 - e z e y 5 X
e z 1 - e *
to
" £ y e x
1 5 Z
0 0 0 1
(7.9)
Transformation matrix Tx takes into account of six error components along X axis only. 
But in a 3 axis machine tool, position of the tool within the machine space in general will 
depend on movement along the three axes. Then
T = T x * T y • T z
where
T X
Ty
1 -  e z M e y W 6 x (x )
e z (x) 1 - e x (x ) 8 y (x )
- e y (x ) 1 8 z (x )
0 0 0 1
1 -  ez(y) ey(y) 5x(y)
ez(y) 1 - e x(y) 5y(y)
- e y(y) ex(y) 1 8z(y)
0 0 0 l
l -  e z (z ) e y (z) 5 x (z )
e z (z ) 1 - e x (z) 5 y (z)
- e y (z) e x (z) 1 8 z (z )
0 0 0 1
(7.10)
(7.11)
(7.12)
(7.13)
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Substituting Equations (7.10) - (7.13) in Equation (7.1) and neglecting second order 
terms and denoting following variables
X X = ex (x) + ex (y) + 6x(z)
X y = ey (x) + M y ) + ey (z)
X z = Mx) + My) + Mz)
A x = §x (x) + 8x(y) + 5x(z)
A y = 8y (x) + 8y (y) + 8y (z)
A z = 8Z (x) + §z(y) + 8z (z)
we can write
'X»
Ym
1
s *
-s*
1 M
M
X
 
v; Ax
Ay
•
xd-
Yd
Zmm
1
- ly X* 1 A z Zd
1
0 0 0 1
Where transformation matrix
(7.14)
(7.15)
1 - X * X y Ax
T =
1 - X * Ay
- X y X * i A z
0 0 0 1
(7.16)
The difference between the designed position and machined (actual) position is defined as 
error. Then volumetric error V can then be expressed by
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[V] = [P m] [Pd] = [ T ] • [ Pd ] [Pd] (7.17)
or
[V] =
'Vx" X  - x d- -Yd« X z + zd* X y  + Ax
vy Ym - Yd - zd* X  x + x d *X z + Ayv z
1
Zm " z d 
1
- x d*X y  + Yd* X x + Az
i
(7.18)
Equation (7.16) gives the transformation matrix T, which can be used to find the actual 
position of any point Pm, within the machine space, if the designed position of that point 
Pd and 21 geometric error components of the machine tool are known. Consequently it is 
possible to determine the volumetric error of all points in the machine space ( a process 
known error mapping).
It is interesting to note that (from Equation 7.18), volumetric error component (Vx) of a 
point along any of the three axes (e.g. X) is the sum of the error due to rotation of that 
point about other two axes ( Zd • £  y and - Yd • £  z ) and those from displacement 
errors along that axis (A x).
In the above-stated evaluation of volumetric error, it was assumed that the machine axes 
are orthogonal (i.e. perpendicular to each other). But in reality these axes may not be 
perpendicular to each other, which will obviously contribute to the volumetric error. In 
Figure 7.2, the non-orthogonality error components are shown. For convenience it is 
assumed that X axis of the machine tool coincides with the X axis of the space system. 
Considering effect of non-orthogonality errors, Equation (7.16) becomes
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Figure 7.2 Non-orthogonality Errors [21].
1 - I * X y A x i -£Z(R) ey(R) 0
1 - X x A y e z(R) 1 - e x(R) 0
- I  y X x 1 A z - e y(R) e*(R) 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
(7.19)
Neglecting second order terms,
T
1 - 2 > - e * ( R) I y  +  ey(R)
X z + e z(R) 1 - X x - e x(R) 
- £ y - e y(R) X  x + ex(R) 1 
0 0 0
Ax 
Ay 
A z 
1
(7.20)
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Equation (7.18) for volumetric accuracy could be written as
[V] =
v ;
-Y d* £  z + ez(R) + zd- £ y  +ey(R)
vy -zd* £ x  + ex (R) + x d. £  z + ez(R)
v z
1
-Xd- £ y  + e y(R) + Yd. £ x  + ex(R)
-  - 1
+
+
+
Ax 
Ay 
A z
(7.21)
Equation (7.21) gives the complete expression for volumetric error components and can 
be used to find the actual position of a point within the machine space when the designed 
position and components of geometric error are known.
The 21 components of machine tool geometric accuracy are considered as a function of 
position along each axis and depending on their relationship with position. They can be 
divided into three groups:
(i) when the error component is constant along the axis (E = c);
(ii) when the error component is a linear function of position along axis (E = bx + c);
(iii) when the error component is a quadratic function of position along axis (E = ax2 
+ bx + c).
The regression equations adopted in [30], which are based on measurement results given 
in [21], are listed in Table 7.1. It is understood that the relation ships between error 
components and position will depend on the behaviour of the individual machine tool. But 
experience showed that in general, positioning errors are quadratic, rotation errors have 
linear and straightness errors and orthogonal errors have constant relationship with 
position. In the present study, the following relationships (see Table 7.2) are accepted.
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GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3
E = c E = b x + c E = a x 2 + b x  + c
ex (x) ey (x) Sx (x)
8y(x) ez (x) 8y (y)
8z (x) sx(y) 6Z (z)
Ey (y) ez(y)
8x (y) ex (z)
8z (y) ey (z)
5X (z) ez(z)
5y (Z)
ex (R)
ey (R)
ez (R)
Table 7.1 Three Groups of Machine Tool Geometric Errors [30] .
GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3
E = c E = b x + c E = a x 2 + b x  + c
8y (X) = Cl Ex (x) = b t X + C10 5X (x) = ai x2 + b10 x + C19
5Z (x) = c2 Ey (x) = b2 X + CU
5y (y) = a2 x2 + b n  x + C20 8x (y) = C3 ez (x)
= b3 x + ci25z (z) = a3 x2 + 1>12 x + C21
5Z (y) = c4 Ex (y) = b4 X + C13
8X (z) = C5 ey (y) = b5 X + C14
Sy (z) — Cg Ez (y) = b6X + C15
£x (R) = ^7 ex (z) = b7 x + Ci6
ey (R) = eg ey (z) = b8 x + c n
£z (R) ^ ^9 ez (z) = b9 x + cig
Table 7.2 Regression Equations Adopted in the Present Work.
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Substituting the regression equations (given in Table 7.1) into Equation (7.21),
Vx = x m - x d = - Yd * [ X Z + ez (R)] + z d • [ X y + £y (R)] + A X
= - Y d • [ ez (x) + ez (y) + ez (z) + ez (R)] + Zd • [ ey (x) 
+ ey (y) + ey (z) + ey (R)] + 5X (x) + 5X (y) + 5X (z)
= " Y d • [ ( b3 X d + C\2 ) + ( b6 Yd + C15 ) + ( b9 Zd + Cis ) + C9 ]
+ Zd • [ ( b2 X d + c n  ) + ( bs Yd + C14 ) + ( bg Zd + C17 ) +c8] 
+ ai X d 2 + b10 X d + C19 + C3 + C5
YdZd
= ( C19 + C3 + C5 ) + b10 X d + ( -  C12 - C15 - cig - C9 ) Yd +
(cn +  C14 + C17 + C8 ) Zd + (- b3 ) Xd Yd + (- b9 + bs )
+ t>2 z d x d + ai X d 2 + (- b6) Yd 2 + bs Zd 2
= Ai + A2Xd + A3 Y d + A4Zd+ A5 Xd Y d + A6YdZd + 
A7 Zd Xd + A8 Xd 2 + A9 Y d 2 + A10 Zd 2 (7 .22)
Similarly
= Ym - Yd = - Zd • [ X x + £x (R)] + Xd . [ S z  + 8z (R)] + A y
= ( C20 + c i + C4 ) + ( C12 + C15 + Ci8 + C9 ) X d + b n  Y d +
( -cio- C13 - Ci6 - c7 ) Zd + b6 X dY d + (- b4 ) Y dZd + 
(- bi + b9 ) Zd X d + b3X d 2 + a2 Y d2 + ( -  b7 ) Zd2
= A n  + A i2 Xd + A 13 Yd + A i4 Zd + A 15 Xd Yd + A i6Yd 
z d + A 17 Zd Xd + Ais Xd 2 + A19 Yd 2 + A20 Zd 2
(7.23)
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v z = Zm - Zd = - x d • [ X y + ey (R)] + Yd • [ £  X + 8X (R)] + A z
= ( C21 + C2 + C4 ) + ( - Cn - C14 - C17 - C8 ) Xd + (C10 +
C13 +  c i6  +  C9 ) Yd +  b i2  Zd +  (- bs +  b i ) Xd Y d +
b7 Yd Zd + ( -b% )Zd Xd + ( -  b2) Xd 2 + b4 Yd 2 + a3 Zd 2
= A21 + A22 Xd + A23 Yd + A24 Zd + A25 Xd Yd+ A26 Yd
Zd + A27ZdXd + A28Xd2 + A29 Yd 2 + A30 Zd 2
(7.24)
Expressions given in Equations (7.22) - (7.24) can be used to calculate volumetric error 
components of any point within the machining space. The constants appearing in those 
equations are generally determined by comparing the command values given to the CNC 
machine tool with the real values. Real values are obtained using precision measuring 
instruments (e.g. laser interferometer) or using precision part of known dimensions 
(known as master part).
7.4  An Assessment of the Effect of Machine Tool Geometric Accuracy 
on Machining Accuracy
In the previous section it was shown, how the various components of volumetric error 
can be determined for any point within the machining space, if the geometric error 
components of the machine tools are known. In the literature it was found that a number 
of researchers have used similar methods to calculate volumetric errors. These researchers 
have considered the problem from "machine accuracy" point of view and tried to 
compensate volumetric errors of each extreme point of the component. In other words 
their aim was to reduce the absolute volumetric error of extreme points. But in reality 
absolute errors of position by themselves have no practical significance. Because for a 
machined component, dimensions, positioning of some elements (e.g. hole),
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perpendicularity, etc all are relative and are determined with respect to the datum, which is 
a part of that machined component. So when considering "machining accuracy", attention 
should be paid to the relative errors between the datum and other extreme points of the 
component, which define different dimensions of the part. The difference between these 
two approaches will be clear from the following example.
Let us consider machining of a rectangular block with dimensions L X B X H. Let Id Jd 
Kd Ld represents the base of the block in primary datum plane XOY (see Figure 7.3). Due 
to machine tool geometric errors block machined deviates from the designed block and 
ImJmKmLm is the base of the machined block. So according to definition, IdIm , J dJm , 
K dK m and LdLm represent volumetric error of the points Id, Jd, Kd and Ld respectively. 
The views expressed by those researchers who studied "machine accuracy" were to 
reduce the magnitudes of Idlm , Jd^m , K dK m and LdLm . But when machining 
accuracy is considered, we are interested about the dimensions of the block and while 
considering L we are interested about the magnitude of Im Jm .
Figure 7.3 Position of Designed and Machined Component.
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From A ImOJm
O Jm - O Im (7.25)
From A JmOJd
O J m = O J d + (7.26)
From A ImOId
o L  = O ld + (7.27)
Substituting Equations (7.26) and (7.27) into Equation (7.25)
O J d  + ^d^m - O Id - Id Im
or — (O i d - dT d) *̂d ” ^d
or — l d h  + ^d^m " d̂
or IdJ’d = Vj - Vi (7.28)
where Vj and Vj are volumetric errors of the points Jaand la respectively. From 
Equation (7.28) it can be seen that the change of length of the component (expression 
given in the right hand side of the equation) is equal to the change of volumetric errors of 
the points defining the length (expression given in the left hand side of the equation). 
Present strategy is, to reduce this difference of volumetric errors, and not the error it-self. 
It is interesting to note that if volumetric errors of the points l a , J a , Ka and La are all
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equal in (magnitude and direction), the machined component will not have any 
dimensional variations (from designed dimensions), although the position of the 
component will be shifted. When considering machining accuracy, volumetric error of the 
datum is subtracted from the volumetric error of other points, which define that 
component. The volumetric error of the datum point, depends on the positioning of the 
job on machine table. Far the job is placed from the machine origin, more the volumetric 
error will bet. Thus placing of the job has a significant effect on the volumetric error 
specially when absolute errors are considered. Due to non-linearity of the volumetric 
accuracy, even when relative errors are considered, the positioning of the job has 
considerable effect (see Figure 7.4).
Figure 7.4 Effect of Non-linearity on Volumetric Error.
Machine tool geometric accuracy affects differently on the machined component 
depending on the dimensions and the geometric configuration of the workpiece. Even the 
orientation of the workpiece plays an important role in transferring machine tool geometric
f  Because volumetric error components are either constant or function of distance traveled 
(see Table 7.2)
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accuracy into machining accuracy. For example same rectangular block (shown in Figure 
7.3) if machined in such a way that while machining the cutter does not move parallel to 
any of the axis, the machining error will be more. Because when the cutter is moved not 
parallel to any axis, the cutter movement is controlled by more than one axis and an 
operation called interpolation is performed by NC controller. Much accuracy is lost 
during interpolation.
In subsequent sections an attempt has been made to see analytically, the effect of machine 
tool geometric accuracy on different aspects of machining accuracy. However, as these 
effects depend on a number of factors (mentioned before), it is not possible to analyse all 
the cases. So it was decided to take the test component given in Figure 3.4 as an example 
and find the effect of machine tool geometric accuracy on different aspects of machining 
accuracy of that component. Similar methods can be applied to other parts also.
7.4.1 Linear Dimension
The following notations for co-ordinates of points will be used in this study. Any point O 
which has a designed position Oa has co-ordinates (X ° Y ° Z^) and machined position 
Omhas co-ordinates (X °, Y °, Z%), all in space co-ordinate system.
Then the designed length L can be calculated using following formula:
L = IdJ d = V ( x J  - xd)2 + (y J - Yd)2 +  (ZJd - z d)2 (7.29)
But Yd = Y* (7.30)
and 7 1 -  Z1 ¿d -  ¿d (7.31)
Then L = X d - x j (7.32)
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Machined length (L + A L) can be calculated using following formula:
L +  AL V ( x ^  - x L ) 2 +  o d  - y L )2 +  ( z Jm - z l ) 2
(7.33)
Using Equation (7.23)
X lm = Ai +  A2X d +  A3 Yd +  A4Z d +  A5X IdYId +  A6YdZd +  A7ZdX d
+ A8(Xd)2 +  A9(Yd)2 + A 10(Zd)2 +  X d
X m = A x +  A2X d +  A3Yd +  A4Zd + A5X dYd +  A6YdZd + A7ZdX d
+  A8(Xd)2 +  A9(Yd)2 + A10(Zd)2 +  X j
Then
x L  - x l = a 2( x d- x d) +  a 3( y J- Yd) +  a 4 ( z \ -  z \ )  +  a 5( x dYd- x [ y \
+  a 6 I +  a 7( z dx j -  z dx d| + a 8 4 -  (xa)'
+ Ac
/ \ 2 / , 2 ", / T\2
(Yd) - (Yd). + A 10 ,(Zd) - ( z j . + (xd-X̂ j (7 .3 4)
Substituting relationship given in Equations (7.30) - (7.32) into Equation (7.34) 
x l - x l  = A2 L +  A5 YdL + A7ZdL + A8( x d+ X d)L +  L
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or X Jm - X l  = l (c J + A 8l ) (7.35)
Cd = 1 + A2 + A5Yd + A7Zd + 2 A8Xd
where
Cd is a constant which depends on the machine tool geometric errors and the positioning 
of the datum point of the workpiece on the machine table.
Similarly
y Jm - y L = l (c ^ + a 18l )
where = A 12 + A ^ Y 1,  + A17ZTd + 2 A 18x '
Z Jm - Z i  = L jcS+A jgL)
Cd = A2 2 + A255Yd + A27Zd + 2 A ^X ij
where
(7.36)
(7.37)
Then L + A L = L |C i+  A2l | + l d + A 18L| + |c '+ A ^ LL28-
or AL = L !C i+A «L | + (C ^ + A 18L) +|C*+A™ L| -1L28 (7.38)
Equation (7.38) shows that the deviation of length (AL) is a function of machine tool 
geometric error (Ai), position of the datum points (Xd, Yd Zd) and the designed length
(L) of the workpiece. If all these parameters are known, the expected deviation of the 
length can be calculated before hand and these results can be used for error reduction. 
Similarly it can also be shown that, deviations of other dimensions (AB and AH) are also 
functions of machine tool geometric errors, position of the datum point and their 
respective dimensions (B and H).
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7 .4 .2  P o s itio n in g
Let us consider the positioning of the hole centres after machining. The problem will be 
considered in two dimensions, as positioning of hole centres in its practical sense has two 
dimensions. In Figure 7.5 designed component is shown by Id Jd Kd Ld with designed 
positions of the centre of the holes Pd, Qd, Rd, Sd and Td . The machined component is 
shown by Im Jm Km Lm with machined position of centre of the holes Pm, Qm, Rm, Sm 
and Tm.
For assessing positioning accuracy another co-ordinate system known as CMM co­
ordinate system is introduced. This is necessary because positioning accuracy depends on 
the co-ordinate system in which it is concisered, whereas dimensional variations are same 
in any orthogonal co-ordinate system. In practice while measuring the machined 
component, datum surface is aligned with the principal axis of the CMM. So we have 
introduced the CMM system where Xcmm lies along ImJm and Ycmm is perpendicular to 
Xcmm • Using the formulas for volumetric accuracy, new positions of the hole centres Pm, 
Qm, Rm, Sm and Tm can be calculated. These results are in the space co-ordinate system 
and need to transform into CMM co-ordinate system. In general CMM Co-ordinate 
system and space co-ordinate system may have translation and rotation. It is known that 
transformation of co-ordinate system to another orthogonal co-ordinate system can be 
achieved by using following formulas:
X 2 = (Xi + a) cos 0 + (Yi + b) sin 0
(7.39)
Y2 = (Yi + b) cos 0 - (Xi + a) sin 0
where Xi Oi Yi original co-ordinate system and X2 0 2 Y2 is the secondary co-ordinate 
system. These co-ordinate systems have translation a along X and b along Y axis and 
angle 0 is rotation between the principle axis of two systems, Oi Xi and 0 2 X2.
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Figure 7.5 Positioning Accuracy of the Hole Centres.
In this case
a = - x L = - ( x j  + v b
b = - Y1m = ' ( Y d + Vy) (7.40)
0 = -1tan
f YJ .  YI Ì
1 m 1 m
y * _ y*\/vm /
-
Substituting V* and V* from Equations (7.23) and (7.24) into Equation (7.40)
a = - X a - A, +  A2X j  + A3Yd +  A5 X !d Yd + = C
x a
d
(7.41)
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b = - Y j -
2 21
A l l  +  A 12X d +  A 13Y d +  A 15X dY d +  A 18 (X d) +  A 19 (Y d) = W
(7.42)
0 = tan
-l
J IY - YA m m
\ K  - x L ;
= tan -l
L(Cd + A 18L)
L(Cd + A8 L)
= tan
/  YCd + A iqL18-
Cd + A8 L 
(7.43)
l
Above expression show that translation of the co-ordinate system are constants and 
depend on machine tool geometric errors and positioning of datum point, whereas rotation 
transformation is a function of designed length also.
Then
(x^o™ = (xP + C da) cos Ce + (y P + C^b) s in c e
(7.44)
(y P) = (y P + Cydb) cos C9 - ( x P + C5a) sin C9 
where ( x P) ^  and (y JJ are co-ordinates of Pm in CMM co-ordinate system; and X P
p
and Y m co-ordinates of same points in space co-ordinate system.
From Equations (7.23) and (7.24)
A X P = (x^onm-Xd = (vP + CajcosCe + 
A Y P = (Y^onm- Y p = (vP + Cdb) cos Ce
Vp + c f )  sin C0 
(v P + C r )  sin C0
(7.45)
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p PIn Equation (7.45) except Vx and Vy all are constants. So deviation of co-ordinates of 
the hole centres depends on components of volumetric error of that point.
From Equation (7.45) we can write
AXQ - A X P
AYQ - AYP =
rQ ,,P rQ
(Vx - Vx ] cos C0 + (Vy - Vy I sin Ce
(v yQ - VP) cosC e - ( v ? -  VP) sinC e
(7.46)
Using Equations (7.23) and (7.24)
v ? -  Vp = a 2(x ?  - x p ) + a 3(y ?  - y J)  + a 5(x ? y ?  - x p y p) + a 8 ( x ? f  - (x
+ Ac (Yd f  - (y
But X ? -  x p y r y q -A d “ A d - A d " A d = U
y QY d YPY d
T
= Y i = v
Then - VP = u(Cj  + C2u)
Vy - Vy = U(C3 + C4U)
(7.47)
Substituting Equation (7.47) into Equation (7.46)
A X Q - A X P = u C x + C2u + C 3 + C4u| = u ( C5 + C 6u )
AYQ - AYP = u C3 + C4u - C x - C2ul = u ( C7 + C8u )
2
(7.48)
Cu 
hd
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From Equation (7.48) it can be seen that for the test component (given in Figure 3.4) the 
change of the deviation of co-ordinates of subsequent holes are proportional to the 
distance in between these holes (if it was due to machine tool geometric errors only). But 
the experimental results show that variations of deviations for positioning is not 
proportional to the distance in between those hole centres, which indicates that the 
machine tool geometric errors are not the only cause of shift of the centre of the holes.
7 .5  Com m ents and  Discussions
In the previous section it was shown that the errors which inherit from the machine tool 
geometric errors to the machined component are proportional to the dimensions of the 
component. This is due to the fact that the positioning error (which is the major portion of 
machine tool geometric error) is cumulative error and so it is proportional to the distance 
traveled by the spindle head. This means that when the specified positioning accuracy is ± 
10 jam (for example), this does not necessarily mean that it will produce ± 10 [im 
machining inaccuracy along the axes, as for machining only a part of the axes travel is 
used. The importance of positioning and orientation of workpiece on the machine table 
was also highlighted.
Following the methodology given in this Chapter, volumetric error of any point within the 
machining space can be calculated, if the components of machine tool geometric errors are 
known. But in practice it is difficult and time consuming to gather data for all of those 21 
components of machine tool geometric errors. Results given in [26], [30] show that 
positioning errors are most prominent error components among those 21 errors. So the 
author suggests that, if at least positioning error calibration results are available, the 
analytical expressions can be applied to calculate volumetric errors, taking other error 
components as zero. If more error components are known, it always possible to add those 
to the formula for volumetric error. The calculated values can give a rough idea of 
machining inaccuracy coming from machine tool geometric errors which can be used not
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only for error compensation, but also for determining the process capabilities and 
tolerance limits.
Although it is easy to predict the effect of machine tool geometric error on machining 
accuracy of a component, it is very difficult to compensate these errors. Due to the fixed 
position of the spindle in a 3 axis vertical machining centre, compensation of errors in 
three axes simultaneously, is very difficult (in author's view practically impossible). Lee 
and Barash [30] have developed a 3 dimensional model for error prediction; but failed to 
implement the model in 3 dimensional error compensation. Venugopal [26] concluded, 
"The most important problem is, having modeled the machine, how does one implement 
the process of correcting errors?" These findings show the importance of adopting error 
avoidance method for error reduction.
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8 .0  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM M ENDATIONS
8 .1  C o n c lu sio n s
From the experimental work conducted, and the subsequent analysis, several conclusions 
can be drawn, which are summarized as follows:
1. Large variations in cutting tool dimensions, sometimes beyond the acceptable 
limits, were found. Also large tolerance bands, specified by the various standards, of the 
tool dimensions were noticed. It is therefore deemed essential to measure and determine 
the effective diameter of each tool before machining and to use these data in determining 
tool settings.
2. Tool deflection is a major problem in end milling, which causes geometric 
inaccuracies in machined components. Measures should be taken to reduce the end mill 
deflection. The comparisons of up and down milling operations showed distinct shape 
variations of the surfaces machined, due to different directions of force component Fy.
3. Surface finish on the machined component plays a significant role on the 
dimensional accuracy and repeatability of measurements. Attention must be paid to 
achieve consistent and acceptable levels of surface finish using the best possible cutting 
conditions, tool geometry and work materials.
4. In normal production and quality control practice, usually the linear accuracy is 
monitored, which is found to be insufficient and the recent developments in advanced 
manufacturing technology involving automated assembly and its quality control calls for a 
need for a volumetric accuracy assessment.
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The findings of this thesis can be applied to eliminate the sources of various errors at an 
early stage such as design (for manufacture), process planning, etc. The variations of 
cutting tool dimensions generally produce systematic errors which generate dimensional 
errors of the machined components. In milling dimensional errors of the machined 
component can be eliminated by supplying the correct tool dimensions (effective tool 
diameter) to the CNC controller, which can easily compensate those errors. Unfortunately 
in drilling operations such compensation is not possible, specially when the holes are 
oversized. However, the knowledge of the hole oversize can be applied in the designing 
of the component. If the designer knows that a drill always produce oversized holes (and 
that oversize is predictable, say 80 ¡am for a 12 mm drill) and the drills are manufactured 
in 1 mm step ( i.e .ll, 12, 13 mm etc), then it is wise to put dimension on the hole as 
12.080 mm instead of 12.000 mm on the drawing and the dimension of the mating part 
can be adjusted. If there is no scope of adjusting the mating part then, an alternative 
solution may be to use drill of smaller size and then use some finishing operation (e.g. 
reaming).
The effect of end mill deflection also can be reduced by selecting appropriate tool and 
cutting conditions. In the literature survey it was found that almost all of the researchers 
have considered the effect of end mill defection for down milling, which produces 
positive errors. The idea behind their error compensation is, first to allow some positive 
errors and then use another pass to eliminate it. But we have seen that in up milling both 
positive and negative error can occur depending on the cutting conditions and tool 
dimensions. So there is a situation where the force component Fy changes it’s sign and it 
has zero magnitude ( at least theoretically). That condition can be calculated before hand 
and applied to reduce geometric errors caused by end mill deflection.
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8 .2  Suggestions for Further Work
It was mentioned before that it is not possible for us to investigate the combined effects of 
all the factors on machining accuracy. But for a comprehensive study, further 
investigations on following aspects are felt necessary to :
1. The quality of cutting fluids and the methods of their applications will contribute to 
the quality of the finished product.
2. Improved work clamping and tool setting will help to reduce the effects of 
vibration, improving rigidity of the "Tool - Work - Machine" system.
3. The thermal effect of machine tool on machining accuracy needs further 
investigation.
4. Different materials behave differently during machining; thus the effect of work 
materials on machining accuracy also should be considered. This may possibly involve a 
more detailed study on the deformation patterns of materials including the work hardening 
effects on machining accuracy.
5. In batch production progressive tool wear plays an important role on machining 
and this requires a further study as the on-line techniques currently used do not provide a 
"prevention" (or even reduction in errors), but merely a "cure", costing high expenditure, 
in the long run.
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A PPE N D IC ES
Appendix A
Term s Used in GD & T
Extract from ANSI Y 14.5 - 1982 - Dimensioning and Tolerancing [11]
1 .3  D E FIN ITIO N S
The following terms are defined as then- 
use applies in this standard.
1 .3 .1  D im ension . A numerical value 
expressed in appropriate units of measure 
and indicated on a drawing and in other 
documents along with lines, symbols, and 
notes define the size of geometric charac­
teristic, or both, of a part or part feature.
1 .3 .2  Basic Dim ension. A n u ­
merical value used to describe the theo­
retically exact size, profile, orientation,or 
location of a feature or datum target. It is 
the basis from which permissible varia­
tions are established by tolerances on the 
dimensions, in notes, or in feature control 
frames (see Fig. 78).
1 .3 .3  T rue  Position. The theoreti­
cally exact location of a feature established 
by basic dimensions.
1 .3 .4  R eference Dimension. A
dimension, usually without tolerance used 
for information purposes only. It is con­
sidered auxiliary information and does not 
govern production or inspection oper­
ations. A reference dimension is a repeat of 
dimension or is derived from other values 
shown on the drawing or on related draw­
ings.
1 .3 .5  D atum . A theoretically exact 
point, axis, or plane divided from the true 
geometric counterpart of a specified datum 
feature. A datum is the origin from which 
the location or geometric characteristics of 
features of a part are established.
1 .3 .6  D atum  Target. A specified 
point, line, or area on a part used to es­
tablish a datum.
1 .3 .7  F ea tu re . The general term ap­
plied to a physical portion of a part, such 
as a surface, hole, or slot.
1 .3 .8  Featu re  of Size. One cylin­
drical or spherical surface, or a set of two 
plane parallel surfaces, each of which is 
associated with a size dimension.
1 .3 .9  Datum  Feature. An actual 
feature of a part that is used to establish a 
datum.
1 .3 .1 0  A ctual Size. The m ea­
sured size.
1 .3 .1 1  L im its of Size. The
specified maximum and minimum sizes.
1 .3 .1 2  M axim um  M ateria l C on­
dition (MMC). The condition in 
which a feature of size contains the maxi­
mum amount of material within the stated 
limits of size - for example, minimum hole 
diameter, maximum shaft diameter.
1 .3 .1 3  L east M aterial Condition 
(LM C ). The condition in which a fea­
ture contains the least amount of material 
within the stated limits of size - for exam­
ple, maximum hole diameter, minimum 
shaft diameter.
1 .3 .1 4  R e g a rd le ss  of F e a tu re  
Size (RFS). The term used to indicate 
that geometric tolerance or datum reference 
applies at any increment of size of the fea­
ture within its size tolerance.
1 .3 .1 5  V irtual Condition. The
boundary generated by the collective ef­
fects of the specified MMC limit of size of 
a feature and any applicable geometric tol­
erances.
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1.3.16 Tolerance. The total amount by 
which a specified dimension is permitted to 
vary, the tolerance is the difference 
between the maximum and minimum 
limits.
1.3.17 Unilateral Tolerance. A
Tolerance in which variation is permitted in 
one direction from the specified dimen­
sion.
1.3.18 Bilateral Tolerance. A tolerance 
in which variation is permitted in both 
directions from the specified dimension.
1.3.19 Geometric Tolerance. The
general term applied to the category of 
tolerances used to control from, profile, 
orientation, location, and runout
1.3.20 Full Indicator Movement (FIM).
The total movement of an indicator 
when appropriately applied to a surface to 
measure its variations.
1.4 FUNDAMENTAL RULES
Dimensioning and tolerancing shall clearly 
define engineering intent and shall confirm 
to the following.
(a) Each dimension shall have a 
tolerance, except for those dimensions 
specially identified as reference, maxi­
mum, minimum, or stock (commercial 
stock size). The tolerance may be applied 
directly to the dimension (or indirectly in 
the case of basic dimensions), indicated by 
a general note, or located in a supplemen­
tary block of the drawing format (see 
ANSI Y14.1).
(b) Dimensions for size, from, and 
location of features shall be complete to the 
extent that there is full understanding of the 
characteristics of each feature. Neither 
scaling (measuring the size of a feature di­
rectly from en engineering drawing) nor 
assumption of a distance or size is permit­
ted.
NOTE: Undimensioned drawings - for example, 
loft, printed wiring, templates, master layouts, 
tooling layout - prepared on stable material are 
excluded, provided the necessary control 
dimensions are specified.
(c) Each necessary dimension of an 
end product shall be shown. No more di­
mensions than those necessary for com­
plete definition shall be given. The use of 
reference dimensions on drawing should 
be minimizes.
(d) Dimensions shall be selected and 
arranged to suit the function and mating 
relationship of a part and shall not be sub­
ject to more than one interpretation.
(e) The drawing should define a part 
without specifying manufacturing meth­
ods. Thus, only the diameter of a hole is 
given without indicating whether it is to be 
drilled, reamed, punched, or made by any 
other operation. However, in those in­
stances where manufacturing, processing, 
quality assurance, or environmental infor­
mation is essential to the definition of en­
gineering requirements, it shall be speci­
fied on the drawing.
(f) It is permissible to identify as 
nonmandatory certain processing dimen­
sions that provide for finish allowance, 
shrink allowance, and other requirements, 
provided the final dimensions are given on 
the drawing. Nonmandatory processing 
dimensions shall be identified by an ap­
propriate note, such as NONMANDA­
TORY (MFG DATA).
(g) Dimensions should be arranged to 
provide required information for optimum 
readability. Dimensions should be shown 
in true profile views and refer to visible 
outlines.
(h) Wires, cables, sheets rods, and 
other materials manufactured to gage or 
code numbers shall be specified by linear 
dimensions indicating the diameter or 
thickness. Gage or code numbers may be 
shown in parentheses following the di­
mension.
(i) A 90° angle is implied where cen­
ter lines and lines depicting features are 
shown on a drawing at right angles and no 
angle is specified (see 2.1.1.2)
(j) A 90° BASIC angle applies where 
centre lines of features in a pattern or sur­
faces shown at right angles on the drawing 
are located or defined by basic dimensions 
and no angle is specified.
(k) Unless otherwise specified, all 
dimensions are applicable at 20°C (68°F). 
Compensation may be made for measure­
ments made at other temperature.
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Appendix B
A Comparison of Symbols Used in GD & T by Different Standards
Extract fron AS 1100.201 - 1984, Technical Drawing, Mechanical Drawing [12]
TA B LE  A1
C O M P A R IS O N  O F  SY M B O LS
Characteristic ISO Australia AS 1100 U.S.A.Y14.5 U.K. BS 308
Canada
B78.2
Decimal sign •on line or 
mid-height
•
(on line)
•
(on line)
•
(mid-height)
Cipher before decimal 
sign
Yes Yes No for inch units Yes for metric 
units
Yes No
Diameter 0 x Same Same Same Same
Radius Rx Same Same Same xR
Square X
□
Same Same — —
Taper Same Same Same —
Slope (A. Same Same — —
TP 0 Same Same Same Same
Feature identification A
<
— A —
Datum identification E  E A or A m _ I -X-J p-- A  -T I I T T -T
MMC © Same Same Same Same
Envelope principle See Note 1 © — — —
Straightness — Same Same Same Same
Flatness Z7 Same Same Same Same
Roundness o Same Same Same Same
Cylindricity £ / Same Same Same Same
COPYRIGHT
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Characteristic ISO Australia 
AS 1100
. U.S.A. 
Y14.5
UK. 
BS 308 CanadaB78.2
Profile of a line Same Same Same Same
Profile of a surface rz Same Same Same Same
Parallelism / / Same Same Same Same
Squareness Same Same Same Same
Angularity z Same Same Same Same
Position Same Same Same Same
Concentricity o Same Same Same Same
Symmetry — Same None Same Same
Run-out (Circular) Z Same Same Same Same
Total run-out ¿ / Same See Note 2 — —
Regardless of feature size — — © — —
Projected tolerance zone X
©
Same Same X ®
Adjacent to 
tolerance frame
Datum target
/05\ 
\ A \ y —
Same Same
Part symmetry — H- Same Similar with thick lines —
LEGEND:
Same = same as in Column 2 (ISO)
— = none
x = a dimensional value
y = a number 1 to 6 identifying the datum target 
A = an upper case letter
NOTES:
1- The symbol ©  has been adopted by ISO/TC 10/SC 5 but not yet embodied in any standard.
2. ‘TOTAL’ specified under the tolerance frame (ANSI refer to this as the ‘feature control symbol’).
3. The symbol ® *  o n a  dimension line or adjacent to the tolerance frame has been adopted by ISO/TC 10/SC 5 but not yet 
embodied in any standard.
COPYRIGHT
Appendix C
Programme for Test Component
( --------------------------------------------
(TEST COMPONENT
( -------------------------------------------
G90
G71
G17
G94
G51
G40
G52Z0
G00X-50.Y-50.D32
G50X-50.Y-50.Z000.D0
G52Z0
N1 G52X-500.Y-150.
T3M6 (100 MM FACE MILLING CUTTER)
F100.S1000
G0X-60.Y37.5
G0Z0D3
M03M08
G01Z-1.0
X260.
G0Z10.
M5M9
G52Z0
N2G52X-500.Y-150.
T2M6 (16 MM END MILL)
F125.S2500
G00X-50.Y-50.
G00Z10.D2
M03M08
(-------------------------- )
G00X-10.Y-20.
GOZ-12.
G41H2X7.Y7.I-20.
G01Y68.
308
X193.
Y7.
X14.
Y61.
X186.
Y14.
X15.
Y60.
X185.
Y15.
X-10.
G40
YO.
Z-25.
G41H2X0.Y0.I-20.
Y75.
X200.
YO.
X-10.
G0Z10.
G40
(- ■)
M5M9
G52Z0
N3G52X-500.Y-150.
G95T4M6 (CENTRE DRILL)
F0.15S1000
G0Z5.D4
M03M08
G81 X40.Y37.5R2.Z-11.
X70.
X100.
X130.
X160.
G0Z10.
M5M9
G52Z0
N4G52X-500.Y-150.
G95T5M6 (12 MM DRILL) 
F0.15S2000 
G00Z03.D5 
M03M08
(................................... )
G83X40.Y37.5R3.Z-31 .Q5. 
X70.
X100.
X130.
X160.
M5M9
G52Z0
G52X-500.Y-150.
T0M6
G40
G51
GOOXO.YO.
G50X0Y0Z0D0
M02
Appendix D 
Tod Path
Appendix D includes following figures:
D. 1 Tool Path of <J) 100 mm Face Cutter 
D.2 Tool Path of <|) 16 mm End Mill 
D.3 Tool Path of Centre Drill 
D.4 Tool Path of (|) 12 mm Drill
Figure D .l Tool Path of <t> 100 ram Face Cutter.
140 -
WORKPIECE
80
6 0
40
20
90 . 120. 150. 180- 210
Figure 0 .2  Tool Path of 0 16 mm End Mill.
120 .
100 .
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Figure 0,3 Tool Path of Centre Drill.
F igure D.4 Tool Path of (j> 12 mm Drill.
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Appendix E
D ifferent D rilling C anned Cycles
315
Details of the three drilling canned cycles used (G73, G81 and G83) are given below 
[129]:
G73 Chip B reak Canned Cycle 
Example: G73 X10. Y215. Z-60. R2. Q6.
G73
INITIAL LEVEL
Figure E .l Chip Break Canned Cycle (G73).
The G73 will initially rapid to the R plane + "d".
G 81 Spot Drilling Canned Cycle
Example: G90 G81 X10. Y45. R2. Z-20.
The G81 canned cycle will rapid to the R plane, feed to the depth (z) and then out to the R 
plane or the INITIAL level depending on G99 or G98.
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G 83
Example:
Figure E.2 Spot Drilling Canned Cycle (G81).
Deep Hole Drilling Canned Cycle
G83 X10. Y12. R2. Z-100. Q8.
A
A
I G83INITIAL LEVEL
Figure E.3 Deep Hole Drilling Canned Cycle (G83).
The G83 canned cycle is a full withdrawal cycle where the tool is restricted at the 
completion of each infeed to the R plane. The tool is then rapidly back down to the 
previous depth less "d'\
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Appendix F
Linear Dimension Calculation Procedure
When some linear dimensions for a prismatic component(like our test piece) are placed in 
a drawing, it is assumed that the surfaces which define these dimensions are "perfect". (In 
that case the distance between two surfaces defines a dimension of the component.) But in 
reality, the surfaces obtained after machining are not perfect; thus it is difficult to identify 
the real actual dimensions. Unfortunately in the standards there is no definite guideline to 
solve this problem. In this thesis the following procedure was adopted to find the actual 
dimensions of a machined component.
First a number of points were probed on those surfaces which define a particular 
dimension.The mean values for each surface texture were calculated. The difference 
between the two mean values were taken as the actual dimension (see Figure F.l). The 
upper and lower limits of the dimensions are related to the half of the sum of the ranges. 
As the number of points are increased, in place of ranges plus minus three times standard 
deviations should be used.
It is also interesting to find the nature of frequency distribution of the points. Because to 
apply statistical rules the points should be normally distributed. A computer programme 
(STAT-PACK)* was used for this purpose. A copy of that programme and procedure for 
determining a dimension are attached. Findings showed that in most of the cases the 
points were normally distributed.
* The original programme is given in [124] . We have modified the programme to suite 
our needs.
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Figure F . l  Linear Dimension Determination.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
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REM STAT-PACKR E M *************************************
REM Average, Median, Range, Standard Deviation 
REM Variance, Kurtosis, Skewness,
REM Frequency Distribution
R E M  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DIM X (600), MP (20), LB (20), UB (20), F (600)
PRINT " Enter part number." : INPUT A$
LPRINT TAB (10); A$
LPRINT
PRINT "Enter base value." : INPUT B$
LPRINT TAB (10); B$
LPRINT : LPRINT
LPRINT TAB(40); "DELTA IN MICRONS"
LPRINT
PRINT " Enter number of data points." : INPUT N 
PRINT "Enter data."
FOR I = 1 TO N 
INPUT X(l)
NEXT I
REM Average
SX =0
FOR I = 1 TO N 
LPRINT X(I);TAB(12*l)
SX = SX + X(l)
NEXT I
AVG = SX / N 
LPRINT : LPRINT
LPRINT TAB (10) ; "Average = "; AVG 
REM Sample Standard Deviation, Variance,
REM Skewness, Kurtosis
S2 = 0 : S3 = 0 : S4 = 0 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
D = X(l) - AVG
52 = S2 + DA2
53 = S3 + DA3
54 = S4 + DA4 
NEXT I
SD = SQR (S2 / (N-1))
VA = SDA2
A3 = S3 / N / SDA3
A4 = S 4 /N /S D A4
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430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
LPRINT TAB (10) ; "Sample Standatd Deviation = SD 
LPRINT TAB (10) ; "Variance = "; VA 
LPRINT TAB (10) ; "Skewness = "; A3 
LPRINT TAB (10) ; "Kurtosis = "; A4 
REM Sort Routine
FOR J = 1 TO (N-1)
K = N - J 
FOR I = 1 TO K 
Q = I + 1
IF X(l) < X (Q) GOTO 560 
A = X (I)
X (I) = X (Q)
X (Q) = A 
NEXT I 
NEXT J
REM Range
R = X (N) - X (1)
LPRINT TAB (10) ; "Range « "; R
REM Median
J = (N + 1) / 2
K = (N + 1) /2
MD = ( X (J) + X (K) ) 12
LPRINT TAB (10) ; "Median « "; MD
REM Frequency Distribution
PRINT " Enter Interval—odd value preferred." .
INPUT IN
PRINT " Enter 1 if lowest cell midpoint is lowest X(l) value." 
PRINT " Enter 0 if another lowest cell midpoint is desired." 
INPUT M
IF M = 1 THEN MP(1) = X(1) : GOTO 750 
PRINT " Enter midpoint value of lowest cell."
INPUT MP (1)
LB (1) = MP (1) - IN 12 
UB (1) = MP (1) + IN ¡2  
MPS = MP (1) : LBS = LB(1) : UBS = UB(1)
FOR K = 2 TO 20 
MPS = MPS + IN 
MP (K) = MPS 
LBS = LBS + IN 
LB (K) = LBS 
UBS = UBS + IN 
UB (K) = UBS
IF UB (K) >= X(N) GOTO 910
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860 NEXT K
870 IF UB (K -1) < X (N) GOTO 890
880 GOTO 910
890 PRINT' "Cell Interval too small select900 GOTO 670
910 H = K
920 FOR J = 1 TO H
930 FS = 0
940 FOR I = 1 TO N950 IF X (I) < LB (J) GOTO 990960 IF X (I) > UB (J) GOTO 990970 FS = FS + 1
980 F (J) = FS
990 NEXT I
1000 NEXT J
1010 LPRINT : LPRINT
1020 LPRINT TAB (10) ; " BOUNDARIES";!
TAB (45); "FREQUENCYH;TAB (57);"FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION"
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
FOR J = 1 TO H
FS = F(J)
IF FS = 0 GOTO 2020 
LPRINT
LPRINT TAB (10) ; LB (J) ; 7"; UB (J); TAB(31); MP(J);
TAB (47); F(J);TAB(62);
1080 FOR I = 1 TO FS-1
1090 LPRINT
2000 NEXT I
2010 LPRINT
2020 NEXT J
2030 PRINT " if the frequency distribution is satsfacory, Enter 1."
2040 PRINT " if the frequency distribution is unsatisfactory, Enter 0."
2050 PRINT " and select another interval and/or midpoint."
2060 INPUT M 
2070 IF M = 1 GOTO 2090 
2080 IF M = 0 GOTO 570 
2090 END
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PART NO TP 2 
Y = 0000 + DELTA
DELTA IN MICRONS
-4 - 4 -10 -1 1 -10 -4 -6 -3
- 1 - 1 -3 - 1 -4 0 -6 -6
-4 - 8 -6 -8 -9 -4 - 1 -4
-8 - 7 -4 -4 -2 -7 -6 -6
-4 - 4 -4 -3 -5 -3 -2 0
Average = -4.675
Sample Standard Deviation = 2.767833
Variance = 7.660898
Skewness = -.3792648
Kurtosis = 2.480597
Range = 1 1
Median = -4
BOUNDARIES MIDPOINT FREQUENCY FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
■ 12.5 / -9.5 -1 1 3 *  *  *
9.5 / -6.5 -8 6 * * * * * *
6.5 / -3.5 -5 1 9 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
3.5 / -.5 -2 1 0 * * * * * * * * * *
.5 / 2.5 1 2 *  *
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PART NO TP 2 
Y = 74900 + DELTA
DELTA IN MICRONS
57 64 61 63 62 58 64 68
72 63 62 63 62 59 62 56
62 62 63 55 60 71 63 67
65 62 64 61 64 62 64 64
59 57 61 64 64 66 62 62
Average = 62.5
Sample Standard Deviation = 3.471467
Variance = 12.05108
Skewness = .3477955
Kurtosis = 3.867094
Range = 1 7
Median = 62
BOUNDARIES MIDPOINT FREQUENCY FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
53.5 / 56.5 55 2 * *
56.5 / 59.5 58 5 * *  *  *  *
59.5 / 62.5 61 14 * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
62.5 / 65.5 64 1 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
65.5 / 68.5 67 3 * *  *
68.5 / 71.5 70 1 *
71.5 / 74.5 73 1 *
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Appendix G
Extracts from AS 2438 -1981, Twist Drills (General Purpose) [141]
AS 2438—1981 4
S T A N D A R D S  A S S O C IA T IO N  O F A U S T R A L IA
Australian Standard 
for
TWIST DRILLS (GENERAL PURPOSE)
1 SCOPE. This standard specifies the general 
requirements, terminology, dimensions and tolerances 
for the following types of drills:
(a) Morse taper (MT) shank twist drills.
(b) Parallel shank twist drills, Jobber series.
(c) Parallel shank twist drills, Stub series.
(d) Parallel shank twist drills, Long series.
The general dimensions of tangs are given in 
Appendix A, and Appendix B sets out the terminology 
used for describing the elements, linear dimensions 
and angles of twist drills. Ordering information is 
given in Appendix C.
2 DEFINITIONS. For the purpose of this 
standard, the following definitions apply:
2.1 ‘Shall’ and ‘should’—‘shall’ is taken to be 
mandatory, ‘should’ is taken to be advisory.
2.2 Twist drill—a rotary cutting tool having two 
helical flutes to provide cutting lips at the point of the 
drill and space for chip removal and admission of 
cutting fluid. At one end a point consisting of the lips, 
flanks, faces and chisel edge is formed for cutting the 
workpiece, while at the other end a parallel or Morse 
taper shank is formed for holding the drill.
2 3  Right-hand cutting—when viewed along the 
axis from the point end, the counter clockwise cutting 
rotation of the drill.
2.4 Left-hand cutting—when viewed along the 
axis from the point end, the clockwise cutting rotation 
of the drill.
3 NOMINAL SIZE. The nominal size of a drill 
shall be the nominal size of the drill diameter (see 
Appendix B, Paragraph B3.6).
4 SERIES. The series of a drill with parallel shank 
shall be determined by the length to diameter relation­
ship and shall be expressed as jobber, stub or long.
5 DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES.
5.1 Dimensions (See Appendix B, Paragraphs 
B3.6 and B3.12 to B3.15). The nominal diameter d, 
the nominal flute length h and the nominal drill
length / shall conform to the dimensions shown in Fig. 
1 and specified in Tables 1 to 8 for the particular type 
and series of drill.
5.2 Tolerances.
5.2.1 Drill diameter (See Appendix B, 
Paragraph B3.6). The tolerance on the drill diameter 
shall be h8 as specified in AS 1654.
5.2.2 Lengths. The tolerances on the nominal 
flute length and nominal drill length shall conform to 
the values specified in Table 9 for MT shank twist drills 
and in Table 10 for parallel shank jobber, stub and 
long series twist drills.
6 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.
6.1 Twist Drill Point Geometry. The flutes and 
flanks of twist drills shall be capable of producing 
straight lips symmetrical about the drill axis with a 
point angle of about 118 degrees. The chisel edge 
shall be symmetrical about the drill axis and shall 
give an approximately straight line when projected 
onto a plane normal to the drill axis.
Positive lip clearance angle, lip circumferential 
clearance and body clearance shall be provided, and 
should be adequate.
6.2 Back Taper. The drill shall be provided with 
back taper conforming to the values specified in 
Table 11.
6 3  Hand of Cutting. Drills shall be right-hand 
cutting, unless otherwise specified.
6.4 Sharpening. Drills shall be sharpened ready 
for use.
6.5 Shank. The shank shall be parallel or Morse 
taper (MT); as appropriate.
7 MATERIAL AND HEAT TREATMENT.
Drills shall be manufactured from suitable grade high­
speed steel and shall be heat treated to a minimum 
hardness of 690HV (60HRQ.
The hardness value shall be reported without 
conversion to any other scale.
NOTE: The Vickers method of test is to be used for the purpose
of any referee tests (see AS 1817).
Point
l±
Diameter d
T
Fig. 1. GENERAL DETAILS—PARALLEL SHANK TWIST DRILL
Overall drill length
Nominal d r i l l  length L
Nominal flute length
Overall f lu te  length
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TABLE 3
PARALLEL SHANK TWIST DRILLS, JOBBER SERIES
d d d d d
0*8)* h / (h8)* A / (b8)* A / (H8)* A / (h8)* A l
0.20 1.35 3.60 7.70 11.60
0.22
0.25
2 1.40
1.45 22 48
3.70
3.80
48 76 7.80
7.90 81 114
11.70
11.80 110 146
0.28
19
1.50 3.90 51 79 8.00 11.90
0.30 3 1.55 4.00 8.10 12.00
0.32 1.60 4.10 54 83 8.20 84 117 12.10 111 1500.35 1 65 4.20 8.30 12.20
0.38 1.70 4.30 8.40 12.30
0.40 1.75 4.40 8.50 87 121 12.400.42 5 1.80 25 51 4.50 56 86 8.60 12.500.45 22 1.85 4.60 8.70 12.600.48 1.90 4.70 59 89 8.80 1270 114 1520.50 1.95 4.80 8.90 89 124 12800.52 2.00 4.90 9.00 1290
0.55 6 25 2.05 29 54
5.00 62 92 9.10 13.00
0.58 2.10 5.10 9.20 13.10
0.60 2.15 5.20 9.30 92 127 13.200.62 8 29 2.20 5.30 64 95 9.40 13.300.65 2.25 5.40 9.50 13.40
0.68 10 32 2.30 32 57 5.50 9.60 13.50
0.70 2.35 5.60 9.70
95 130
13.60 122 168
0.72 2.40 5.70 67 98 9.80 13.70
0.75 2.45 35 60 5.80 9.90 13.80
0.78 13 35 2.50 5.90 10.00 13.90
0.80 2.55 6.00 10.10 14.00
0.82 2.60 37 64 6.10 70 102 10.20 98 133
14.25
0.85 2.65 6.20 10.30 14.50
0.88 2.70 6.30 10.40 14.75
0.90 16 38 2.75 38 67 6.40 10.50 15.00
0.92 2.80 6.50 10.60 100 137 15.25
0.95 2.85 6.60 10.70 15.50 132 181
0.98 2.90 6.70 73 105 10.80 15.75
1.00 18 41 2.95 6.80 10.90 103 140 16.00
1.05 3.00 41 70 6.90 11.00 16.25
1.10 19 44 3.10 7.00 11.10 16.50
1.15 3.20 7.10 11.20 16.75
1.20 3.30 7.20 75 108 11.30 106 17.00 143 194
1.25
1.30
22 48 3.40
3.50
45 73 7.30 11.40 17.25
7.40
7.50
7.60
78 111
11.50 17.50
•See AS 1654.
NOTE: For tolerances on lengths / and / i , see Table 10.
1981
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TABLE 4
PARALLEL SHANK TWIST DRILLS, JOBBER SERIES-GENERAL TABLE
millimetres
Diameter range (h8)* Corresponding length
Over Up to and 
including
h /
0.19 0.25 2 19
0.25 0.35 3 19
0.35 0.40 5 19
0.40 0.51 5 22
0.51 0.58 6 25
0.58 0.64 8 29
0.64 0.71 10 32
0.71 0.84 13 35
0.84 0.97 16 38
0.97 1.07 18 41
1.07 1.19 19 44
1.19 1.62 22 48
1.62 2.00 25 51
2.00 2,19 29 54
2.19 2.38 32 57
2.38 2.53 35 60
2.53 2.70 37 64
2.70 2.87 38 67
2.87 3.27 41 70
3.27 3.57 45 73
3.57 3.80 48 76
3.80 3.99 51 79
3.99 4.37 54 83
4.37 4.63 56 86
4.63 4.85 59 89
4.85 5.16 62 92
5.16 5.56 64 95
5.56 5.95 67 98
5.95 6.35 70 102
6.35 7.05 73 105
7.05 7.37 75 108
7.37 7.67 78 111
7.67 8.05 81 114
8.05 8.33 84 117
8.33 8.75 87 121
8.75 9.13 89 124
9.13 9.58 92 127
9.58 10.09 95 130
10.09 10.50 98 133
10.50 10.72 100 137
10.72 11.11 103 140
11.11 11.51 106 143
11.51 11.91 110 146
11.91 12.30 111 150
12.30 13.00 114 152
13.00 14.68 122 168
14.68 16.67 132 181
16.67 17.50 143 194
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TABLE 9
TOLERANCES ON LENGTHS 
(for MT shank twist drills)
millimetres
Diameter range Tolerance
Over Up to and Nominal drill length and
including Nominal flute length
2.65 3.75 ±3.0
3.75 4.75 ±4.0
4.75 6.00 ±5.0
6.00 10.60 ±6.0
10.60 14.00 ±7.0
14.00 16.00 ±6.0
16.00 100.00 ±5.0
TABLE 10
TOLERANCES ON LENGTHS 
(for parallel shank jobber, stub and long series 
twist drills)
millimetres
Diameter range Tolerance
Over Up to and 
including
Nominal 
drill length
Nominal 
flute length
0 0.3 ±0.8 ±0.4
0.3 3.0 +3.0
-1.5
+3.0
-1.5
3.0 13.2 ±3.0 ±3.0
13.2 25.5 +6.5
-3.0
+6.5
-3.0
25.5 51.0 ±6.5 ±6.5
51.0 89.0 ±9.5 ±9.5
TABLE 11 
BACK TAPER
millimetres
Diameter range
Back taper per millimetre 
length of drillOver Up to and 
including
__ 3.0 Nil
3.0 38.0 0.0005 to 0.001
38.0 — 0.0005 to 0.0015
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APPEN DIX B
TERMINOLOGY
B1 SCOPE. This Appendix sets out the terminol­
ogy used for describing the elements, linear dimensions 
and angles of twist drills. An asterisk placed against a 
term signifies that it is illustrated in Fig. Bl.
B2 ELEMENTS.
B2.1 Axis*—the longitudinal centreline of the 
drill.
B2.2 Body—the portion of the drill extending 
from the extreme cutting end to the commencement 
of the shank.
B2.3 Body clearance surface—the portion of the 
fluted lands reduced in diameter to provide diametral 
clearance.
B2.4 Chisel edge*—the edge formed by the inter­
section of the flanks at the point end.
B2.5 Chisel edge corner*—the corner formed by 
the intersection of a lip and the chisel edge at the point 
end.
B2.6 Drill point heel—the line (edge), containing 
the heel corner, formed by the intersection of the flute 
surface and the flank.
B2.7 Face*—that portion of the flute surface 
adjacent to the lip on which the chip impinges as it is 
cut from the workpiece.
B2.8 Flank*—the surface on the drill point 
bounded by the lip, fluted land, the following flute, 
and the chisel edge.
B2.9 Fluted land*—the surface at the periphery 
of the body consisting of the land and body clearance 
surface but excluding the flute surfaces.
B2.10 Flutes*—the helical or straight grooves in 
the body of the drill which intersect the corresponding 
flanks to provide the lips, permit the removal of chips, 
and allow cutting fluid to reach the lips.
B2.ll Heel*—the line (edge) formed by the 
intersection of the flute surface and the body clearance 
surface.
B2.12 Heel corner*—the comer formed by the 
intersection of the heel and flank.
B2.13 Land*—the conical or cylindrical surface 
at the periphery of the drill body. The land forms part 
of the fluted land.
B2.14 Leading edge of the land*—the line (edge) 
formed by the intersection of the land and flute 
surface.
B2.15 Lip (cutting edge)*—the edge formed by 
the intersection of the flank and face.
Web (core) thickness B 3.I8 Circumferential clearance B3.4
i,
Point angle B4.5 
Heel corner B2.12
Heel corner B2 .12 
Land B2.13 
Axis B2.1
Leading edge of the land B2.14 
Helix angle B4 .2
Fig. B l .  T W IS T  D RILL P O IN T  A N D  O TH ER  D ETA ILS  (S T R A IG H T  S Y M M E T R IC A L  U P S )
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B2.16 Outer comer*—the comer formed by the 
intersection of the lip and the corresponding leading 
edge of the land.
B2.17 Point (cutting part)—the sharpened end 
of the drill, consisting of all that part of the drill which 
is shaped to produce lips, faces, flanks, and chisel edge.
B2.18 Shank—that portion of the drill by which 
it is held and driven.
B2.19 Web (core)—the central portion of the drill 
situated between the roots of the flutes and extending 
from the point end towards the shank. The chisel 
edge is formed at the web (or core) at the point end 
when the flanks are ground.
B3 LINEAR DIMENSIONS.
B3.1 Back taper (longitudinal clearance)—the
reduction in diameter at the lands per unit length of 
drill from the point towards the shank.
B3.2 Body clearance diameter*—the diameter 
of the body clearance surface behind the lands.
B33  Chisel edge length—the distance between the 
projections of the chisel edge comers on a plane 
normal to the drill axis.
B3.4 Circumferential clearance*—the axial 
displacement between a point on the lip and a specified 
pomt on the flank at the same radial distance from the 
axis (the circumferential clearance when the heel 
comer is the specified point on the flanks is shown in 
Fig. Bl).
B3.5 Depth of body clearance*—the radial 
distance between the land and the corresponding 
body clearance surface.
B3.6 Drill diameter*—the diameter measured 
across the lands at the outer comers of the drill.
B3.7 Fluted land width—the distance between a 
point on the leading edge of the land and a point on 
the corresponding heel in a plane normal to the leading 
edge of the land containing these two points.
B3.8 Land width*—the distance between a point 
on the leading edge of the land and a point on the 
trailing edge of the corresponding land in a plane 
normal to the leading edge of the land containing 
these two points.
B3.9 Lead of helix—the distance, measured 
parallel to the axis of the drill, between corresponding 
points on the leading edge of a land in one complete 
turn of the land.
B3.10 Lip length*—the minimun distance 
between the outer comer and the corresponding chisel 
edge comer (for a straight lip it is the true length of 
the lip as in Fig. Bl).
B3.ll Lip spacing—the shortest distance through 
the drill axis between the projections of the straight 
lines joining the outer comers to the corresponding 
chisel edge comers on a plane normal to the drill axis 
(for drills with symmetrical lips it is equal to the web 
thickness, see Fig. Bl).
B3.12 Nominal drill length—the distance between 
two planes normal to the drill axis, one containing 
the outer comers and the other touching the extreme 
end of the shank.
B3.13 Nominal flute length—the distance between 
two planes normal to the drill axis, one containing
the outer comers and the other at the termination of 
the flutes at the shank end of the drill.
B3.14 Overall drill length—the distance between 
two planes normal to the drill axis at the extreme ends 
of the point and shank respectively.
B3.15 Overall flute length—the distance between 
two planes normal to the drill axis, one at the extreme 
end of the point and the other at the termination of the 
flutes at the shank end of the drill.
B3.16 Relative lip height—the axial displacement 
between corresponding points on the lips at the same 
radial distance from the drill axis. The relative lip 
height, caused by deviations from symmetry about 
the axis, is usually specified and measured at the outer 
comers of the dnil.
B3.17 Web (core) taper—the increase in web or 
core thickness per unit length of drill from the point 
towards the shank end of the flute.
B3.18 Web (core) thickness*—the diameter of 
the circle through the roots of the flutes in a plane 
normal to the axis. The web thickness is usually 
specified and measured at the point end of the drill 
(for drills with straight symmetrical lips it is the 
distance between the projections of the lips on a plane 
normal to the axis as in Fig. Bl).
B4 ANGLES.
B4.1 Chisel edge angle*—the obtuse angle 
between the tangent to the projection of the chisel 
edge, at the axis, and the projection of the line through 
either outer comer and the corresponding chisel edge 
comer on a plane normal to the drill axis. This angle 
lies in a plane normal to the drill axis.
B4.2 Helix angle*—the acute angle between the 
tangent to the helical leading edge of the flute at a 
point on this edge and a plane containing the (drill 
and helix) axis and the point in question. This angle 
lies in a plane normal to the radius at the point on the 
edge. The helix angle is usually measured at a point 
close to or coincident with the outer comer.
B4.2.1 Normal spiral or helix angle—a typical 
normal helix angle is 24 degrees to 30 degrees, 
approximately (see inset).
Normal spiral or helix
Lead of helix—normal
Helix angle
B4.2.2 Quick helix angle—a quick helix angle 
is one which is larger in angular value, i.e. number of 
degrees, than the normal helix angle, thereby 
shortening the lead of helix. A typical quick helix 
angle is 37 degrees to 43 degrees, approximately (see 
inset).
Quick spiral or helix
Lead of helix—shorter 
than normal
Helix angle
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B4.2.3 Slow helix angle—a slow helix angle is 
one which is smaller in angular value, i.e. number of 
degrees, than the normal helix angle, thereby 
lengthening the lead of helix. A typical slow helix 
angle is 12 degrees to 18 degrees, approximately (see 
inset).
Slow spiral or helix
Lead of helix—longer 
than normal
Helix angle
B4.3 Lip circumferential clearance angle—the
acute angle whose tangent is equal to the circum­
ferential clearance divided by the length of the minor 
circular arc between the projection of the two specified 
points at the lip and flank, on a plane normal to the
drill axis. The circle containing the minor arc lies in 
this plane and has its centre on the drill axis.
B4.4 Lip clearance angle*—the acute angle 
between a plane normal to the (drill) axis and the 
tangent, at a point on the lip, to the drill flank in a 
plane normal to the radius at the point in question. 
This angle is usually specified and measured at the 
outer comer as shown m Fig. Bl.
B4.5 Point angle*—the included angle between 
the projections of the lines joining the outer comers 
to the corresponding chisel edge comers on a plane 
parallel to one (or both) of these lines and the drill 
axis.
B4.6 Rake angle—the acute angle between the 
tangent to a helical line on the flute at a point on the 
lip and a plane containing the (drill and helix) axis 
and the point on the lip. This angle lies in a plane 
normal to the radius at the point in question. The rake 
angle at the outer comer is equal to the specified 
helix angle.
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BS 122 : Part 4 : 1980
20 TRI. 
( W h i t . )
Tot. on eff. 
dia. -0-080 
-0-150
NIOTE1. Tolerances on d:
up to 38 mm +0.063  
-0 .0 1 3  
over 38 mm +0.125  
-0
Figure 2. Screwed shank end mill: normal series
Table  2 . D im ensions o f screwed shank end mills: norm al series
All dimensions are in millimetres.
Cutter
diameter
d
Cut
length
Shank
diameter
à t
Nominal
length
below
chuck
Overall
length
L
Thread
length
Cutter
diameter
d
Cut
length
Shank
diameter
d,
Nominal
length
below
chuck
Overall
length
L
Thread
length
2.5 6.5 6 13.5 51 21 38 25 42.5 95
3 9.5 6 16.5 54 22
3.5 ) 23 >41.5 25 46 98.5
4 >12.5 6 19.5 57 24
4 .5 . 25 44.5
l 25
49 101.5
5 Ì 26 43
5.5 16 6 23 60.5 28
I  46 25 52 104.5
6 . 30
6.5 16
l ’° 22.5 60.5
32
I  49
J
25 55.5 108
7 15 34
7.5
" 8
10 25.5 63.5
35
1 52.5 25 58.5 111
8 36
8.5 38 55.5 25 62 114.5
9
’21 10 28.5 66.5 >9.5
40 58.5
H 65 117.5 >159.5 42 60.5
10 44________ 4. j 63.5 68 120 5
10.5
19
12 28.5 66.5
45
11 32
11.5 22.5 33 T1 32 58.5 112.5
12 2 4 . 12 32 70 34 J
13 24.5 35 I
14 28.5 12 35 73 36 >54 32 62 116
15
>26.5 16 38 77
38 1
16 40 55.5 32 63.5 117.5
17 32
r 41 80
42 54 32 62 116
18 35 44
l57 32 65 11919
>38 16 44.5 83.5
45
20 50 65 32 73 127 ,
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Appendix I
Measurement Results for Twist Drills
Appendix I includes following tables:
1.1 Measurement Results of Drill Diameter of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drill
1.2 Measurement Results of Web Thickness of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter 
Drills
1.3 Measurement Results of Relative Lip Height of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter 
Drills
1.4 Measurement Results of Point Angle of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills
1.5 Measurement Results of Chisel Edge Angle of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter 
Drills
1.6 Measurement Results of Shank Diameter of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter 
Drills
1.7 Measurement Results of Shank Runout of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills
1.8 Measurement Results of Overall Length of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter 
Drills
1.9 Measurement Results of Flute Length of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills
1.10 Measurement Results of Back Taper of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills
1.11 Measurement Results of Effective Diameter of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter
Drills
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 11.994 11.964 11.998 11.990 11.979 11.996 11.996 11.993 11.983 11.996
2 11.990 11.960 11.996 11.985 11.987 11.999 11.993 11.995 11.971 11.998
3 11.997 11.966 11.990 11.998 11.982 11.998 11.990 11.996 11.976 11.997
4 11.997 11.964 11.992 11.988 11.980 11.989 11.990 11.993 11.976 11.987
5 11.987 11.963 11.995 11.991 11.983 12.006 11.997 11.997 11.968 12.002
6 11.998 11.963 11.991 11.970 11.979 12.001 11.996 11.994 11.970 11.989
7 11.977 11.960 11.992 11.997 11.981 11.997 11.999 11.998 11.976 11.998
8 11.994 11.962 11.992 11.994 11.979 11.994 11.990 11.993 11.976 11.997
9 11.991 11.960 11.989 11.988 11.980 11.996 11.996 11.996 11.970 12.000
10 11.994 11.966 11.989 11.988 11.972 11.990 11.989 11.90 11.976 11.997
11 11.988 11.960 11.992 11.992 11.979 11.996 11.987 11.996 11.976 11.999
12 11.991 11.964 11.988 11.999 11.982 12.000 11.992 11.990 11.974 11.998
13 11.994 11.957 11.991 11.998 11.982 11.998 11.984 11.991 11.975 11.995
14 11.990 11.961 11.997 11.975 11.985 11.994 11.990 11.993 11.974 11.990
15 11.995 11.964 11.998 11.978 11.985 12.001 11.992 12.000 11.980 11.996
16 11.994 11.963 11.988 11.999 11.980 11.995 11.990 11.989 11.973 11.991
17 11.987 11.964 11.990 11.992 11.977 11.996 11.989 11.999 11.973 11.993
18 11.993 11.960 11.998 11.978 11.984 11.995 11.993 11.995 11.978 11.996
19 11.990 11.965 11.997 11.992 11.983 11.996 11.95 11.988 11.973 12.009
20 11.987 11.957 11.998 11.980 11.980 11.998 11.990 11.987 11.970 11.995
Average 11.991 11.962 11.993 11.989 11.981 11.997 11.991 11.994 11.974 11.996
Std. Dev. 0.0048 0.0027 0.0037 0.0083 0.0033 0.0035 0.0039 0.0036 0.0036 0.0049
Repeatibility 0.0100 0.0056 0.0077 0.0178 0.0069 0.0073 0.0081 0.0075 0.0075 0.0102
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.1 Measurement Results of Drill Diameter of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills. 333
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2.054 2.219 1.995 2.074 1.739 2.065 1.543 2.193 1.834 1.989
2 2.087 2.293 2.016 2.081 1.819 1.985 1.635 1.989 1.991 2.110
3 2.063 2.085 1.952 1.996 1.756 2.148 1.655 2.049 1.995 1.980
4 1.993 2.098 2.168 1.917 1.737 2.021 1.680 2.005 1.784 2.100
5 1.952 1.996 1.968 1.973 1.880 2.061 1.545 1.995 1.864 1.995
6 2.090 2.005 1.882 2.616 1.690 1.965 1.556 2.061 1.953 1.829
7 2.051 2.081 1.986 2.149 1.761 2.006 1.692 2.053 1.751 1.949
8 2.105 2.084 1.905 1.979 1.905 2.109 1.693 2.089 1.904 1.980
9 2.056 2.290 1.968 1.954 1.732 1.903 1.709 2.046 1.763 1.907
10 2.095 2.196 2.019 2.053 1.663 2.096 1.540 1.985 1.841 2.005
11 2.009 1.986 2.114 2.005 1.809 2.203 1.681 2.063 1.932 2.109
12 1.998 2.185 1.969 2.182 1.815 1.876 1.661 2.054 1.922 1.919
13 2.095 2.260 2.058 1.989 1.791 1.905 1.595 1.986 1.754 1.981
14 2.091 2.165 1.980 1.921 1.908 1.974 1.551 1.995 1.835 2.110
15 2.082 2.280 1.981 1.979 1.669 1.917 1.519 1.980 1.781 2.008
16 2.085 2.285 1.992 2.031 1.809 2.139 1.588 2.058 1.773 2.115
17 2.092 2.180 1.985 2.140 1.813 1.922 1.563 2.031 1.853 2.015
18 2.062 2.197 2.115 2.083 1.795 2.016 1.593 2.006 1.861 2.018
19 2.048 2.279 1.990 1.982 1.788 1.834 1.664 2.027 1.882 2.019
20 1.993 2.289 1.876 1.868 1.761 1.962 1.566 2.034 1.751 2.098
Average 2.055 2.163 1.996 2.049 1.782 2.003 1.611 2.035 1.851 2.016
Std. Dev. 0.0336 0.1034 0.0737 0.1564 0.0681 0.0991 0.0628 0.0492 0.0794 0.0809
Repeatability 0.091 0.2161 0.1540 0.3269 0.1423 0.2071 0.1312 0.1028 0.1659 0.1691
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.2 Measurement Results of Web Thickness of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills.
4̂
Measurement ............  D R IL  L No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.106 0.093 0.079 0.171 0.098 0.116 0.118 0.188 0.139 0.135
2 0.149 0.089 0.124 0.146 0.075 0.161 0.086 0.163 0.093 0.191
3 0.090 0.109 0.054 0.184 0.048 0.119 0.096 0.125 0.105 0.118
4 0.066 0.081 0.068 0.099 0.056 0.090 0.085 0.113 0.139 0.187
5 0.089 0.089 0.059 0.074 0.163 0.150 0.125 0.084 0.107 0.084
6 0.194 0.065 0.085 0.145 0.081 0.118 0.105 0.152 0.073 0.097
7 0.165 0.138 0.082 0.178 0.098 0.095 0.126 0.086 0.098 0.151
8 0.183 0.065 0.097 0.146 0.143 0.060 0.118 0.126 0.089 0.124
9 0.101 0.072 0.047 0.135 0.109 0.125 0.132 0.086 0.2136 0.182
10 0.075 0.080 0.077 0.189 0.136 0.087 0.116 0.118 0.166 0.116
11 0.118 0.108 0.086 0.087 0.115 0.072 0.128 0.098 0.172 0.159
12 0.086 0.068 0.073 0.076 0.139 0.125 0.089 0.125 0.095 0.131
13 0.051 0.091 0.116 0.152 0.159 0.118 0.081 0.103 0.076 0.088
14 0.153 0.124 0.081 0.186 0.146 0.109 0.115 0.095 0.083 0.075
15 0.085 0.185 0.084 0.163 0.082 0.088 0.106 0.182 0.108 0.160
16 0.106 0.076 0.126 0.171 0.088 0.071 0.112 0.186 0.093 0.152
17 0.069 0.128 0.066 0.101 0.078 0.082 0.106 0.165 0.124 0.183
18 0.081 0.061 0.123 0.118 0.095 0.109 0.120 0.086 0.065 0.103
19 0.057 0.111 0.081 0.069 0.068 0.093 0.151 0.091 0.153 0.123
20 o.o73 0.123 0.096 0.083 0.071 0.143 0.094 0.089 0.085 0.087
Average 0.105 0.098 0.085 0.134 0.102 0.102 0.112 0.122 0.110 0.132
Std. Dev. 0.0422 0.0314 0.0228 0.0417 0.0347 0.0337 0.0177 0.0373 0.0316 0.0367
Repeatability 0.0882 0.0656 0.0476 0.0872 0.0725 0.0704 0.0370 0.0780 0.0660 0.0767
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.3 Measurement Results of Relative Lip Height of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills.
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 118.692 116.985 119.458 116.441 118.988 118.124 118.980 116.092 118.861 117.981
2 118.654 116.992 119.192 116.531 118.722 118.159 118.768 116.921 119.160 118.052
3 118.725 117.006 119.812 116.830 118.768 118.320 118.896 116.080 119.033 118.125
4 118.921 117.096 118.476 117.008 118.926 118.456 118.957 116.052 118.925 118.012
5 118.701 117.040 118.921 116.536 118.788 118.459 118.875 116.097 119.045 117.763
6 119.005 117.082 118.856 116.590 118.809 118.501 118.992 116.274 118.852 117.931
7 118.521 117.432 119.150 116.521 118.892 118.560 118.621 116.891 119.126 117.780
8 118.786 117.005 119.352 116.526 118.920 118.509 119.081 116.825 118.907 118.014
9 118.792 117.321 119.081 116.860 118.520 118.881 118.836 116.021 119.134 117.890
10 118.762 116.851 118.881 116.534 118.789 118.548 118.869 116.086 118.821 118.092
11 118.780 117.095 119.132 116.489 118.892 118.531 118.969 116.092 119.345 117.892
12 118.625 116.956 119.201 116.480 118.920 118.498 118.831 116.531 119.321 117.651
13 118.695 117.094 119.205 116.563 119.526 118.560 118.541 116.098 119.210 118.106
14 118.686 117.152 119.189 116.860 118.782 118.468 118.785 116.491 118.863 117.500
15 118.703 117.099 119.206 116.582 118.826 118.541 119.063 116.080 119.350 117.985
16 118.781 117.651 119.080 116.593 118.521 118.691 118.761 116.031 119.428 117.691
17 118.757 117.210 119.069 116.690 119.152 118.584 118.968 116.000 119.269 117.980
18 118.915 117.006 119.216 116.435 119.056 118.341 118.831 116.482 119.311 117.685
19 118.722 117.081 119.286 116.601 118.950 118.597 118.922 116.582 118.842 117.986
20 118.765 117.092 118.972 116.526 118.909 118.561 118.945 116.089 118.961 117.921
Average 118.749 117.162 119.137 116.609 118.883 118.494 118.875 116.291 119.088 117.902
Std. Dev. 0.1078 0.2340 0.2635 0.1582 0.2146 0.1676 0.1354 0.3137 0.2027 0.1705
Repeatability 0.2253 0.4891 0.5507 0.3306 0.4485 0.3503 0.2830 0.6556 0.4236 0.3563
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.4 Measurement Results of Point Angle of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills. u>u>0\
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 138.891 133.01 134.819 132.950 134.891 137.014 138.081 138.954 133.914 137.280
2 137.320 133.043 135.281 133.081 133.350 136.951 137.964 137.481 133.650 136.891
3 136.667 132.954 134.679 132.062 135.201 135.811 137.680 136.524 133.694 135.465
4 135.477 134.084 134.084 132.054 133.459 135.712 135.964 138.663 133.688 134.982
5 136.591 133.911 135.285 133.114 132.821 135.809 138.951 136.081 132.891 135.861
6 138.726 133.591 133.219 133.624 132.628 136.981 135.806 136.184 133.791 135.840
7 138.694 133.890 135.811 133.188 133.561 136.891 137.981 138.649 134.564 136.411
8 139.005 133.681 133.241 132.988 132.819 136.114 135.512 137.584 132.744 136.560
9 136.695 132.871 135.624 131.169 132.966 136.094 135.128 136.654 136.891 134.893
10 136.080 132.911 136.093 132.082 133.579 134.861 136.004 136.244 133.694 135.595
11 136.869 132.980 135.340 134.526 133.828 134.914 137.951 137.561 135.591 136.081
12 136.548 134.891 135.087 131.294 133.526 135.814 134.814 135.594 134.963 136.818
13 137.983 136.911 135.641 134.621 133.679 137.181 134.660 136.284 134.884 135.585
14 137.309 136.892 134.268 133.695 133.768 133.881 135.664 137.620 134.981 134.919
15 137.629 133.640 134.890 134.938 133.790 134.089 132.819 138.821 134.981 134.863
16 136.956 136.685 135.214 134.592 133.762 134.184 133.394 138.814 135.782 135.691
17 137.081 133.114 135.000 132.061 134.394 137.194 134.082 133.411 136.059 134.971
18 137.891 135.118 136.090 132.865 136.891 134.282 136.362 137.614 132.921 135.621
19 137.622 135.106 136.185 131.862 133.669 137.519 137.592 135.140 132.847 136.782
20 137.590 134.582 136.921 131.519 136.089 138.811 133.814 135.850 132.606 135.894
Average 137.381 134.194 135.139 132.914 133.934 135.855 136.002 136.986 134.257 135.850
Std. Dev. 0.9568 1.3496 0.9366 1.1539 1.0874 1.3893 1.7649 1.4534 1.2277 0.7417
Repeatability 1.9997 2.8206 1.9575 2.4116 3.9167 2.9036 3.6886 3.0376 2.5659 1.5502
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.5 Measurement Results of Chisel Edge Angle of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills. uo
'-a
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 11.936 11.901 11.941 11.947 11.906 11.944 11.939 11.937 11.910 11.941
2 11.939 11.903 11.937 11.953 11.909 11.935 11.945 11.934 11.916 11.939
3 11.938 11.904 11.942 11.949 11.901 11.933 11.942 11.935 11.910 11.940
4 11.931 11.902 11.932 11.947 11.904 11.934 11.942 11.944 11.918 11.940
5 11.935 11.902 11.935 11.947 11.904 11.941 11.941 11.941 11.912 11.946
6 11.941 11.902 11.935 11.948 11.906 11.936 11.943 11.943 11.914 11.940
7 11.933 11.904 11.944 11.946 11.908 11.942 11.942 11.943 11.914 11.938
8 11.939 11.903 11.936 11.947 11.903 11.934 11.939 11.940 11.912 11.940
9 11.932 11.901 11.935 11.946 11.905 11.940 11.942 11.938 11.910 11.939
10 11.938 11.908 11.936 11.945 11.904 11.938 11.948 11.940 11.916 11.939
11 11.938 11.902 11.938 11.949 11.909 11.942 11.943 11.941 11.914 11.936
12 11.938 11.900 11.942 11.953 11.911 11.940 11.938 11.932 11.916 11.933
13 11.939 11.900 11.940 11.953 11.906 11.942 11.943 11.933 11.915 11.946
14 11.935 11.906 11.934 11.950 11.907 11.938 11.945 11.939 11.917 11.939
15 11.940 11.908 11.938 11.949 11.905 11.944 11.940 11.940 11.911 11.940
16 11.936 11.903 11.940 11.946 11.906 11.934 11.944 11.935 11.918 11.942
17 11.940 11.905 11.943 11.951 11.904 11.939 11.948 11.943 11.907 11.938
18 11.938 11.901 11.939 11.944 11.906 11.943 11.950 11.934 11.908 11.930
19 11.936 11.903 11.938 11.949 11.903 11.945 11.941 11.936 11.918 11.936
20 11.936 11.906 11.934 11.948 11.904 11.939 11.943 11.937 11.915 11.940
Average 11.937 11.903 11.938 11.948 11.906 11.939 11.943 11.938 11.914 11.938
Std. Dev. 0.0024 0.0024 0.0033 0.0026 0.0024 0.0038 0.0031 0.0037 0.0034 0.0028
Repeatability 0.0050 0.0050 0.0069 0.0054 0.0050 0.0079 0.0065 0.0077 0.0071 0.0058
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.6 Measurement Results of Shank Diameter of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills. u>
oo
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.008 0.006 0.016 0.012 0.004 0.001 0.015 0.004 0.018 0.004
2 0.009 0.008 0.015 0.008 0.005 0.002 0.016 0.006 0.006 0.008
3 0.008 0.004 0.014 0.009 0.016 0.002 0.017 0.002 0.004 0.002
4 0.006 0.010 0.014 0.010 0.018 0.004 0.020 0.016 0.006 0.003
5 0.002 0.006 0.016 0.009 0.008 0.000 0.015 0.10 0.016 0.004
6 0.008 0.002 0.014 0.004 0.009 0.003 0.014 0.10 0.008 0.006
7 0.010 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.014 0.006 0.020 0.006 0.002 0.004
8 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.008 0.012 0.005 0.015 0.008 0.010 0.006
9 0.006 0.009 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.016 0.012 0.011 0.010
10 0.012 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.005 0.013 0.008 0.012 0.002
11 0.010 0.016 0.016 0.008 0.010 0.008 0.012 0.010 0.004 0.002
12 0.008 0.008 0.018 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.013 0.006 0.008 0.001
13 0.008 0.012 0.018 0.006 0.006 0.010 0.016 0.006 0.010 0.003
14 0.000 0.006 0.015 0.008 0.008 0.002 0.013 0.008 0.009 0.006
15 0.005 0.005 0.017 0.010 0.009 0.004 0.010 0.009 0.010 0.005
16 0.008 0.006 0.017 0.010 0.010 0.006 0.014 0.008 0.012 0.006
17 0.007 0.009 0.018 0.007 0.008 0.007 0.013 0.006 0.011 0.007
18 0.006 0.008 0.016 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.013 0.008 0.008 0.008
19 0.008 0.006 0.010 0.008 0.010 0.008 0.016 0.008 0.007 0.006
20 0.010 0.005 0.018 0.007 0.010 0.009 0.017 0.010 0.009 0.005
Average 0.007 0.007 0.014 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.015 0.008 0.009 0.005
Std. Dev. 0.0027 0.0031 0.0032 0.0020 0.0035 0.0028 0.0025 0.0030 0.0039 0.0023
Repeatability 0.0056 0.0065 0.0067 0.0042 0.0073 0.0059 0.0052 0.0063 0.0082 0.0048
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.7 Measurement Results of Shank Runout (Radial) of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills. 339
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 151.913 152.057 152.099 151.589 150.860 152.165 151.196 152.018 151.878 151.517
2 151.955 152.040 152.047 151.564 150.910 152.168 151.215 152.012 151.881 151.553
3 151.961 152.083 152.071 151.560 150.940 152.172 151.190 152.036 151.880 151.553
4 151.958 152.046 152.053 151.581 150.918 152.052 151.206 152.052 151.863 151.556
5 151.947 152.050 152.089 151.567 150.908 152.170 151.234 152.054 151.864 151.560
6 151.950 152.012 152.072 151.561 150.825 152.159 151.208 152.036 151.888 151.536
7 151.923 152.041 152.076 151.549 150.915 152.201 151.231 152.060 151.841 151.560
8 151.945 152.063 152.076 151.572 150.891 152.018 151.211 152.018 151.891 151.530
9 151.943 152.045 152.071 151.560 150.888 152.109 151.209 152.041 151.878 151.554
10 151.971 152.050 152.078 151.548 150.904 152.198 151.198 152.048 151.889 151.503
11 151.950 152.047 152.073 151.565 150.921 152.147 151.183 152.046 151.870 151.566
12 151.945 152.042 152.051 151.573 150.935 152.177 151.175 152.024 151.888 151.510
13 151.946 152.051 152.071 151.569 150.865 152.221 151.216 152.031 151.901 151.554
14 151.945 152.042 152.063 151.579 150.901 152.150 151.224 152.066 151.861 151.520
15 151.951 152.083 152.098 151.549 150.908 152.169 151.214 152.056 151.912 151.525
16 151.930 152.029 152.053 151.563 150.851 152.177 151.208 152.037 151.905 151.558
17 151.958 152.051 152.090 151.561 150.889 152.190 151.198 152.041 151.789 151.567
18 151.943 152.033 152.091 151.569 150.893 152.211 151.211 152.037 151.880 151.528
19 151.951 152.029 152.048 151.546 150.905 152.150 151.195 152.024 151.863 151.540
20 151.948 152.061 152.061 151.548 150.907 152.169 151.203 152.014 151.884 151.533
Average 151.947 152.048 152.072 151.562 150.897 152.176 151.206 152.038 151.875 151.540
Std. Dev. 0.0130 0.0168 0.0162 0.0130 0.0282 0.0269 0.0148 0.0158 0.0263 0.0191
Repeatability 0.0272 0.0351 0.0339 0.0272 0.0590 0.0562 0.0309 0.0330 0.0550 0.0399
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.8 Measurement Results of Overall Length of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills. UJ4*.O
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 110.530 112.326 110.933 110.705 111.171 110.873 110.863 111.260 110.323 111.590
2 110.358 112.278 110.839 110.534 111.317 110.853 110.923 111.738 110.356 111.597
3 110.442 112.129 110.875 110.674 111.338 111.050 110.939 111.675 110.329 111.846
4 110.445 111.971 110.882 110.532 111.267 111.174 110.929 111.435 110.318 111.576
5 110.446 112.400 110.868 110.708 111.250 111.065 110.860 111.361 110.325 111.935
6 110.480 112.698 110.883 110.750 111.282 111.056 110.905 111.454 110.330 111.763
7 110.498 112.311 110.930 110.630 111.293 110.961 110.968 111.536 110.351 111.654
8 110.440 112.203 110.893 110.888 111.265 111.017 110.960 111.805 110.356 111.840
9 110.392 112.424 110.884 110.680 111.280 111.051 110.930 111.746 110.320 111.833
10 110.505 112.420 110.786 110.741 111.286 111.064 110.895 111.333 110.324 111.670
11 110.448 112.326 110.876 110.710 111.264 110.981 110.963 111.815 110.289 111.679
12 110.461 112.289 110.915 110.768 111.269 110.881 110.945 111.485 110.366 111.732
13 110.481 112.345 110.884 110.685 111.319 111.084 110.931 111.450 110.321 111.783
14 110.398 112.276 110.880 110.760 111.381 111.045 110.927 111.493 110.350 111.698
15 110.446 112.324 110.863 110.589 111.263 111.036 110.963 111.470 110.288 111.606
16 110.440 112.315 110.811 110.768 111.198 110.892 110.931 111.431 110.295 111.752
17 110.485 112.189 110.905 110.782 111.264 111.005 110.982 111.561 110.281 111.731
18 110.385 112.408 110.885 110.768 111.276 111.091 110.936 111.506 110.324 111.760
19 110.501 112.389 110.801 110.795 111.268 111.064 110.891 111.498 110.329 111.728
20 110.493 112.320 110.880 111.651 111.195 110.985 110.930 111.621 110.343 111.750
Average 110.454 112.317 110.874 111.706 111.269 111.012 110.929 111.534 110.326 11.726
Std. Dev. 0.0448 0.1409 0.0388 0.0885 0.0549 0.0827 0.0327 0.1550 0.0239 0.0954
Repeatability 0.0936 0.2945 0.0811 0.1850 0.1147 0.1728 0.0683 0.3239 0.0499 0.1993
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.9 Measurement Results of Flute Length of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills.
-p*
E L E M E N T D R I L L  No
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Drill Diameter (mm) 11.991 11.962 11.993 11.989 11.981 11.997 11.991 11.994 11.974 11.996
Shank Diameter (mm) 11.937 11.903 11.938 11.948 11.906 11.939 11.943 11.938 11.914 11.938
Flute Length (mm) 110.454 112.317 110.874 111.706 111.269 111.012 110.929 111.534 110.326 111.726
Back Taper (mm / mm) X 10 ‘4 4.89 5.25 4.96 3.67 6.74 5.22 4.33 5.02 5.44 5.19
Table 1.10 Measurement Results of Back Taper of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills.
Measurement D R I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 12.022 12.024 11.999 12.037 12.036 12.041 12.038 12.056 12.025 12.041
2 12.030 12.011 12.019 12.040 12.030 12.038 12.039 12.068 12.014 12.045
3 12.039 12.023 12.039 12.039 12.028 12.039 12.025 12.052 12.024 12.049
4 12.022 12.032 12.026 12.052 12.032 12.038 12.044 12.042 12.025 12.027
5 12.032 12.013 12.023 12.036 12.033 12.040 12.033 12.034 12.027 12.047
6 12.027 12.033 12.029 12.033 12.031 12.043 12.030 12.40 12.021 12.048
7 12.032 12.029 12.031 12.035 12.034 12.044 12.041 12.050 12.019 12.045
8 12.027 12.028 12.025 12.036 12.030 12.041 12.035 12.038 12.032 12.049
9 12.041 12.034 12.034 12.044 12.023 12.037 12.022 12.080 12.022 12.045
10 12.041 12.003 12.029 12.048 12.027 12.040 12.034 12.060 12.020 12.043
11 12.031 12.014 12.021 12.043 12.023 12.041 12.038 12.047 12.020 12.041
12 12.030 12.011 12.024 12.041 12.025 12.043 12.032 12.058 12.025 12.044
13 12.031 12.008 12.021 12.039 12.020 12.046 12.027 12.068 12.035 12.052
14 12.023 12.007 12.031 12.042 12.024 12.036 12.027 12.038 12.029 12.043
15 12.039 12.000 12.021 12.028 12.026 12.044 12.022 12.076 12.028 12.038
16 12.042 12.011 12.025 12.034 12.024 12.035 12.029 12.049 12.025 12.039
17 12.038 11.988 12.020 12.044 12.023 12.040 12.026 12.061 12.022 12.050
18 12.031 11.983 12.018 12.037 12.026 12.040 12.021 12.071 12.028 12.050
19 12.037 12.001 12.016 12.038 12.035 12.036 12.027 12.053 12.024 12.051
20 12.038 11.996 12.033 12.039 12.024 12.042 12.030 12.065 12.021 12.049
Average 12.033 12.011 12.024 12.039 12.028 12.040 12.031 12.055 12.024 12.045
Std. Dev. 0.0064 0.0144 0.0079 0.0054 0.0046 0.0030 0.0066 0.0133 0.0048 0.0058
Repeatability 0.0134 0.0301 0.0165 0.0113 0.0096 0.0063 0.0138 0.0278 0.0100 0.0121
* All measurements are in mm
Table 1.11 Measurement Results of Effective Diameter of Nominally Similar 12 mm Diameter Drills.
LO
Appendix J
Measurement Results for End Mills
Appendix J includes following tables:
344
J. 1 Measurement Results of Cutter Diameter of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter 
End Mills
J.2 Measurement Results of Shank Diameter of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter 
End Mills
J.3 Measurement Results of Shank Runout of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End 
Mills
J.4 Measurement Results of Helix Angle of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End 
Mills
J.5 Measurement Results of Radial Rake Angle of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter 
End Mills
J.6 Measurement Results of Effective Diameter of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter 
End Mills
Measurement E N D  M I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 16.013 16.022 16.041 15.973 15.999 15.990 15.975 15.981 15.991 15.984
2 15.959 16.048 16.045 15.996 15.967 15.949 15.992 15.990 15.962 15.977
3 15.990 16.005 16.006 15.999 15.993 15.949 16.011 15.975 15.999 16.022
4 15.982 15.965 16.005 15.966 15.969 15.998 15.965 15.996 15.994 16.038
5 16.002 16.006 16.008 15.969 16.021 16.005 15.978 15.978 15.969 16.002
6 16.012 15.971 15.989 15.978 16.017 16.042 15.939 15.999 16.000 15.994
7 15.945 15.998 16.028 15.985 16.017 15.999 16.019 15.968 15.960 15.981
8 15.967 15.996 16.028 15.996 16.004 16.041 16.017 15.996 15.978 15.999
9 15.988 16.008 16.027 15.990 15.971 16.009 16.002 15.986 15.955 16.002
10 16.008 15.986 16.044 15.993 16.004 16.006 16.002 15.996 15.987 15.983
11 16.004 16.009 16.025 15.990 15.995 16.005 15.990 15.976 15.975 15.996
12 16.003 15.999 16.016 15.980 15.997 16.037 15.995 15.998 15.999 15.990
13 15.979 16.018 15.978 15.989 16.005 16.007 16.001 15.989 15.965 16.005
14 15.990 16.008 16.010 15.969 15.990 15.996 15.980 15.981 15.994 15.989
15 15.975 16.009 16.008 15.976 15.998 16.011 15.985 16.000 15.962 15.975
16 15.992 16.009 16.018 15.981 16.000 16.008 15.975 15.999 15.989 15.988
17 16.002 16.015 16.041 15.990 16.008 15.993 15.995 15.998 15.982 15.973
18 16.001 16.007 16.006 15.978 16.009 15.998 15.992 15.981 15.980 15.985
19 16.005 16.008 16.041 15.988 15.995 15.996 15.986 15.979 15.960 15.991
20 15.998 16.008 16.015 16.001 15.998 16.006 15.987 15.992 15.958 15.998
Average 15.991 16.004 16.019 15.984 15.995 16.005 15.990 15.988 15.978 15.993
Std. Dev. 0.0182 0.0174 0.0185 0.0107 0.0208 0.0263 0.0188 0.0099 0.0156 0.0155
Repeatability 0.0380 0.0364 0.0386 0.0224 0.0435 0.0549 0.0393 0.0207 0.0326 0.0324
* All measurements are in mm
Table J.l Measurement Results of Cutter Diameter of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End Mills.
Measurement E N D  M I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 15.989 15.984 15.985 15.988 15.991 15.985 15.982 15.987 15.988 15.983
2 15.988 15.982 15.982 15.986 15.989 15.983 15.990 15.984 15.990 15.991
3 15.988 15.988 15.987 15.987 15.984 15.985 15.987 15.983 15.983 15.981
4 15.983 15.984 15.983 15.988 15.983 15.981 15.989 15.988 15.988 15.981
5 15.987 15.985 15.986 15.991 15.986 15.986 15.985 15.990 15.982 15.982
6 15.990 15.985 15.983 15.991 15.980 15.981 15.990 15.983 15.980 15.987
7 15.991 15.987 15.986 15.990 15.985 15.981 15.987 15.991 15.986 15.978
8 15.986 15.981 15.988 15.989 15.989 15.989 15.986 15.982 15.985 15.980
9 15.984 15.987 15.980 15.991 15.986 15.984 15.986 15.986 15.981 15.983
10 15.986 15.984 15.983 15.991 15.985 15.984 15.990 15.983 15.986 15.984
11 15.988 15.991 15.984 15.994 15.986 15.985 15.987 15.986 15.985 15.980
12 15.987 15.984 15.985 15.991 15.982 15.980 15.986 15.986 15.990 15.984
13 15.986 15.985 15.979 15.990 15.987 15.980 15.983 15.989 15.986 15.983
14 15.989 15.988 15.989 15.989 15.986 15.980 15.988 15.986 15.981 15.982
15 15.984 15.982 15.985 15.990 15.989 15.983 15.981 15.988 15.982 15.990
16 15.985 15.985 15.988 15.990 15.987 15.984 15.988 15.990 15.983 15.980
17 15.985 15.988 15.989 15.986 15.990 15.980 15.990 15.983 15.982 15.986
18 15.988 15.985 15.987 15.988 15.982 15.980 15.986 15.988 15.988 15.984
19 15.987 15.984 15.986 15.991 15.990 15.980 15.991 15.989 15.992 15.990
20 15.988 15.990 15.984 15.990 15.984 15.980 15.986 15.986 15.985 15.987
Average 15.987 15.985 15.985 15.990 15.986 15.983 15.987 15.986 15.985 15.984
Std. Dev. 0.0021 0.0026 0.0028 0.0020 0.0030 0.0028 0.0028 0.0027 0.0034 0.0037
Repeatability 0.0044 0.0054 0.0058 0.0042 0.0063 0.0059 0.0059 0.0056 0.0071 0.0077
* All measurements are in mm
Table J.2 Measurement Results of Shank Diameter of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End Mills.
•P*O n
Measurement E N D  M I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.004 0.009 0.003 0.007 0.009 0.014 0.009 0.008 0.021 0.010
2 0.003 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.010 0.020 0.009 0.009 0.025 0.013
3 0.005 0.009 0.005 0.014 0.005 0.012 0.005 0.007 0.015 0.004
4 0.006 0.009 0.003 0.006 0.003 0.010 0.000 0.009 0.018 0.012
5 0.008 0.011 0.002 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.012 0.018 0.020
6 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.006 0.012 0.009 0.013
7 0.009 0.015 0.009 0.008 0.003 0.010 0.009 0.015 0.021 0.009
8 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.006 0.003 0.016 0.001 0.014 0.018 0.013
9 0.005 0.014 0.006 0.007 0.004 0.015 0.003 0.015 0.022 0.011
10 0.008 0.009 0.004 0.012 0.009 0.006 0.008 0.013 0.013 0.009
11 0.002 0.008 0.005 0.012 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.016 0.015 0.014
12 0.007 0.010 0.007 0.010 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.020 0.016 0.013
13 0.005 0.011 0.004 0.011 0.008 0.012 0.010 0.020 0.017 0.010
14 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.012 0.012 0.014 0.015 0.010
15 0.008 0.012 0.003 0.008 0.010 0.013 0.008 0.018 0.016 0.014
16 0.009 0.008 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.013 0.009 0.018 0.018 0.013
17 0.004 0.009 0.005 0.012 0.008 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.009
18 0.006 0.010 0.006 0.014 0.009 0.008 0.006 0.010 0.015 0.008
19 0.005 0.015 0.004 0.008 0.006 0.015 0.005 0.015 0.020 0.009
20 0.008 0.010 0.006 0.009 0.006 0.010 0.009 0.016 0.021 0.008
Average 0.006 0.010 0.005 0.009 0.007 0.011 0.007 0.013 0.017 0.011
Std. Dev. 0.0021 0.0029 0.0018 0.0026 0.0027 0.0036 0.0031 0.0039 0.0040 0.0033
Repeatability 0.0044 0.0061 0.0038 0.0054 0.0056 0.0075 0.0065 0.0082 0.0084 0.0069
* All measurements are in mm
Table J.3 Measurement Results of Shank Runout of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End Mills. u>4̂
Measurement E N D  M I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 30.277 30.622 29.876 33.564 31.271 27.005 27.008 29.792 32.901 29.397
2 30.395 27.989 30.561 30.110 30.300 27.036 29.258 29.479 29.645 29.517
3 30.356 30.889 29.098 29.281 30.491 28.819 33.132 27.715 28.424 29.216
4 30.331 29.567 29.984 28.961 31.469 28.691 28.748 29.381 28.610 30.369
5 30.606 29.640 29.980 29.088 31.235 33.066 26.391 30.061 29.866 29.250
6 30.246 28.226 30.985 31.020 30.322 28.153 29.799 29.563 29.814 29.551
7 30.178 29.519 30.651 32.439 31.687 28.188 29.961 28.633 30.072 30.311
8 30.344 29.861 31.169 30.051 29.127 28.696 29.042 31.635 30.063 31.335
9 30.310 29.280 30.113 28.734 31.400 28.891 28.453 30.192 28.389 29.424
10 30.615 29.091 30.247 31.069 29.290 29.305 29.542 28.591 30.811 29.335
11 29.385 30.658 28.865 32.516 30.650 28.680 29.313 29.458 28.562 29.761
12 29.675 27.893 29.977 30.625 29.861 28.611 28.958 30.634 32.615 29.665
13 31.255 28.181 29.104 28.616 30.831 28.592 29.138 29.611 29.053 29.632
14 31.344 27.660 29.711 31.892 30.585 29.016 29.866 29.593 31.005 29.881
15 30.594 27.592 31.089 30.218 29.872 30.561 26.889 28.326 31.075 30.418
16 30.618 28.386 30.147 31.310 29.935 31.369 29.518 29.797 29.861 30.894
17 29.986 28.651 28.341 30.658 30.711 29.632 28.891 29.501 32.069 31.631
18 30.350 29.305 30.286 31.782 30.281 28.865 29.831 29.604 29.542 30.314
19 30.863 27.611 30.015 29.965 29.816 29.459 29.651 29.611 29.581 29.185
20 29.631 28.625 29.686 29.813 31.832 30.631 29.832 29.710 29.619 29.663
Average 30.368 28.962 29.994 30.586 30.548 29.163 29.161 29.544 30.079 29.937
Std. Dev. 0.4822 1.0439 0.7360 1.3697 0.7701 1.4002 1.3960 0.8279 1.3168 0.7077
Repeatability 1.0078 2.1818 1.5382 2.8627 1.6095 2.9264 2.9176 1.7303 2.7521 1.4791
* All measurements are in mm
Table J.4 Measurement Results of Helix Angle of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End Mills. OJ■p*oo
Measurement E N D  M I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 6.189 6.019 6.592 7.989 8.963 6.721 5.806 5.858 6.219 7.910
2 6.397 5.391 6.817 8.341 9.010 6.835 5.799 5.680 6.209 7.839
3 6.580 5.121 6.800 7.880 8.868 6.839 5.780 5.671 6.398. 7.790
4 6.810 5.292 6.321 7.898 8.591 6.921 5.600 5.891 6.959 7.891
5 5.988 5.621 6.680 8.109 8.626 6.711 5.921 5.685 6.015 8.010
6 6.321 5.832 6.080 8.005 8.722 6.134 5.415 5.621 6.920 7.925
7 6.115 5.824 6.920 8.185 8.633 6.891 5.521 6.005 6.818 7.859
8 6.321 5.869 6.594 7.909 9.080 6.921 5.682 5.861 6.219 8.198
9 6.817 5.968 6.414 8.006 8.623 6.506 5.934 5.807 6.810 8.004
10 5.973 5.559 6.920 7.928 8.984 6.341 5.276 6.009 6.181 8.114
11 6.992 5.992 5.981 8.010 8.728 6.518 5.692 6.008 6.825 7.924
12 6.109 6.089 5.996 8.005 8.960 6.243 5.576 5.989 6.215 8.112
13 6.314 6.132 6.807 8.129 8.119 6.824 5.919 5.724 7.016 7.864
14 6.084 5.684 6.995 7.986 8.971 6.114 5.511 5.893 6.212 7.860
15 6.180 5.885 6.561 8.093 8.780 6.510 5.920 5.119 6.892 7.914
16 6.086 5.924 6.546 7.995 8.893 6.541 5.925 5.993 6.895 7.809
17 6.618 6.005 5.821 7.986 8.992 6.637 5.421 5.114 6.792 7.981
18 5.834 6.110 5.985 7.990 8.639 6.691 5.334 5.832 6.890 7.820
19 5.994 6.184 6.092 7.925 8.792 6.694 5.635 5.620 6.778 7.624
20 6.120 6.189 6.166 8.109 8.891 6.821 5.274 5.714 6.321 7.391
Average 6.392 5.999 6.429 8.019 8.793 6.621 5.674 5.755 6.579 7.892
Std. Dev. 0.3617 0.7712 0.3797 0.1140 0.2212 0.2528 0.2267 0.2557 0.3435 0.1747
Repeatability 0.7559 1.6118 0.7936 0.2383 0.4623 0.5284 0.4738 0.5344 0.7179 0.3651
* All measurements are in mm
Table J.5 Measurement Results of Radial Rake Angle of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End Mills. LO
VO
Measurement E N D  M I L L  No
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 16.028 16.004 16.048 16.012 16.016 16.012 16.058 16.046 16.018 16.040
2 16.044 16.010 16.042 16.000 16.020 16.012 16.064 16.042 16.034 16.044
3 16.026 16.000 16.042 16.000 16.018 16.018 16.062 16.028 16.022 16.048
4 16.018 16.002 16.038 16.004 16.024 16.008 16.048 16.044 16.018 16.050
5 16.036 16.014 16.038 16.002 16.014 16.012 16.040 16.040 16.026 16.050
6 16.016 16.010 16.032 16.014 16.016 16.020 16.046 16.056 16.016 16.040
7 16.026 16.004 16.028 16.002 16.012 16.014 16.056 16.034 16.034 16.046
8 16.030 16.006 16.030 16.008 16.016 16.008 16.052 16.048 16.020 16.048
9 16.030 16.010 16.028 16.006 16.024 16.016 16.060 16.052 16.030 16.058
10 16.026 16.014 16.042 16.002 16.016 16.014 16.060 16.048 16.044 16.006
11 16.030 16.018 16.040 16.010 16.018 16.010 16.052 16.046 16.032 16.004
12 16.032 16.012 16.038 16.002 16.030 16.012 16.056 16.070 16.030 16.038
13 16.030 16.002 16.032 16.000 16.030 16.002 16.052 16.040 16.042 16.040
14 16.028 16.010 16.038 16.012 16.012 16.004 16.006 16.044 16.030 16.060
15 16.032 16.006 16.044 16.000 16.018 16.008 16.036 16.040 16.030 16.066
16 16.030 16.008 16.042 16.022 16.018 16.014 16.034 16.040 16.024 16.058
17 16.032 16.006 16.038 16.028 16.010 16.014 16.046 16.054 16.032 16.038
18 16.030 16.006 16.028 15.992 16.018 16.012 16.050 16.044 16.024 16.052
19 16.030 16.016 16.044 16.000 16.004 16.014 16.032 16.056 16.030 16.048
20 16.030 126.014 16.040 16.012 16.010 16.010 16.050 16.050 16.026 16.056
Average 16.029 16.009 16.038 16.006 16.017 16.012 16.051 16.046 16.028 16.050
Std. Dev. 0.0057 0.0050 0.0060 0.0085 0.0064 0.0043 0.0098 0.0090 0.0075 0.0088
Repeatability 0.0119 0.0104 0.0125 0.0178 0.0134 0.0090 0.0205 0.0188 0.0157 0.0184
* All measurements are in mm
Table J.6 Measurement Results of Effective Diameter of Nominally Similar 16 mm Diameter End Mills.
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Appendix K
Effect of End Mill Deflection on Profile of Machined Surfaces
Appendix K includes following figures:
K. 1 Effect of End Mill Deflection on Profile of Workpiece in Down Milling
K.2 Effect of Depth of Cut on End Mill Deflection in Down Milling
K . 3 Effect of Feed on End Mill Deflection in Down Milling
K.4 Effect of Up and Down Milling on End Mill Deflection
K .5 Effect of feed on End Mill Deflection in Up Milling
K. 6 Effect of Depth of Cut on End Mill Deflection in Up Milling
K.7 Comparison of End Mill Deflection in Peripheral and Combined Milling
K.8 Inclined Surface Generated by Combined (Face) Milling due to End Mill Deflection
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TP 6 Down 126 125 1.0 Figure K.1 Effect of End Mill Deflection on Profile of Workpiece in Down Milling.
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Figure K.2 Effect of Depth of Cut on End Mill Deflection in Down Milling.
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- - - - - TP 23 Up 126 62.5 1.0 Figure K.5 Effect of Feed on End Mill Deflection in Up Milling.
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FigureK.7 Comparison of End Mill Deflection in 
Peripheral and Combined Milling.
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Figure K.8 Inclined Surface Generated by Combined (Face) Milling due 
End Mill Deflection in Down Milling.
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